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SUlvllvlARY

This thesis is primarily concerned with

theoretical developnent and experimental study of
some important aspects in the design and operation

of a low-frequency object identification systern.

Object identification has been studied by several

workers in the past few years. An overview of
these identification schemes is presented. The

requirements desired in an object ídentificatíon
scheme mainly depend upon the application. An

object identification system employing near-field
inductive coupling fulfils most of these require-
ments and therefore may be adapted to many

identification applications. The near-field
identification scheme is therefore selected for
an in depth study.

The 1ow-frequency object identification is

first approached as a communication engineering

problem. Electromagnetic object identification

is based on coupling of energy over an electro-

magnetic path between the obj ect and interrogation
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equipment. A transponder carrying obj ect when

interrogated by a CW signal returns a code modu-

lated reply signal identifying the object. In

another section a two-port passive transponder

systen enploying near-field coupling is investi-

gated. This investigation leads to the design of

a more efficient one-port system where a single

coupling element is used for sinultaneous extrac-

tion of power from the interrogation source at

one frequency and subsequent retransmission of

this energy as reply at another frequency.

The requirements of passive operation and

communication over electrornagnetic propagation

path result in very weak reply signals. Environ-

mental noise therefore becomes a major considera-

tion in the design of such systems. The third

and major aspect of the research program involves

experimental study of the noise in a variety of

indoor and outdoor environments. Statistical

measures to describe the noise are proposed and a

technique to evaluate the system error performance

from these statistical measures is presented.

Attention is focussed on practical error

control strategies to combat the environmental

noise in another section of the work. Some en-

coding and decoding techniques are reviewed and
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a strategy suitable for the noise environment of

one application is implemented.

Yet another aspect of the work involves in-

vestigation of the technologies suitable for the

manufacture of such transponders. A comparison

of some low power IC technologies is also pre-

sented.

Finally, conclusions are reached from the

research program and recommendations for further

work are made.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT I ON

1.1 Remote Obj ect Identification

The increasing use of automation in various

fields of human activity has led to widespread

interest in many forms of active and passive

electromagnetic transponders for rernote obj ect

and personnel identification. The objectives in

the use of such transponders include the elimina-

tion of human error in data recording, economy of

operation, and the creation of new system organi-

sations which are rnade possible by the ability of

automated operations to cope with speed and com-

p lexity .

Transponders for object identification ap-

plications nay be broadly classified according to

whether they are active or passive devices, suit-

able for interrogation either from near to or far

from interrogation apparatus, free or otherwise
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of registration and orientation constraínts be-

tween themselves and the interrogation apparatus,

and according to the capacity of their coding.

This study is concerned with object identi-
fication by means of passive digitaLly encoded

transponders of registration free type, suitable
for interrogation over short distances but capable

of returning long codes. The requirement of free-

don of registration and severe environmental con-

ditions encountered in some of the identification
applications makes the choice of technology an im-

portant consideration. Several object identifica-
tion techniques have been proposed by various

workers in the past few years. An overview of

these identification techniques is presented later
in this chapter.

A number of practical requirements must be

met for an automatic object identification system

to rvork satisfactorily. The degree to which a

particular requirement affects the selection of a

system in a given application depends upon such

operational parameters as indoor or outdoor usage,

interrogation range, moving or stationary obj ect,

object speed, number of objects to be identifled
and cost considerations. The nore specific re-

quirenents which emerge from the study of the

t.2



systems proposed by various authors include the

following:

i) The interrogation system should not cause

interference to the other users of the electro-

magnetic spectrum or cause health hazatd to any-

one in the vicinity of the interrogation region.

ii) The transponders and the interrogation

units should be inexpensive to al1ow for

their widespread usage in a variety of applica-

tions.
iii) The transponder system should ut tLize the

less congested portions of the electromagnetic

spectrum.

iv) The reply signal fron the transponder

should not be inpaired by environments such as

rain, snow, clothing, wood or plastics so that the

identification system is suitable for a large

number of applications.

v) The identification system should be main-

tainance free as far as possible. This require-

ment leads to the need for the transponders to

be passive.

vi) The transponder and the interrogator should

have convenient physical dimensions to be cost

effect ive .

vii) The interrogator should be able to accurate-

Ly "read" the identity of either a moving or a

stationary transponder in a well defined inter-

L.3



rogation zone.

viii) Some applications require unique identifi-

cation of a large number of objects. The trans-

ponder should, therefore, have a large coding

capac ity.

ix) The interrogation apparatus should easily

blend with the environment.

x) The transponders should be free from any

orientation constraint .

xi) The transponders should not have any effect

on the object it is attached to. This is to en-

sure that in automatic personnel identification

situations, for instance, persons carrying arti-

ficial pacernakers are not adversely af.fected.

In consideration of these requirements it

appears that the ultrasonic and optical systems

are best suited for indoor applications with

short interrogation range. Health hazards asso-

ciated with radio-active or high power microwave

systems render thernselves unsuitable. Further

consideration of these requirements and practical

constraints leaves only 1ow power microwave and

1ow- f requency inductive technologì-es as viable

options for general purpose object identification

applications. Some of the identification systems

employing thqse techniques are described later in

this chapter. The potential applications of such

object identification systerns include the follow-

ing:

L.4
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a

c

Automatic Vehicle Identification

i) Automatic tolling system

ii) Rental car identification

iii) Electronic license plate

iv) Restricted parking areas

Automatic Material Identification

i) Containerized shipping

ii) Automated freight handling

iii) Mailbag routing

iv) Aircraft baggage sorting

v) Library book sorting

vi) Supermarket checkouts

Personnel Ident ification

i) Military and industrial security

ii) Enployee identification
iii) Electronic keys

Other applications of remote identification
systems could include patientmonitoring at hosp-

tals and cattle monitoring at farms. Adaptabil-

ity of an obj ect identification system to a large

number of applications with ninimum nodifications

is a useful measure to compare different identifi.
cation systems.
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L.2 A Communications Ensineerins Problem

Although it is true in principle that when

seeking to design a remote identification system,

all systen parameters are available for selection

by the designer, in practice this viewpoint

is inconveniently broad in forming an initial

understanding of how transponder systems may be

designed and how various parameters may be opti-

mised in view of several conflicting constraints.

The approach used in the analysis presented in

the chapters to fol1ow is to select particular

system operating principles, assign fixed

values to some of the system parameters and then

analyse variations to the rest of the pata-

meterS.

The requirements of passive operation and

interrogation over an electromagnetic propagation

path are sufficient to ensure that the reply signal

is very weak in comparison to the interrogation sig-

na1. The requirement of freedom of registration

and orientation, on the other hand, ensures that

the electronagnetic field created by the interro-

gation signal is very strong, not only in the

vicinity of the transponder but also in the region

of the receiver antenna. The separation of the

reply signal from the strongly coupled interroga-

tion signal is therefore of vital importance.

1.6



Techniques of providing this separation in a cost

effective manner are described in chapter three.

Passivity of the transponders and need to

operate these systems in severe electrornagnetic

environments in some applications requires an

understanding of the characteristics of the en-

vironmental noise, an essential consideration of

the design of such systems. Attention is focussed

on the problem of environmental noise as part of

this research program and techniques to predict

the degradation in the system perforrnance in the

presence of noise are discussed in chapter four,

while the error control strategies to counter the

degradation are described in chapter five

I.3 Review of Previous Work

Remote obj ect identification systems have

been studied by several researchers in the past few

years. A brief review of these systems is pre-

sented be1ow.

1.5.1- Microwave iden.tif ication systems

This c1 ass

the energy and

of identification systems perform

information exchange at micro-

L.7



wave frequencies and the separation between the

interrogation and reply signals is provided in

the frequency domain. One microwave identifica-

tion system using the second harmonic reflections

is proposed by Klensch et al (1973). The system,

as shown in Figure L.t, in its basic form includes

an interrogator operating at X-band to illuninate

a passing transponder which radiates back a coded

signal at the second harmonic of the X-band input.

The transponder performs the frequency doubling

action by virtue of a Schottky-barrier silicon

diode connected across the terminals of the tag

antenna via a rnatching section. The transponder

antenna is in the form of a flat, printed-circuit

array of dipoles and is tuned to the geometric

mean of the X-band interrogation frequency and

Ku-band reply frequency. The reply signal is on-

off keyed and thus provides the identity code.

The keying is performed by the application and

removal of Teverse bias on the doubler diode.

The reply signal is envelope detected and suitably

displayed. Sinilar identification systems have

been described by Shefer et al (I973) and Sterzer

(7s7 4) .

Another system for identifying noving objects

in which a passive label having a number of di-

poles in accordance with a code is attached to

the object to be identified is described by

l_. 8
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Constant (1974). The system, âs shown in Figure

L.2, uses a synthetic aperture radar consisting

of a Gunn diode mounted within a resonant cavity

and connected to a horn to illuminate the label.

The Gunn diode operates as a homodyne so that

signals from the 1abe1 are also detected by the

diode as a number of overlapping chirp signals.

This signal is then appropriately processed to

produce a pulse train corresponding to the di-

pole structure on the 1abe1. The passive dipole

resonators for this identification system can

take the form of a dipole wire or a s1ot, the

latter punched into a flat surface. The Doppler

effect which results in the chirp signal is used

Direction
of

TraveI

Interrogation
Energy

Reflected
Energy

I.2 Microwave Identif ication Systern Using
Dopper Effect

Signal
Processor Display

lllll t ater

Figure
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as the basis of coding where the frequency dif-

ference between the interrogation energy and the

energy reflected from individual dipoles in a

noving label is continuously processed to identify

the 1abel.

Another object identification system, shown

in Figure L.3, which uses modulated backscatter

from an r.f. beam-powered transponder, is des-

cribed by Koelle et a1 (1975). A continuous wave

radio frequency beam is used to illuninate the

transponder antenna. Some of the received r.f.

is rectified to operate the transponder circuitry,

rvhich includes a voltage regulator, a Z0 KHz sub-

carrier oscillator, and a code generator. The re-

radiated r.f. is nodulated by varying the load on

the rectifier. The load is switched at the sub-

carrier frequency and the degree of loading is

switched between thro levels by the code generator.

This results in scattered r.f. being anplitude

modulated at 20 KHz with a secondary modulation

for the code. A variation of this identification

scheme is suggested by McEwen (1975) and uses a

battery powered transponder to reduce the poh/er

of the incidental radio frequency beam and the

complexity of the receiver circui try ,

One of the disadvantages associated with the

1.11
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microwave systems arises from difficulties in

sufficiently confining the interrogation energy.

Other disadvantages of the nicrowave systerns in-

clude the stringent limits imposed by the statu-

tory bodies on unattended sources of microwave

energy and, in some cases, background clutter

from extraneous objects.

I.3.2 Surface acoustic wave identification systems

Another class of object identification sys-

tem which uses surface acoustic wave (SAW) delay

lines has been described by Davies et aL (1975).

The separation between the strong interrogation

signal and weak reply signal in this class of

Ídentification systems is provided in tine domain.

The identification system, âs shown in Figure 7.4,

involves a receiving antenna feeding a delay line

having n separate coded taps. The combined output

of these taps is either connected to a reply an-

tenna in the case of a two-port transponder or re-

turned to the original antenna in the case of a

one-port transponder system. The passive trans-

ponder is interrogated at a convenient radio fre-

quency. The time delay to the first tap of the

delay line is much longer than the duration of

the interrogation pulse. The taps are equally

spaced at a tine delay corresponding to the in-

1.13



terrogation pulse duration. A single interrogat-

ing pulse therefore results in a train of reply

pulses being returned from the tTansponder, each

associated with the corresponding output of the

delay line taps. This traj-n of pulses is used to

represent the identity of the transponder by en-

coding the taps of the delay line in terms of

either presence or absence of the taps. Further

sophistication in coding rnay be provided by the

variations in the tap geometry. The transponder

system described by Davies et aL uses a ?I finger

delay line operating at 100 MHz.

InterrogaÈor

Figure 1.4 SAW Object Identification Systen

SAII Delay Line

I 0 0I I 0
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A variation of the above system which

ates at 915 MHz with a bandwidth of 50 MHz

described in British Patent number 1298381

Unisearch Limited (1972) .

oper -

is

by

Difficulties are encountered, in SAW object

identification systems, rvith the delay line

lengths when long codes are required to be gener-

ated. Furthermore, because the reply signals

fron this type of transponder are weak, complex

signal processing is necessary to extract the

reply signal from noise. The SAW system also has

the disadvantage that, ãt most suitable frequen-

cies for its operation, unconfined radiation of

high power signals is not permitted.

1.3.5 Low-frequency identification systems

Low-frequency transponders for object identi-

fication employing inductive coupling between the

transponder and interrogator have been described

by Vinding (L967) , Ryley (1970), Leaver (1975),

Hutton et al (L976) and Cole et at (1979). Low-

frequency identification system in its basic form

works on the principle that when an obj ect carry-

ing a transponder comes in the vicinity of an in-

terrogator a weak coupling between the transponder

1. ls



and interrogator is established. The transponder,

as shown in Figure 1.5, utilizes a part of the

interrogation energy to energize the electronic

circuitry on board to generate a code modulated

reply signal. The separation between the inter-

rogation and reply signals is achieved spatially

and in frequency domain. A detailed description

of this system, which forms the basis of the re-

search program, is presented in the next chapter.

\q
0lt

Transmitter

Power Supply

Transponder

Lùz

Receiver

Figure 1.5 Low-frequency Inductive Identification
Sys tem

Code

Generator
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1.4 Object of Thesis

The work presented in this thesis is the re-

sult of efforts to develop a remote object identi--

fication system which may be used in a wide vari-

ety of applications. One object of the work pre-

sented here is to derive a fundarnental understand-

ing of various subsystems leading to an optimal

design of the overall system. Another object of

the thesis is to study the environmental noise

characteristics affecting the operation of such

identification systems and develop techniques to

predict the system performance in presence of

noise. A further object is to develop encoding

and decoding strategies to combat the noise and

improve the error performance of the system. An-

other aim of this research is to investigate the

suitability of various semiconductor technologies

such as ClvfOS , Í'L, NMOS etc. for the integration

of the transponder. Finally, it is the ain of

this work to substantiate the theoretical

development of various subsystems of the object

identification systern by extensive experimental

evidence.

L.L7



CIIAPTER

LOl,l-FREOUENCY PASSIVE TRAI\ISPOI'IDERS

Z.L Introduction

Arnong various techniques of remote obj ect iden-

tification, the one employing transponders operating

in the low frequency range of the radio-frequency

spectrun has been chosen as the focus of interest of

this study. Very few of the basic surveillance sys-

tems described in the previous chapter have been

brought to practical realization. The reasons for

this include the cost of manufacture of complex cir-

cuits, unacceptability of systems requiring bulky

antennae in some applications, difficulties in

licensing equipment operating at high frequencies,

and health hazards involved in the transmission

and reception of large amounts of power, especially at

microwave frequencies. Most of the systems operating

in the microwave band have difficulties in sufficiently

confining the interrogation energy and also suffer

in signal quality due to background clutter. Some

II
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of the other systems , by nature, are incapable of

accornmodating lgng codes, which is an essential Te-

quirenent in most of the present -day identification

applications. Most of these problems are overcome

in the 1ow-frequency transponder system which,

therefore, is capable of being used in a variety

of applications.

2.2 Two-Port Low-Frequency Passive Transponder

The class of transponder systems which is free

of most of the objections mentioned in the previous

section is the 1ow-frequency passive transponders.

The transponders in this class of system make use

of 1ow-frequency communication substantially by

magnetic fields. The rules and regulations set by

the statutory bodies responsible for the management

of the radio spectrurn are less restrictive in the fre-
quency band of interest (Jackson, 1980; F.C.C.,

1959) . The passive transponder is a device rvhich

does not have a built-in source of energy, but

utilises the interrogation energy to operate the

transponder circuitry. The energy to operate, in

one type of passive transponder, is provided at a

frequency different from that used for interroga-

t ion. This approach not only adds more des ì-gn

variables but also introduces problems associated
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with uncoupling the porver signal, the interrogation

signal and the reply signal, and thereby increases

the overall cost. An alternative approach is to

provide the energy to operate the transponder cir-
cuitry at the interrogation frequency. This scheme

is the one employed in the research programme.

In generaL, the reply signal, which is usually

modulated with an information signal, may be

at arly frequency, independent of the interrogation

frequency, within the 1ow-frequency band. However,

from the system design point of view, it is much

more convenient to select the centre frequency of

the reply signal to be either an harmonic or sub-

harmonic of the transnitter frequency. The princi-

pal problem associated with the harmonic operation

is that most transmitters generate some number of

harmonics beside their resonant frequency. These

harmonics, although filtered out to a large extent

by the transmitter antenna resonant circuit, can

still be comparable with very 1ow level reply sig-

nals. Another problem encountered when the reply

is an harmonic, is thatof spurious replies gen-

erated by the objects in the vicinity of interroga-

tion equipment. The subharmonic transponder does

not suffer from these difficulties and, therefore,

performs better than the harmonic transponder in

most instances.
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The electromagnetic coupling required for the

interrogation to take place in a two-port object

identification system can be provided by either
magnetic or electric fields. The electric fields
produced by charged bodies are usually nonopole

fields. The noise picked up by the receiver fron

monopole fields created by statically charged bodies

in the interrogation range sonetimes can be large

in relation to the reply signal. Furthermore, the

electric field produced by the transmitter can easily be

shielded by nearby conducting objects from reaching

the transponder. Electric field coupling at low

frequencies produced by rnutual capacitance cannot

be provided by coupling elements of practicalLy con-

venient s izes . I{agnetic coupling provides an alter-

native which is free from most of these problems.

2.2.I Passive Subharnonic Transponder

The basic structure of the two-port passive

subharmonic transponder (PST) identification system

is shown in Figure Z.L. The principle of operation

of the system is as fo1lows. When an obj ect carrying a

transponder appears in the field of the transmitter,

a part of the interrogation energy is inductively

coupled to the receptor antenna at one frequency.

Although the diagrarn illustrates the normal situa-
tion of coupling by magnetic fields, electric field
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coupling is also possible in some circumstances. A

part of this coupled energy is rectified and filter-

ed to provide power for the code generating circuit-

Ty. The other part of the interrogation signal is

used to generate a binary code. The code thus gen-

erated then modulates a subharmonic of the interro-

gation frequency, which is also derived from the

interrogation signal. The code nodulated sub-

harmonic is fed to the transponder antenna. The

reply is magnetically coupled to the receiver an-

tenna. This signal is then processed to determine

the code and, hence, the object. The four resonant

circuits shown in Figure 2.L are not antennae in

the strict sense, as the field created by them is

not a radiation field but the energy exchange is by

means of near field coupling. It is, however, con-

venient to use the terms antenna, coupling element,

and resonant circuit interchangeably within the

text.

Although in theory it is possible to con-

struct a transponder system as described above

without regard to any other consideration, in a

practical application one must consider the large

number of constraints and requirements of the ap-

plication. The object of this study is to imple-

ment a general purpose object identification system

which may be adapted to various applications. One
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approach to such design is to consider all the de-

sign variables and then perforn the necessary opti-
mization to reach a design solution. An alternative
approach is proposed in the section to follow. The

theories developed in the various parts of the

thesis are illustrated by the example of a vehicle

identification system design.

2.3 Operational Requirernents and Cons traint s

The requirenents and constraints involved in
the design and operation of a practical object

identification system using 1ow-frequency trans-
ponders must be considered carefully to achieve

optirnurn system performance. When seeking

an optinum design of such a system, the broad view-

point of optinizing all the design variables avail-
able for selection is very inconvenient not only

from the point of view of initial understanding but

also from the point of view of mathematical tTacta-

bility. The approach used in the analysis to follow
is to initally assume a set of design variables

to be fixed while the optirnization is performed on

the remaining design parameters. The system para-

meters, such as the interrogation frequency, reply
message length, and modulation parameters, are con-

sidered fixed while the optimi zation is performed
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on parameters such as the antenna shape and size,

sens ing distance , transmitter pot\Ier, transponder

properties and receiver design. This approach is

not neant to imply that a question such as what js

the optimum frequenca should not be considered, rather,

it suggests that this very important question can

best be posed when the results of other optimizations

are properly understood.

In order to optimize the performance of a two-

port transponder system, one must carefully consider

the operational characteristics of such a communica-

tion system. In the case of the two-port system

shown in Figure 2.L, to maximize the power transfer

from the transni.tter to receiver, for example, de-

sign of antennae which provide the electromagnetic

coupling, matching of the transponder and receptor

antennae to their source or load impedance, and de-

sign of very low loss transponder circuitry are

some of the rnajor considerations.

ì'lany other systern parameters need to be opti-

mized for correct operation of the system. One

of the tasks is to get a sufficient amount of power

delivered to the transponder circuitry for its

proper functioning. It j-s also necessary to pro-

vide the polr,er ãt ¡aî optimum voltage for the trans -

ponder to operate efficiently. The system para-
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meters affecting the efficiency of the transponder

must be investigated. An important factor for con-

sideration is the optimun transmitter porver. The

sensing distance is another important parameter in

object identification applications. The electro-

nagnetic losses in the transmitter and reply paths

depend principally on sensing distance. The design

of the antennae rnust be optimized with respect to

the sensing distance required. An optinum perform-

ance of the transponder also requires a mimimum

coupling between the interrogation and reply signals.

This minini zation rnust be perforned at all levels of

system design where any possibility of interference

from the interrogation signal affecting the reply

signal exists. Environmental noise also plays a

rnajor role in the passive object identification

systems. The optinum information transfer rate is

governed by the acceptable level of errors in the

reply signal. The optimization of the parameters

to achieve the desired performance is carried out

in view of the constraints inposed in a practical

sys t em.

2.3.I 0ptimization of Two-Port Transponder

The optinization of various parts of the iden-

tification system can be perforned conveniently if

the system is partitioned into subsystems such that

?o



closely related parameters are grouped together.

This approach allows loca1 optimization to be per-

formed within each subsysten without the need for
conplex mathenatical derivations. Initially, the

two-port transponder system has been divided into
two subsystems, one containing aII the antennae re-

quired for the communication to take place, and the

other containing the transponder circuitry. The con-

siderations for efficient functioning of the trans-

ponder and related optinizations are considered in this
chapter, while the optimization of antenna struc-

tures is considered in Chapter Three. The inter-
faces of the two subsystems also require careful

consideration for efficient operation of the over-

all system. The interfaces have been considered as

part of the transponder and, therefore, included in

this chapter.

The functional requirenents of a thro-port pas-

sive transponder for object identification applica-

tion include a power supply, a code generator, and

a modulator. A functional block diagran of such a

transponder is shown in Figure 2.2. The receptor

antenna characteristics are optimized such that the

electromagnetic coupli-ng between the transrnitter

and the receptor is maximized. These are discussed

in the chapter on antennae. The resistor R2 in

Figure Z.l represents the sum of the powers dissi-
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pated in receptor coil and transponder electronics,

while the resistor R3 represents the power dissi-
pated to establish the desired stored energy in the

transponder antenna. Again, some of this power is

dissipated in the transponder coil, and the rest in

the electronic circuitry.

The principal objective of the optimization of

the transponder parameters is to design a two-port

systern with its antennae such that the power trans-

fer from the receptor antenna to the transponder

antenna is naximized. Under its norrnal operating

condit ions , the thro -port transponder acts as a pol{er

converter which receives po\^rer from the source at

one frequency, Wr, and outputs it at a subharmonic

of the input frequency, W2, as illustrated in Figure

2.2. Practical transponder circuits, however, do

not operate as linear pohrer converters, particularly

at the low power leve1s, but rather exhibit a

threshold behaviour: that is, the circuit ceases to

function below a certain threshold voltage. This

threshold voltage depends upon the technology em-

ployed for the transponder circuitry.

Considerations of proper power natching

general sense between the transponder circuit

its input and output ports is cornplicated by

several factors. One problen stems from the

in its
and
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that at low power levels the general theorems of

linear network theory are inapplicable due to the

non-linear behaviour of the transponder circuitry.

Another important characteristic of the 1ow-frequency

transponders, that the coupling between the near

field antennae occurs principally through their

stored energies rather than any dissipated or radi-

ated power, implies that the question of optimum

antenna design strategy is, therefore, one of naxi-

mizing the stored energies rather than matching of

power between a source and a radiation resistance. *

The situation is further complicated by the fact

that practical transponders operate as neither ex-

trernely lossy nor lossless converters of energy and

the complex behaviour of practical transponders

rnakes generalization extremely difficult.

An analysis of the two-port transponder based

on the assumption that the energy conversion pro-

cess is suffíciently inefficient for the ì.nput and

output ports to be substantially isolated leads to

the simple conclusion that a power match betlveen

the intrinsic losses of the receptor antenna and

the transponder loading should be achieved. This

conclusi-on, however, is devoid of any practical

* This view is valid for transmitter and receiver antennae.

Transponder loading must be considered for Èhe receptor and

t.ransponder antennae.
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interest because the assumption

of energy conversion within the

fact, be violated in practical

is highly desirable that it be

of 1ow efficiency

transponder can, in

transponders, and it

so.

In view of the consi.derations outlined above,

an appropriate design procedure for practical trans-

ponders is outlined here. The analysis is based on

the assurnption that the receptor antenna is excited

by a fixed level of magnetic field created at a

given sensing position by the transmitter antenna.

A reasonable description of conditions at the

interface between the transponder output port and

the transponder coi1, under these circumstances, j.s

provided by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure

2.3. Such an equivalent circuit is appropriate be-

cause the output circuit of the transponder nay be

considered as interconnection of logic gates of

suitable type. The technologies suitable for in-

tegration of passive transponders is investigated

in a later chapter. The prototype transponder is

designed using CMOS NISI devices. The output of a

CNfOS gate nay be represented by a squarer\Iave source

and a source resistance Rs. The value of the source

resistance depends upon the output voltage. Typical

dc output resistance variations with output voltage,

and the supply voltage f or a CI\ÍOS inve rter is shown
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in Figure 2.4 (Redfern, 1975).

V,S

Figure 2.3 Transponder Output Equivalent Circuit

In order to derive the best performance from

the transponder output ci.rcuit and transponder an-

tenna, the stored energy in the inductor should be

maximized, subject to the constraint of fixed quality

factor. It can be easily shown that the optimiza-

tion is provided by rnaking the antenna intrinsic

losses as small as possible, and ensuring that the

damping required by the communication bandwidth pro-

vided by the effective output inpedance of the

transponder circuit. The range of supply and out-

put voltages for which the desired output resistance

is obtained may be found from the characteristic

plots of the type shown in Figure 2.4. In practical

transponder circuits it is not possible to keep the

output resistance constant, in view of the changing

Ro

L
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supply and output

further losses in

voltages, without introducing

the transponder.

The optirnization of the remaining parameters

of the transponder circuit should now be considered.

The forward voltage drop in the rectifier, the con-

trol circuit loading, and the losses in the trans-

ponder output switch are the major contributors to

the losses in the frequency conversion performed by

the transponder. Some degree of matching is re-

quired to rnaximize the por,\rer transfer fron the re-

ceptor to the transponder antenna because of the

losses in the frequency conversion.

An analytical procedure to determine the opti-

mum antenna and transponder parameters can be very

cumbersome, due to the non-linear behaviour of the

transponder and the interaction between the two tag

antennae. In this situation, the optimum operating

parameters for the two-port transponder are obtain-

ed, and a better understanding of the behaviour of

the transponder is achieved , by experimental means.

The procedure requires determination of transponder

output resistance variations with excitation 1eve1.

The optimum transponder antenna design, as discussed

earlier, requires an inductance with high intrinsic

quality factor and the loaded quality factor of the

resonant circuit as demanded by the communication
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bandwidth is provided by the output resistance of

the transponder circuitry. The nature of the trans-

ponder output circuit is such that a parallel reson-

ant circuit is suitable for the transponder coi1.

The mid-range value of the output resistance is

used as the initial approxi-rnation for the determin-

ation of the optimum transponder antenna parameters

using an iterative technique. This value of the

output resistance and known quality factor are used

to calculate the self-inductance of the transponder

coil. The efficiency of the pourer conversion by

the transponder is plotted against excitation level

for each iteration. The excitation level which re-

sults in maximum efficiency is used to calculate the

output resistance to be used for the next iteration.

The procedure is repeated until convergence is

achieved. The receptor coil is designed to provide

maximum coupling between the transmitter and the

receptor. The impedance at which the input coupling

is provided is natched to the losses in the trans-

ponder input circuitry at the excitation level pre-

viously determined. It should be noted, at this
point, that the above procedure produces values for

impedance 1evels of the antennae, and excitation

1eve1 for the transponder for an optimum performance

of the trr'o-port system, but in the case of moving

object identification application, where the trans-

ponder experiences a varying leve1 of excitation as
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it travels through the non-uniform field created by

the transmitter, it is not possible to ensure that

these parameters provide the nost efficient power

conversion from the transmitter frequency to the

receiver frequency as the transponder experiences

varying levels of excitation. Although this diffi-

culty is inherent in all moving object identifica-

tion schemes, this does not imply that the calcula-

tion of the optimum excitation level is of no prac-

tical benefit r,¡here the variations in the input excita-

tíon cannot be controlled without introduction of

further losses. The importance of the experimental

determination of the optimum excitation level is

two-fo1d. First of all, it provides an opportunity

for better understanding of the behaviour of the

two-port transponder and, secondly, it al1ows the

calculation of optimum antenna parameters.

2 .4 Experimental Results Two-Port System

A two-port passive subharmonic transponder was

constructed using CMOS circuitry in accordance

with the block schenatic of Figure 2.5. The trans-

ponder was operated at an interrogation frequency

of 100 lrfHz, and returned a continuously recycled

reply code of length 64 bits in the forn of PSK

modulated carrier frequency of 50 klHz. Eight car-
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rier cycles constituted one bit of the reply code.

The system was designed to operate with air cored

antennae.

One of the initial experimental studies involved

the investigation of the voltage dependence the out-

put resistance of the transponder. For this purpose

the transponder is excited by a sinusoidal source

at the interrogation frequency. Tlie output of the

transponder is terninated in a resistive load. For

a given level of excitation the output voltage of

the transponder is plotted against the load resist-

ance, âs shown in Figure 2.6. The output resistance

of the transponder is found from the value of the

load resistor for which the output voltage is half of

its no-load va1ue. A plot of the variations of the

output resistance lvith the dc output of the trans-

ponder internal power supply is shown in Figure 2.7 .

The efficiency, ¡, of the two-port passive

subharmonic transponder is defined as the ratio of

power output measured at the transponder coil at

the subharmonic frequency to the power input to the

receptor coil at the transnitter frequency. For

the measurement of efficiency the modulation circuit

is disabled to allow for output power measurentent at

the reply carrier frequency. The efficiency of the

two-port PST is plotted against the transponder in-
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ternal supply voltage in Figure 2.8. The two curves

shown in this figure correspond to the initial and

the final designs of the transponder coil. It should

be pointed out that the apparently low efficiency is

not due to the losses in the power conversion in the

transponder, but is mainly the result of con-

version of the squarewave output of the transponder

into sinusoidal hraveform, which appears across the

transponder resonant circuit.

The prototype two-port transponder is then

operated by energizing via the electromagnetic

Iink. The systen parameters for this system are

given in Table 2.7. The resulting waveforms for

two information sequences are shown in Figures 2.9

and 2.L0, respectively.

2.5 The One-Port System

One aspect of the research on 1ow-frequency

obj ect identification is to study ways of inproving

the overall efficiency of the identification system

in a cost effective manner. A careful study of the

limitations of the two-port passive subharmonic

transponder reveals the areas rvhere possibi-lity of

inprovement exists.
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2.5.7 Linitations of Two-Port Transponders

DC

Several factors which linit the performance of

two-port passive subharmonic transponders become

evident fron the experimental study of the two-port

tTansponders, and related analysis. One limitation,

as discussed in the chapter on antennae, is that the

device performance is sensitively dependent upon the

total volume which can be allocated to its antennae,
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Table 2.L Two-port Transponder Parameters

PARA}ÍETER SYI"IBOL

TransmitÈer Antenna Self-inductance L1

Receptor Antenna Self-índuct.ance L2

Transponder Antenna Self-inductance L:

Receiver Antenna Self-inductance Lt,

Transmit,ter Frequency (CI^I) d r

Receiver Band Centre Frequency (PSK) {sr.

Transmitter Antenna Quality Factor Qr

Receptor Antenna Quality Factor Qz

Transponder Antenna Quality Factor Qs

Receiver Antenna Quality FacÈor Q+

Transmitter Antenna Dynamic Resist . at 6r Rr

Receptor Antenna Dynamic Resist . at ór Rz

Transponder Antenna Dynamic Resist . 
^E 

(s, R3

Receiver Antenna Dynamic Resist . ^t 
(sz R+

Power Dissipated in the TransmitÈer Coil P¡

Power Received by Ehe Receptor Coil Pz

Power DissipaÈed in the Transponder Coil Pz

Power Received by the Receiver Coí1 P+

Transponder Sensing Distanc. ST

Transmitter Link Coefficient of Coupling l¿t

Receiver Link Coefficient of Coupling l¿z

Transponder Conversion Efficiency rì

VAIUES

3.53

r.42

0.358

3.57

100

50

34

37

B

B

75 .4

33.0i

900

8.97

0

-22.15

-29 .42

-62.37

0. 75

6.96x10-3

7.87x10-3

18.76

UNITS

uH

mH

mH

uH

kHz

kHz

1

I

I

1

o

kf¿

a

dBI^I

dBI¡I

dBw

dBI4r

met,

1

I
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and in applications where the transponder volume

must be kept small the competition betrveen the re-

ceptor and transponder antennae for the available

space is undesirable. A second factor i-s that the

conversion of the received energy first to dc and

then reconversion of this energy to the subharmonic

frequency is made inefficient by the fonuard voltage

drop in available rectifier diodes, particularly in

applications where low 1eve1s of excitation voltage

prevail. A third, and very significant, limitation

is that in the preceeding design the quality factor

of the transponder coil is linited by the consider-

ation of communication bandwidth to a value much

less than the values that can be achieved in reson-

ant circuits of the allowed size at the working

frequency. This linitation on the quality factor

is seen to be especially undesirable in view of

the fact that the strength of coupling bettveen near-

field antennae is established by the stored energy

rather than the dissipated power within them, and

operation of the transponder coil at a higher quality

factor would enhance the transfer of power across the

reply 1ink. Another factor which contributes to the

overall inefficiency of the system is the modulation.

In the binary PSK modulation, when a change in the

infornation bit from a rrlrr to a rr0tr occurs , the os -

cillations across the transponder coil are first

allowed to decay to zero and then build up again in
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the opposite phase. This process is essentially

lossy one.

a

Some of the linitations of the basic two-port

system, âs discussed above, may be overcome by im-

proved design techniques. The inefficiency in the

energy conversion due to the forward voltage drop

across the rectifier diode may be overcome by some

form of active rectification. The losses introduced

by the PSK modulation in its basic form may be eli-

minated by providing a means of phase reversal of

the oscillations without first dissipating the en-

ergy in the tuned circuit. This obj ective may be

easily accomplished, while still preserving the es-

sential nature of the resonant circuit and pro-

viding large amplitude oscillations of very 1ittle

potnrer, by inserting a polarity reversal switch be-

tween the transponder inductor and its resonating

capacitor, the switch being designed such that it

presents only a low loss to the tuned circuit, and

being operated at the zeroes of inductor current or

capacitor voltage.

Although all these ideas nay be pursued in the

context of the two-port transponder, their essential

nature is preserved in the broad concept of the one-

port transponder, which is discussed, briefLy, in the

next section.
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2 .5 .2 The One - Port PST

The general form of the one-port passive sub-

harmonic transponder enploying inductive coupling

is shown in Figure Z.IL (Cole et â1, 1979). Here a

single inductor L2 is energized by a transmitter,

and coupled to a receiver by mutual inductance Nlr

and lvf2, respectively. The transmitter and receiver

operate at frequencies Wr and U)2, respectively, with

W2 = +. The transponder inductor is resonated, in

l¿t I

Lz

Cz
n

l¿z Lq

Transponder Interrogator

Figure Z.II General Form of One-Port Transponder

C,,

Transmitter

Control

Circult

SwiÈching

Network

Receiver
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the general sense, by an array of capacitors C1

Cr' which is connected to the inductor by a low loss

switching network. The network is operated by a

control circuit such that the energy exchange be-

tween the inductor and the capacitor array takes

place in a cyclic fashion where the fundamental period

is some multiple of the period of CW transnitter

signal, and the current in the inductor consists of

a series of harmonically related frequencies along

with 01 and W2. These two frequencies are respons-

ible for transfer of energy from the transmitter to

the general Tesonant system in the transponder, and

transfer of a reply code from the transponder to the

receiver. In most applications where the transponder

is required to provide a reply code of more than one

bit, some further variation of the switching sequence

is required to provide the modulation (Eshraghian et

ãL, 1981). In all of these operations the switching

network is designed to be 1ow loss and controlled in

such a way that excessively dissipative transients

dq not occur. Reply code nodulation can thus be

provided while the energy required to maintain the

oscillation is kept to the minimum which can be

achieved consistent with the quality factors of the

components used.

In its simplest form

port transponder contaíns

of realization, the one-

a single inductor, capa-
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citor and single pole switch with an appropriate

control circuit. The parallel connected version of

one-port transponder is shown in Figure 2.L2. The

waveforms of voltages at the transmitter, trans-

ponder and receiver coils are also shown in the

figure. The transmitter and transponder coils are

tuned with high quality factor, while the receiver

quality factor is limited by the information trans -

fer rate. The transponder is not linited by the

communication bandwidth constraint because of the

way in which energy exchange between the energy

storage elements of the transponder takes place.

The waveforms are shown for an unmodulated reply

signal. PSK modulation of the reply carrier may be

achieved by displacing the switch control voltage

by one half period with a resultant interchange of

the on and off periods of the switch.

2.5.2 Transponder Coil Considerations

The understanding of the mechanism which allows

the use of a reasonably high a transponder coil is

of inportance. There are two important features of

this rnechanism. The first is that the ratios of

stored energies at the various harmonics of the in-

ductor current are determined by the waveform im-

posed on the transponder resonant system by the

control circuit, rather than the details of the loss
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mechanisms which occur at the various harmonic fre-
quencies in the individual circuit elements. The

second feature is that the energy needed to sustain

the oscillation at any particular level is related

to the amplitude of that oscillation, and an overall

effective quality factor which is defined by the

total stored energy in the resonant system, and

total losses in one complete cycle of oscillation

of the waveform imposed by the control circuit.

The fundanental quality factor of the resonant cir-

cuit is thus defined,

Energy stored in
transponder resonant

the
circuit

Qp

QF

2r
Energy dissipated in one

fundamental period

(2 .L)

(2 .2)OI

where

nL" Ê /P" Tt nl' I

L2 is self-inductance of the transponder coil

Í^ is peak value of the inductor current

P2 is mean power delivered to the transponder
- 2rt FT ' t "" / {t)z fundamental period of oscillation

For the transfer of energy over the electro-

magnetic coupling links, in passive transponder

systems, one is not concerned with the total stored

energy in the transponder, but only that associated

with the harmonics of the inductor current at A)L

and W2, Tespectively. In view of the relation
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a = WLf /P between the quality factor Q, rms current

I in the inductance L and mean rate of power dissi-

pation ? for a sirnple tuned circuit, the power

transfer between the transponder and the interroga-

tion antennae rnay be easily visualízed by defining

two effective quality factors for the transponder

coí1 at the transmitting and receiving frequencies

q b rz2 /Pz (2 .3)

a ch Lz. Iz'/P s (2 .4)

The importance of these quality factors is

that they allow the transfer of power across the

two electromagnetic reply links to be calculated by

means of sirnple relationships given below

f¿r'Q rQz' (2.s)

lø-Q.'Qu (2 .6)

Qz'

the power dissipated in the transmitter
coil
the power dissipated in the receptor
coil
the power dissipated in the transponder
coil
the power dissipated in the receiver
coil
the quality factor of the transmitter
antenna
the quality factor of the receiver
antenna
the coefficient of coupling between the
transmitter and the transponder
the coefficient of coupling between the
transponder and the receiver

3

2
P¡

,:

P3

where Pr

P2

P3

Pa

Qr

Qz

lzr

tÞ

is

is

is

is

is

is

is

is
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In the practical realization of, one-port trans-

ponders, it is not difficult to make the control

pohrer consumed within the transponder negligible in

relation to the power which sustains the oscillation

and, hence, contributes to the transfer of energy.

Therefore, to a good approximation, P2aîd P3 may be

considered equal

?3 (2.7)
P2

Equations (2.5), (2.6) and

bined to give the overall power

(2.7) are now com-

transfer ratio

Pa lrf ,rr'"QrQz'Q¡'Qq (2.8)
P¡

In view of the fixed relationships between the

harmonics of the oscillation waveform, and the fact

that QF, Qz'and Qs'are all defined in relation to

the same mean poh¡er dissipated in the resonant cir-

cuit, it is possible to express Qz' and Q3' in

terms of Qf

I2
Im

K2 (2.s)

r3 /', = K3
Lm

(2.10)

Thus

4Kz'z

1

2a
QF
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a 3 2Ks"

lrftþ"XpQtQ¡'Q+
PL

xp 9Ki Kl

QF

The overall power transfer ratio between the

transponder and the receiver then becomes

P4

(2.12)

(2 . L3)

where

8 (2 .14)

The power transfer relation and the losses in

the control circuit for one-port transponder has

been considered in greater detail by Eshraghian

(1980). It must be pointed out that in the power

transfer relationship given by the Equation (2.1'2)

the designer is at liberty to choose both Q1 and Qt

as high as practicable, and only Qr* is limited by

nodulation bandwidth considerations .

2.5,4 Control Circuit Considerations

The control circuit for the one-port trans-

ponder is required to perform a number of inportant

functions in order to operate the transponder effi-

ciently. One function is that of synchronizatíon

of the switch operations with the transponder ex-

citations such that the switch is closed accurately

at the zeroes of the resonant circuit voltage so as

to avoid undue dissipation of the stored energy.

/ gn'
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The opening of the switch to permit resumption of

the oscillation is usually, but not necessarily,

one period of the transmitter frequency later. The

control circuit must also perform its operations

coherently for both phases of the nodulation wave-

form so that the phase of the transmitter frequency

component of the inductor current is not altered by

the occurrence of bit changes in the reply code, and

a continual flow of energy from the transmitter to

the transponder is assured. One method by which

these functions can be realízed is by means of a

phase-lock-loop, âs shown in Figure 2.13 (Cole et

ãI, 1980) .

It is also possible to achieve the desired re-

sults by more straightforward logic circuits which

monitor the inductor voltage and the derivative of

the switch current during the off and on periods of

the switch respectively. In this case it is desir-

able to incorporate circuit functions which compen-

sate for the delays between the recognition of the

zeroes of the waveforms monitored and the consequent

opening or closing of the switch.

Independent of the control circuit design, the

amplitude of the transponder oscillation builds up

over a period of TO = Qr/Wr, which is normally quite

large compared with the period of reply code modula-
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tion. It is, therefore, desirablê to delay, when

the transponder is first energized, the commencement

of the modulation until the transponder stored en-

ergy has reached a reasonable fraction of its maxi-

murn leve I .

A comparison of signal-to-noise ratios for the

one-port and two-port passive subharmonic transponder

is shown in Figure Z.L4 (Eshraghian, 1980). It may

be noticed that one-port and tlo-port with equal

size transponder antennae exhibit similar perform-

ances. However, if the transponder antenna of the

one-port system is increased such that its dimen-

sions are the same as the overall dimensions of the

receptor and'transponder antennae for the two-port

system, then an improvement of approximately 10 dB

in the system performance is achieved.

The reasons for not achieving a much better
performance from the one-port transponder may be

explained by considering the circuit shown in Figure

2.75a. The transistors Sr and 52 are assumed to be

ideal switches to simplify the analysis. InitiaILy,

the signal is stored either as a current through the

inductor or a charge on the capacitor. A transition

of the circuit from one state to another is i11us-

trated in Figure 2.15b. Waveforms for the voltage

across the capacitor and the current through the
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inductor are shown. Initially, the signal is stored

as an inductor current, while the capacitor voltage

is zero. At the instant t1, the series switch 52

is turned on, while the parallel switch Sl is turned

off. At time t' when the voltage on the capacitor

reaches its maximum value, the series switch 52 is

turned off, and the charge representing the signal

is stored on the capacitor. The current in the in-
ductor is nor^r zero. This quiescent state may be

naintained on the capacitor for an infinite period

in the case of a lossless capacitor.

In order to restore the circuit to its original
state, ãt the instant t3, the switch Sz is turned

oh, thereby initiating a current flow fron the capa-

citor into the inductor, as shorvn in Figure 2.t6a.

The current will increase, reach a peak, and then

oscillate back until time tq, when it reaches its

maximum negative value once again. At this instant,
the parallel switch Sl is turned oD, and the series

switch is turned off. This completes one cycle of

the circuit. If the transistors Sr and 52 were per-

fect switches, this circuit would be dissipationless,
and one would be able to run an indefinite number of

switching events without losing the signal energy.

However, in order for the logic to function, the

gate voltages which switch the transistors on and

off nust come from a signal such as the capacitor

voltage Vc.
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The details of the capacitor voltage and the

inductor current in the proximity of tine ta are

shown in Figure 2.I6b. The inductor current is

nearing its maximum negative va1ue, and the capaci-

tor voltage is approaching zero. When the capacitor

voltage reaches some sma1l value -V0, the switch 52

begins to open. Thus, the voltâge, instead of fol-
lowing a straight trajectory as it would if the

transistor were not activated, will follow an ex-

ponential curve, eventually reaching zero voltage

after a very long interval. This is due to the fact

that no transistor is able to change from a complete-

Iy on state to a completely off state without having a

finite voltage applied to its control gate. In this

instance, it is assumed that the transistor has zero

resistance for gate voltages greater than V6, and an

infinite resistance for gate voltages less than or

equal to zero. The transistor, during the switching

period, does not act as either a perfect short cir-

cuit or a perfect open circuit, instead it has a

finite voltage across it, together with a finite

current flowing through it. The energy dissipated

in an elementary switching event described above is

proportional to the current multiplied by the volt-

ãEe, integrated over the switching transient.
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E v.rdt
sû/

(2.ls)

dvor

or

u/he re

E v.c
sû/

.dtdt

E

E %cvo' (2.1_6)
sú/

is the energy dissipated in the switching
trans ientsft,

The total switching energy is, therefore, equal

to that stored on the capacitor with an applied

voltage V6. This is the maximun amount of energy

required by any switch that cannot sense an infini-

tesinal potential difference.

It may be concluded from the above illustration

that, in any switching network, a certain amount of

energy, E0, is required to change the state of a

switching device in the network. Furthermore, Do

other circuit constructed using that switching de-

vice can dissipate less energy than Eo per switching

event.

In the case of the one-port transponder, the losses

occur in the control circuit, and during the switching

event, because of the finite on and off resistances of

the switch. However, more efficient use of the avail-

able area by the transponder antenna results in a
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significant improvement in performance over the two-

port version.

2.6 Conclusions

Some aspects in the design of low-frequency

passive transponders ernploying near-fie1d coupling

have been considered in this chapter. An approach

aimed at optimi zing the various system parameters, and

which al1ows separation of different parameters into

suitable groups so that local optirnization on these

parameters nay be performed, is suggested. An under-

standing of the linitations of the two-port trans-

ponders by experimental means has led to the concept

of the more efficient one-port system. The antennae

which provide the electromagnetic coupling and,

therefore, form an essential part of the communica-

tion system, are considered in greater detail in the

next chapter. However, because of difficulty in

completely separating the antenna considerations

from the transponder considerations arising from

interaction of the antenna parameters with the

transponder parameters, the optimi zation of some of

the antenna parameters has already been considered

in the above discussion. Other major considerations

of the electromagnetic coupling are considered in

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER

ANTENNA STRUCTURES

5.1 Introduction

Antennae are an integra1- part of any communi-

cation system, and the low frequency object identi-

fication systems are no exception. The communica-

tion in the low-frequency band is principally by

means of near-field coupling rather than far-fie1d.

The antennae used, therefore, may be described by

their quality factor and coefficient of coupling in

a given system rather than their radiation resist-

ance. The electromagnetic coupling required for

the communication nay be provided either by magnetic

or electric fields. The electric field coupling

systems utilize the mutual capacitance between the

coupling elements, whereas the rnagnetic field coup-

ling systems utilize the mutual inductance betrveen

the coupling elements.

The advantages offered by magnetic field coup-

ling outweigh the ones offered by electric field

III
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coupling in most applications, and ltence its selec-

tion as a means of coupling for the object identi-

fication system.

The four antennae associated with a tv'ro-port

transponder system are the transmitter, Teceptor,

transponder and the receiver antennae. To clearly

identify the relative position of the antennae, and

because these terms wj-ll be regular1-y used in the

text from here or, a typical tlo-port transponder

system with the different antennae clearly distin-

guished is shown in Figure 5.1 below.

T
rL vRG)

I
(ûJr,Qr) ([t/r,Qz) (úUz,Qe) ([t/z,Q+

r (.c)

h

LsL
l+

h

TransmiÈter
Antenna

Receptor
Antenna

Transponder
Ant.enna

Receiver
Antenna

Figure 3.L Antenna Terminology for Two-port Transponder
Sys tem

3Trans-
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3.2 Power and Propagation Constraints

The essential characteristics of the electro-

magnetic coupling link between the transmitter and

the receptor antennae in a two-port passive trans-

ponder system is shown in Figure 3.2. The coupling

bétween the antennae is by magnetic field alone.

The resonant circuits are tuned to a frequencY UJ t

radians per second with quality factors Qr and Q2,

respectively, given by the following relationships.

û/r

(5.1)

l¿L

VI
û/r Lr

(s .2)

Qz
h

whe re

U)L is the frequency of Tesonance

of the transmitter and receptor

tuned circuits

l¿r is the coefficient of coupling

between the transnitter and re-

ceptor coils

11

,æ,ÆT

¡,Iv

-
t/ Lr Lz

R1

R,

a)y
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Qr is the quality factor of the

transnitter resonant circuit

Qz is the quality factor of the

receptor resonant circuit

M l2

Lr To Transponder

2 Electromagnetic Coupling between Transmitter
and Receptor

It

Figure 3

Although the resonant circuits shown in the

diagrarn are para11e1 tuned, in principle, either

series or parallel tuning may be employed. The

selection of series or parallel tuning in any

given application depends upon practical considera-
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tions such as deriving sufficient voltage for the

operation of transponder circuitry. The darnping

resistor R1 represents the overall effect of the

losses in the capacitor Cr, inductor Lr, and those

due to the environment. The danping resistor R2

represents the losses in the capacitor Cz, inductor

Lz, environmental losses, and the loading due to

transponder input circuitry.

The reply linl< between the transponder and the

receiver antennae is shown in Figure 3.3. The re-

sonant circuits in the reply link are tuned to a

frequency 0lz radians per second with quality factors

Qg and Qa, respectively, given by the following

relationships.

11
o)2

tÞ

Q¡ =

WLs

Q+=
l"Uz 14

W. is the

of the

ce ive r

,ETGÇ

ft,-

-
lLs la

(5.3)

(3 .4)

R3

R4

frequency of resonance

transponder and the re-

tuned circuits

whe re
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From
Transponder

fÞ is the coefficient of coupling

between the transponder and Te-

ceiver coils

Qs is the quality factor of the

transponder resonant circuit

Q+ is the quality factor of the

receiver resonant cir.cuit

Ms+
/

Ls l+ To Receiver

Figure 3.3 Electromagnetic Coupling between Transponder
and Receiver
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The damping resistors R3 and Ra are used to

provide sufficient bandwidth for the desired inform-

ation transfer rate. The coefficient of coupling is

invariably smal1 in the situations described above.

The pohrer transfer relationship under these circum-

stances can easily be shown to be:

Pz /Pt l¿î QrQz
(3.s)

P+ /Pz t¿; Q ¡ Q,*

where h is the por,trer dissipated in the trans-

mitter darnping resistor

P2 is the power delivered to the receptor

damping resistor

h is the power dissipated in the trans-

ponder damping resistor

nr is the powex delivered to the receiver

danping resistor

These relationships show the reciprocity in the

roles of two antennae in a pair. If n is the frac-

tion of the energy received by the receptor coil

which is available to excite the transponder coil,

the overall power transfer ratio is given by the

following relationship .

P+ /Pt nl¿t2 ti QrQzQ¡Q+ (5.6)
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. In seeking to maximize the received power, the

quality factors Qr and Q2 of the transmitter and

receptor coils can be made as high as conveniently

practicable, the relevant constraints being the in-
trinsic losses in inductors of convenient size, and

the undesirability of ernploying extremely high Q

factors in coils which are subject to detuning by

changing environments. The quality factors Qs and

Qr of the transponder and receiver antennae are

limited by the same factors as just mentioned, as

well as by constraints imposed by the communication

bandwidth requirements to accomodate the bít rate

present in the reply code. In practice, it is not

difficult to design a transponder control circuit
which operates on very low power levels so that the

majority of the energy received by the receptor an-

tenna is avaílab1e for exciting the transponder

antenna.

The Equation (3.6) illustrates the importance

of high quality factor and coefficient of coupling.

The overall power transfer ratio may be calculated

by evaluating the coefficient of coupling and the

design values of quality factors.
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3.2.L Transmitter Antenna Considerations

The requirements of the transmitter antenna

include high quality factor, appropriate irnpedance

level for safe operation, and size to provide suf-

ficient interrogation range. The constraints in

achieving high quality factor Q of the transmitter

antenna arise mainly from the detuning effects due

to the antenna surroundings. Several experirnents

were conducted to investigate these effects. A1-

though these measurements are more relevant to one

particular application, namely, vehicle identifica-

tion, similar effects of different nagnitude may be

noticed in other applications. Ivfodel A transmitter

antenna, whichwas used in the prototype identifica-

tion system, is shown in Figure 3.4. The variations

in inductance and quality factor of two rnodels of the

transmitter antenna, whenplacedin the vicinity of

a conducting plane, are plotted in Figure 3.5 .

Practical values of quality factor Qr of the

transmitter antenna under these constraints seem to

be of the order 30. If the proportions of the

transmitting antenna are assumed to be fixed, then

the problem of naximi zing the energy density at the

point of sensing* is one of maximizing the transmit-

ter power.

*The requirement of small Èransponders in rnosÈ object identí-
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Figure 3 4 lrlodel A Transnitter Antenna for
the Prototype Identification

Sys ten

The antenna
External
Internal

dimensions were:
1200 x 1300mn

1-000 x 1,20Omm
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In practice, the allowable values of transmit-

ter power are limited by several factors. These

include the por,\rer level which can be conveniently

provided, biological hazards which nay arise from

the creation of intense magnetic fields, statutory

linitations on radiated or near fields produced by

antennae, and considerations of electromagnetic

compatibility where other electronj-c instruments

are installed v/ithin the field of interrogation ap-

p aratus .

The most easily quantifiable among the above

constraints are the statutory linitations irnposed

by licensing authorities. An important constraint

is that inposed by the United States Federal Com-

munications Cornmission rules and regulations (FCC,

1959; Head, 1982) . One such regulation requires that

the field created at a standard distance of 305m

(1000ft) from the source by the low-frequency ap-

paratus operating without a license should be less

ficatíon applicatíons resulËs in small recePÈor and trans-

ponder anEennae. A large interrogation range, on the other

hand, requires large transmitter or receiver antennae. There-

fore, the fíeld created by the LransmÍtter is unifom over the

receptor antenna area. Hence, for all practical purposes' the

transponder may be consídered a poínt in space.
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than the maximum value fu given by the equation be-

1ow.

2.4
1,Á

v/m (3 .7)

where d is the frequency of transmitter in Hz.

It is sometimes convenient from the point of

view of analysis to convert this field to an energy

density. In this case, if one takes as an objective

the selection of antenna size which maximizes the

magnetic field energy density at the transponder

position, subject to the radiated field constraints

but without regard for the transmitter power re-

quired, we find that the transmitter antenna dimen-

sions become vanishingly smal1. Such a sma11

transmitter antenna cannot be used in practice, be-

cause the power required to provide sufficient in-

terrogation energy density at the sensing position

then tends to increase without bound. As a result

of these considerations, we conclude that an optimun

situation is reached when the transmitter power is

rnade as large as economic constraints al1ow, and

then the transmitter antenna is made small enough

to meet the radiation constraint expressed above.

e lectri c

s tandard

(\

The comparison of

the transmitter at the

field produced by

distance with the
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maximum allowable field strength at the same point,

although suitable for assessment of the radiation

characteristics of the proposed system, does not

lend itself readily to the purpose of the various

optimizations involved in the design of a transnit-

ter antenna suitable for the passive transponder

application. For such applications, a direct com-

parison of magnetic field energy density at the

point of sensing with the electric field energy

density at the standard distance is more fruitful,

in that it usually reduces to mathematically tract-

able functions of the transmitter antenna dimensions,

sensing distance, and antenna shape. These calcula-

tions are performed in Appendix A. As is evident

from these calculations, it is convenient to express

the electrical performance of each antenna in terms

of (a) a characteristic length indicating the over-

all size; (b) number of turns; and (c) series of

dinensionless factors whose magnitude depends on

the particular shape of the antenna.

The two basic electrical parameters of an an-

tenna which are determined by j.ts size are the flux

collecting area A and the self-inductance L, which

are expressed by the following relationships.

L po ñ2 FS (3.8)

A

3 .74

NGS2 (3.e)



where uo

N

F

s

is the

is the

is the

is the

antenna

is theG

permeability of'free space

number of turns of the coil

antenna size parameter

characteristic length of the

antenna shape parameter

To calculate the value of shape parameter G for

different shapes, r.\re define a square coil to be the

reference with G - 1. Some of the useful antenna

shapes for object identification systems are sholn

in Figure 3.ó. It nay be seen fron the definition

of the area in Equation (3.9) that simplification is

achieved if the shape parameter G for a circular an-

tenna is defined to be '/0. It then becomes evident

from Equation (3.9) that the characteristic length

for the circular antenna is its dianeter. A similar

argument, for a rectangular antenna, leads to the

definition of shape parameter to be unity, and cha-

racteristic length given by

s = (ár 
^r)''" 

(i.10)

where ,5¡ and

antenna along two

ure 3.6 .

,52 are the

orthogonal

dimensions of the

axes, as shown in Fig-

The characteristic length, due to

tion, does not provide arly information

its defini-

about the
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Ás

6t

Figure 3.6 Useful Antenna Shapes

aspect ratio of the different antenna shapes. This

problen is overcome by defining two additional para-

meters characterizing various antenna dimensions and

shapes. The perimeter p is defined as the total

circumference of a planar antenna structure, and

asyrnmetry ratio À is defined as a function of the

aspect ratio of the antenna dimensions as follows:

À ,
'5t Az

-+-+2'52 ór

) (3.11)

p = 4ÀGS (3 . tz)

From this definition the asymmetry ratio for the

circular and square antenna geometries is calculated

to be unity.
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The self-inductance and size parameters for

some of the popular antenna geometries are shorvn

be 1ow.

i) the self-inductance of an antenna formed by a

circular coil of dianeter D comprising N turns of

wire forming a circular bundle of diameter d, in the

skin current situation, is given by the following

relationship (Terman, 1,947) .

L

F ,2 o8"

(3.13)

(3.14)

coil of side S

circular bundle

i

uoN2D

I

o8"

8D

d

F

8D

d2

A comparison of this relationship with Equation

(3.8) yields

With the value of size factor as given by

Equation (3.14), the self-inductance of the coil

can be expressed by the sinpler relationship des-

cribed by Equation ( 3 . 8) .

ii) The self-inductance of a square

comprising N turns of wire forning a

of diameter d is given by

2 ¡rs 
^/2 

S

I o8" tj, l .t*lL

1I

3.L7
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From this, the size parameter can be found

2

F

2ps N2S

o8.

o8"

l.t z.r

1.55

(3.16)

(3 . 17)

( 3. 18)

E

8S

d

d

2S
,]

fT

iii) Another structure of interest is a square of

rectangular wire. Self-inductance of this coil of

side S and consisting of N turns of wire forming a

rectangular bundle of cross-sectional dimensions b

and c is given by

L

F

E åt .täl 1.35 iTT

The size parameter is found to be

?

E'ï
o8" tål + täl i

The approximations involved in the derivation

of the relationships given for self-inductance and

the size parameter are valid for the situation when

the ratio of antenna characteristic length to wire

diameter is very large. A comparison of the ex-

pressions of size parameter given by Equations

(3.14), (5.16) and (5.18) reveals that they are of

similar form.
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The basic equations relating the real power Px,

energy stored U, quality factor Q, circulating re-

active poh/er P,j, resonant frequencY %, and rms

voltage E across the inductance L of a resonant

circuit are given by the following relations.

îJo u (3.le)

(3.20)

PX

a
D

"¡ /Px

,MTVq (3.27)

When such a coil has induced in it a voltage 8-

by near-fie1d coupling, the voltage at resonance

across the inductance for a parallel tuned situation

is given by

E = ø.Q (3.22)

It shouldbe notedhere thatthe amount of re-

active power present as a result of such a series

induced voltage is magnified by a factor Q2 over

the value which results when the coil is short cir-

cuited instead of resonated.

3.2.2 Receptor and Transponder Antenna Considerations

E

The princip 1e

to couple

requirement of the receptor an-

sufficient amount of interroga-tenna is
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tion energy to the transponder for subsequent re-

transmission. It will be shown in a later section

that the transfer of power to the receptor in a

near-fie1d coupling situation depends mainly upon

its physical volume and the quality factor which

may be achieved when it is resonated, and is not

affected, except for second order effects, by the

number of turns with which the coil is wound; this

number merely serves to establish the impedance

level at which the power is obtained. This does

not imply that the impedance leve1 of the receptor

coil is not an inportant design parameter. As the

coupling between near-fie1d antennae occurs through

their stored energy rather than dissipated or radi-

ated poh¡er, the question of optimun impedance level

of the tag antennae in the two-portx transponder

system is therefore one of maxinizing these stored

energies rather than natching of power between a

source and a radiation inpedance.

Another important factor in the design of the

receptor antenna, as described in the previous chap-

ter, is the fact that practical transponder circuits

do not operate as linear pou/er converters , particu-

Iarly at low power levels, but rather show a thre-

*The consideraEions for design of tag antennae ín one-porÈ

systems will be described separat,ely in a later section.
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shold characteristic, below which the operation of th

circuit fails. The problem of deriving sufficient

voltage from the receptor coil for satisfactory opera-

tion of the circuit is another major consideration.

In order to maximize the available voltâg€, the

receptor coil is always parallel tuned, and the vo1-

tage available to the transponder circuit is there-

fore greateï than the induced voltage by the quality

factor of the receptor resonant circuit. The prob-

1em, in practice, is, therefore, that of enploying

sufficient numbers of turns in the receptor coil to

obtain the necessary voltage at the transmitter pow-

er level used, the transmitter power itself being

selected on the basis of propagation loss in the

complete reply path between the transmitter and re-

ceiver, transponder conversion 1oss, and extraneous

noise coupled into the receiver from the interroga-

tion environment.

The requirement of the transponder antenna is

to optirnally couple the reply energy to the receiver

under the constraints of size, and quality factor,

to accomodate the information transfer rate. The

design criteria for the transponder antenna are very

sinilar to the ones described for the receptor an-

tenna. As described in the previous chapter, the

quality factor required for the transmission of the
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information bearing signal is provided by the output

irnpedance of the transponder electronic circuitry.

One of the problems faced in the design of the two-

port transponder system is that, in a large nu¡nber

of applications, the need to nininize the transpond-

er dimensions results in competition for space be-

tween the receptor and transponder antennae. An

optimal solution to this problem may be found by

considering the trvo tag antennae together with the

problen of ninimizing the nutual coupling between

them.

3.2.3 Receiver Antenna Considerations

The considerations governing the design of the

receiver antenna include quality factor, noise

shielding, and signal-to-noise ratio.. In many

object identification systems, the reply signal

must conpete against environmental noise coupled

to the receiver by means of the receiver antenna,

while the internal noise of the receiver is of no

major consequence. The optimum design of the re-

ceiver antenna, under these circumstances, results

from maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio. The

problem of noise pick-up by the receiver antenna

from electric fields in the vicinity of the inter-

rogation system may be solved by providing adequate

electrj.cal shielding to the magnetic dipole used for

the reception of reply signals.
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3.3 Electromagnetic Coupling

In low-frequency communication systems of the

type considered in this thesis, the information ex-

change takes place by r,eans of the near-field coup-

ling between the antennae involved in the communica-

tion process. The coupling achieved is weak in nost

applications. The electromagnetic propagation loss,

in a situation like this, is deterrnined by the co-

efficient of coupling between the two antennae and

their quality factors, as described by Equation

(5.5). The coefficient of coupling between the

transmitter and receptor antenna pair is described

by Equation (3.1). The coefficient of coupling be-

threen the antenna pair in the reply link is des -

cribed by a similar equation. In order to obtain

mathematically tractable results, this study is re-

stricted to simple antenna geometries. The analyses

are further simplified by perforning the initial

calculations on mathematically convenient shapes.

The analyses for other shapes are perforned by in-

troducing the appropriate size and shape factors in

the final results.

Although the Equation (3.6) illustrates the

inportance of high quality factor and coefficient

of coupling, it does not provide an appropriate in-

sight into the influence of antenna geometry in es-

tablishing the 1evel of coupling achieved. For this
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reasònr the concepts of coupling volume and disper-

sal volume are developed. These concepts enable the

separate influences of the two sets of antenna para-

meters on the coupling mechanisn to be highlighted,

and appropriate local optirnizations to be performed,

(Cole and Roy, 1977).

3.4 Coupling Volume Approach

The observation that in 1ow-frequency object

identification systems, the difference in sizes of

the antennae involved, the loose coupling situation for

which the power transfer relationships given by

Equation (3.5) ho1d, and the reciprocity of the

por^¡er transfer relation, have irnportant consequences

in the design of the antennae. One of the conse-

quences is that various physical quantities used

in the calculation of pol¡er transfer between the

antennae nay be divided into suitable groups ' so

that the effects of these quantities on the power

transfer relationship can be studied separately.

For example, transmitter antenna dimensions,

sensing distances, and receiver antenna dimensions

nay be placed in one group, while transponder and

receptor antenna dimensions may be placed in another

group. Functionally, this type of grouping may, ãt
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first, appear incompatible.

procity theorem, as it lvi11

grouping is quite logical.

By invoking the reci-
be shown later, the

The first step in the process of separating the

two sets of dinensions is achieved by recogni zing

that in a weak coupling situation the basic excita-

tion process for the receptor antenna is the mag-

netic field created by the transmitter at the posi-

tion of the transponder. The magnetic field under

these circumstances is determined by the transmit-

ter antenna parameters, excitation leve1 and the

sensing distance alone, and is not influenced by

the small power level established in the receptor

coil. Furthermore, in most applications it is valid

to assume that the magnetic field is uniform over

the comparatively snall volume of the identification

1abe1.

Let the rms current in the transmitter loop

antenna shown in Figure 3.7 be IL. The magnetic

field H¡ created by this current at the tag position

may be derived by first calculating the vector po-

tenti al .

The

due to a

form:

vector potential A1 at the sensing point P

current Ir, in the transnitter loop has the
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(¿,0, + )

)L

;

ulnt e

d Circular Loop b. Co-ordlnate system

/¿ = disËance of the test locatlon from orlgin
/¿'= distance between the current element and test poinÈ

Figure 3.7 Nfagnetic Field at a Sensing Position Due
to a Circular Loop
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(s.23)
d'tL

lL

I
Ar (¿)

whe re

n u(4t' + 4n\ sinO.cosQ)0r'z

and

d'nt ,lGq, sinçü dþ) L + (4 cos0d0) CI1

where ì and 0 are the unit vectors in the radial and

azimuthal directions at the sensing position. Since

tLo is an even function of 0, the radial component of

Ãt integrates to zero and we are left with

l]o 1r 4 cos.¡d4

(4n' + Di 4)t0¡ sin0.cosS) r/'

(s.24)

,t

ôJAr (¿)
4r

Although it is possible to accurately solve the

integral in the above equation by numerical means,

for most practical situations some sinple assump-

tions lead to mathematically tractable solutions

without much loss of generality. In most object

identification applications, the relative position

of an identification 1abe1 with respect to the

transmitter antenna is expected to be close to the

vertical axis passing through the centre of the

transmitter antenna. Under these circumstances,
t,-/r, rnay be approxirnated to:
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1

,L + D2 ) 
tt2

4)Lq s in0 . cos Q

(4n' * 01 )'''

?

+ +
(4tt'

Substituting

we obtain for the

this value into Equation (3.22)

vector potential

û ¿sinO
0A1( ) uo fiIL (5.2s)

(4¡' + Dl )"''

The nagnetic field HTmaf then be derived by

using the following relationship:

I
s

F (i.) . ¿5
1

(i) . dn- (3 .26)
Uo

For the situation when the sensing point is

reasonably close to the 2."ìir, the above integral

is evaluated over a circle centred on the Z-axis.

\01
H{z) z (3.27)

For the near-field

ity at the tag position

(42' 01 1,,+

situation, the energy dens-

is given by

u= uo Hr2

Equat ion

value of

(3.28)

(3.28) nay

H1 from

The energy density given by

be evaluated by substituting the

Equation (3 .27) .
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Ti Df
u= u0 (3 .2e)

(42' + Dl )'

The real and reactive pohrers established in the

receptor antenna due to this magnetic field are pro-

portional to this energy density and the quality

factor of the resonance, but to separate the effects

of receptor antenna dj-mensions and resonance quality

factors the coupling volume 7" of the receptor an-

tenna is defined as the ratio

l-peak value of stored magnetic energy-l
I in receptor self-inductance when it I

Lit short - circuited _l
(5.30)

l-peak value of the magnetic energy I
ldensity produced at the tag positionl
Lby the transmitter I

It may be shown, by sinple mathematical mani-

pulations, that for a single turn plane coil, the

coupling volume is given by

vc

uo At
(5.31)

A is the flux collecting area of the

antenna

L is the self-inductance of the antenna

vc
L

where
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It nay be noticed that the coupling volume has

units of volume. The power to the receptor loading

resistance P2, nay be calculated by using the fact that
the pohrer at resonance is (t Qz tines the peak value of

stored nagnetic energy in the receptor coil self-
inductance when it is short-circuited. That is,

P2 (3 . s2)

where (t,î is the resonant frequency of the transmitter

and receptor antennae

Combining Equations (3.30) and (3.32), we ob-

tarn

l-peak value of stored magnetic I
lrlr Qz I energy in the tag se 1f - inductance 

I

þhen short - c i rcui ted I

P2

where

or

of energy dens ity-l
the transponder 

Ithe transmitter J
(3.33)

volume of the receptor coil

P2 (úr/r Qz u) . V\ ( 3. 34)

This relation clearly illustrates the inport-

ance of the coupling volume. The power to the re-

ceptor loading resistor may be maximized by maxi-

mizing the coupling volume U\ of the receptor coil.

In fact, the coupling volune serves as a figure of

merit for various antennae, all loaded to give the
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same quality factor. Furthermore, coupling volume

is a function of the antenna parameters only, and

has dimensions of volume. The optinization can

therefore be performed on the receptor antenna re-

gardless of the transmitter antenna properties.

The developrnent of a relationship between the

energy density at the transponder position and the

transmitter power is based on the observation that

for a given transmitter geometry, this density is

proportional to the total stored energy of the an-

tenna. This fact is utilízed in the definition of

the dispersal volume VA for the transmitter antenna.

f-peak value of t
lmagnetic energy
þntenna

he total stored
in the transmitter

v,
d.

f-peak value of the magnetic energy I
ldensity produced at the transponderl
þosition by the transmitter I

It may be observed that dispersal volume

dimensions of volume. Because of the cornplex

of the transmitter antenna field structure, it

not possible to derive a sirnple expression for

dispersal volume analogous to Equation (3.31).

However, a relationship analogous to Equation

may be derived.

(3.5s)

has

nature

1S

the

(3 . s2)

til1 [-peak value of stored magnetic--l
= 

-lenergy 
in the transmitter I

Qr þelf - inductance -l
PT

3. 51
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W¡

peak value of magnetic
energy density produced
at the transponder
position by the
transmitter

.V¿

or

OI

Qr
vdrPL

PI
ûÀ u

Qr

(3.37)

(3.58)

the

de rive d

The power transfer relationship between

transnitter and the receptor antennae nay be

by combining Equations (3.34) and (5.38):

Pz

Pt

(3.5s)

The power transfer ratio is therefore propor-

tional to the ratio of the ieceptor antenna coupling

volume to the transmitter antenna dispersal volurne.

This result shows that to improve the coupling a

larger coupling volume in the receptor antenna and

a smaller dispersal volume in the transrnitter anten-

na is required. The transmitter antenna behaves, in

so far as the transponder is concerned, as if the

transmitter antenna stored energy urere uniformly

distributed over a volume equal to the transmitter

dispersal volume. A comparison between the coupling

and dispersal volumes shows that, while the forrner

depends only upon the receptor antenna characteris-

tics, the dispersal volume depends, not only upon
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the transmitter antenna, but also on the position of
the transponder within the fierd of the transmitter
antenna. It is this characteristic of the coupling
and dispersal volume which enables the local opti-
mization on individual antenna parameters to be

performed.

By using the reciprocity theorem, and an an_

alaysis similär to the one used in the derivation of
Equation (3.39), an analogous result for the trans-
ponder-reciever coupling link is derived.

Q¡ Q,* (5.40)

where

,g is the coupling volume of the transponder

antenna

is the dispersal volurne of the receiver
antenna

A comparj_son of Equations ( j.59) and (S.40)

rvith Equation (3.5) gives

tr'

(3.41)

frr'

v%

vd2

P+

Pg

,r{,

,g,

vq

ug

uq
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To gain further insight into these concepts,

expressions for the coupling and dispersal volumes

of some sinple antenna structures are developed.

3.4,t The Coupling Volune

The expressions for self-inductance and the

flux collecting area in terns of number of turns and

shape and size parameters are given by Equations

(3.8) and (5.9). Substituting these expressions

into Equation (3.51) we get

uo (NGS'?)'z
vc

r¡ r\,12 FS

s3 G2

or vc (3 .42)

The expressions for electrical parameters for

some simple antenna geometries are given in Table

3.1. These parameters are then calculated for four

geometries. The results of these calculations are

given in Table 3.2. It may be seen from Table 3.2

that, for circular, square and rectangular antenna

geometries with equal area, the circular shape has

the highest coupling volume. In most object identi-

fication applications, the receptor antenna is re-

quired to be placed in a small space. In these

situations, it is possible to ernploy antennae with

F
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Table 3.1 Electrical Parameters of Various Antenna Geometries
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Table 3.2 Comparative Study of Different Antenna Geometries
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different geometries, with equal characteristic
length, but not equal area. For this reason,

the coupling volume of different sllapes with equal

characteristic length must be compared. If this
criterion is used for the comparison of different
shapes, then the figure of merit for the geometry

of different antennae, from Equation (3.4?,) , becornes

G2

Y.g
(3 .43)

where yn is the geometrical figure of merit

The comparison of y, for the elementary shapes

with equal characteristic length is shown in Figure

5.8. It is evident, from the plot, that the circu-
lar shape has the lowest figure of merit of all the

simple shapes considered. For the antenna sizes of

interest for passive transponder apptications, an

improvement of approxinately 33eo is achieved by

using either a square or a rectangular antenna in-
stead of a circular geonetry. In some object identi-
fication applications, i.e. vehicle identification
application, Têctangular geometry utilizes the

available space more effectively, although a sma11

loss in the coupling volume as compared with square

shapes results. For this reason, the rectangular

antenna with the parameters described in Table 3.2

is used as the receptor antenna, called model A

t
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Teceptor, for the prototype two-port identification

system. An identical geometry is used for the

transponder. The antennae used in the investigation

of optimum shape for vehicle identification applica-

tion are shown in Figure 3.9.

For the one-port transponder system, where only

one antenna is used, the coupling between the trans-

mitter and the receptor may be improved over the

planar coils by using ferrite cored solenoids with

circular or rectangular cross=section (Eshraghian,

1980). The use of ferrite cored antennae is avoided

in two-port transponder systems, due to the require-

ment of minirnum coupling between the two antennae on

the transponder. The physical and electrical char-

acteristics of the ferrite cored antenna ca1led the

nodel B receptor antenna is given in Table 3.3.

This receptor antenna has been used in the coeffi-

cient of coupling experiments discussed 1ater. The

theoretical calculation of coefficient of coupling

is based on Equation (3.41).

Table 3.3 Ferrite Antenna Characteristics

Type

Antenna Dimensions
Number of Turns
Self- Inductance
Coupling Volume

Quality Factor
Operating Frequency

Ferrite Slab
12lmmx 11Smmx6.Smm

196

6.845 nH

I.23 x 10-4 m3

61

100 kHz
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3.4.2 The Dispersal Volume

lo2I s/d

Figure of Merit \g

To calculate the coefficient of coupling, the

dispersal volume of the transmitter antenna must be

evaluated. The peak value of the total stored mag-

netic energy in the transmitter antenna is given by

the product of antenna self-inductance and the

square of the current, and the peak value of the

magnetic energy density produced at the transponder

position by the transmitter is given by the product

of the square of magnetic field and the permeability

of air. The dispersal volume V¿ís therefore given

by
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Figure 3.9a Various Antenna Geometries
Considered for Vehicle
Identification System
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Fígure 3.9b Model B Receptor Antenna
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The magnetic field H, created at a sensing

position P, distant S1 along the axis from the

centre of a single turn circular antenna of dianeter

D, carrying a current I, is given by Equation (3.27).

TD2
(3.4s)

4l")'''

L72
vd¡ (3 .4 4)

uo Ht

(D' +

The nagnetic field due to a square antenna may

be approximated by considering a square antenna of

an area equal to that of the circular one, and sub-

stituting the characteristic length for diameter.

The desired calculations may be performed using this

approximation without the need for complex nathema-

tical nanipulations. The magnetic field due to a

square antenna of characteristic length S, at the

sensing point distant STalong the axis from the

centre of the coil is then given by

H

152
(3.46)

(s' +

The dispersal volume of the square antenna may

then be expressed as

FS3 X

H

¡¡

t; nSTt) t"

V¿

3.4L

(3 .47)



where

X is a dimensionless factor which depends

the sensing distance normalized with

spect to the characteristic length of

antenna

F is the antenna size parameter as defined

Table 5.1

x !
fi

upon

re-

the

1n

(3.48)

In most object identification situations,

square or rectangular antennae for the transmitter

and receiver are preferred over the circular antenna

The preference is nainly for practical reasons,

such as ease of installation and placement of an-

tennae without the need to reshape or re-organize

the interrogation environment in a maj or h¡ay. For

example, in a personnel identification situation, a

rectangular transmitter antenna is most suitable, as

it rnay be conveniently placed around a door.

The structure of the expression for V¿ís of

i.nterest, because it allows the 1ocal optirnization

to be performed. For a given characteristic length

of the transmitter antenna, the minimum value of

dispersal volume is found when the distance degrad-

ation factor X is 4/r. This is achieved when
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1 (3.4e)

It can be readily seen that this is achieved when the

sensíng position is chosen to be at the centre of the

transmitter antenna, i.". T equals zero. The

extent to which the dispersal volume increases, thereby

resulting in a decrease in coupling between the trans-

mitter and receptor due to increase in sensing distance,

is proportional to the distance degradation parameter

X, and is plotted for normalized value of sensing

distances in Figure 3.10. It is evj-dent fron this plot

that the optimum position of the transmitter antenna in

relation to the motion of the transponder is when the

transmitter antenna encircles the transponder rather

than lies para1le1 to the notion of the transponder.

The electrical parameters

receptor, transponder, and the

given in Table 3.4.

of the transmitter,

receiver antenna are

3.4,3 The Power Couplins Ratio

In order to investigate the effect of various

environmental conditions on the coupling achieved

between an antenna pair, the pot,¡er coupling ratio rc

of an antenna pair in a given propagation link is

defined as the received power in watts when the

transmitted power is one watt. For the transmitter-
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Table 3.4 Antenna Parameters for a Two-port Transponder Systen

(¡¡

Þ
(Jì

* The parameters relevanÈ to the particular anÈennae only are caleulated

f Calculated aÈ the centre of the antenna

a

ANTENNA TRANSMITTER
MODEL A
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MODEL A
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receptor 1ink, the power coupling ratio is expressed

AS

uq

K1 Qr Qz (3.s0)

coupling and

get

lsl'
. l-l .Qr Qz (s. s1)

ls'J

'Qr Qz (.3 . s2)

,d,

Substituting the expressions of

dispersal volume derived earlier, we

Kt
GT S! /F,

'Qr Qz
x, Fr si

where

the subscript 2 refers to the receptor
antenna parameters

the subscript 1 refers to the transmitter
antenna parameters

As discussed in Section 3.2, the most useful recep-

tor antenna geometry for object identification ap-

plications is a rectangle for which the shape para-

rneter G2is unity. The power coupling ratio then

become s

4
K1

or K1

nFt Fz

4

rFtFz (L + Tô,).
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where ô is the sensing distance normalized with re-

spect to the transmitter antenna characteristic

length 51.

A family of plots of power coupling ratio rc1 is

shown in Figure 5.11 for various sizes of receptor

and transrnitter antennae, the values of size para-

meter given in Table 3.4 being used for these curves.

The power coupling rati-o is also plotted for the case

when the model B receptor antenna is used in conjunc-

tion with nodel A transmitter antenna. The relative

position of the two antennae is shown in Figure 3.L2,

and the power coupling ratio is plotted in Figure

5.13.

One of the major problerns encountered in many

object identification applications is the effect of

the interrogation environment on the coupling pro-

cess. For instance, in personnel identification

applications, when the interrogation takes place

inside a building, the cumulative effect of steel

structures and other metal objects in the vicinity

of the interrogation apparatus on the coupling

mechanism must be carefully considered. Theoretical

evaluation of the resultant electromagnetic coupling

under these circurnstances invariably leads to cum-

bersome rnathematical nanipulations. The approxima-

tions required to make the calculations simple of-
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Figure 3 .LZ Relative Pos ition of the Trvo
for the lt{easurement of Power

Ratio

Antennae
Coup 1 ing

rn the above experiment, the model B receptor antenna
was placed in a horizontar plane on a wooden table top
and the nodel A transmitter antenna in a hori zontar
plane various sensing distances above it.
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ten make validity of the resultant expressions

questionable. Furthermore, a generalized model of

the interrogation environment for different appli-

cations is almost impossible to construct. The ap-

proach used in this study has been to obtain an un-

derstanding of some of these effects in a vehicle

identification application by experimental means.

The effect of vehicle undercarriage on the

electromagnetic coupling between the transmitter and

the receptor was experimentalLy investigated by sim-

ulating the undercarriage with a sheet of nild steel

of the dimensions of a mediurn-sized automobile. The

variations in the self-inductance and quality factor
of the transmitter antenna when used in the proxim-

rty of a large conducting surface have already been

shown in Figure 3.5. Similar variations are also

experienced lvith the receptor and transponder an-

tennae.

In the vehicle identification application, the

most convenient location on the body of the vehicle

for the placement of the transponder, from the point

of view of optimum coupling, is the vehicle under-

carriage. The self-inductance and the quality fac-

tor of the nodel B receptor antenna were measured in

the vicinity of the mild steel sheet, the results

being plotted in Figure 3.14" Large variations in
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Figure 3.L4a Study of Receptor Antenna
istics in the Vicinity of
Conducting Surface

Character -
a Large
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both self-inductance and quality factor of the an-

tenna are noticed with sma11 variation in distance

between the antenna and the conducting p1ane.

These variations would be even more pronounced in

practice, due to additional losses introduced by the

uneven shape and rusted surface of the undercarriage.

The variations in self-inductance and quality factor

close to the body of the vehicle nay be reduced if

the antenna is placed on an aluminium plate of the

same size as theantenna. However, for practical

materials, the reduction in the variation is achieved

at the cost of reduction in the absolute value of the

parameters concerned. The effect of using an alu-

minium backplate is also shown in Figure 3.L4.

The effects of the large conducting plane on

the power coupling ratio rc between the transmitter

and the receptor h¡ere also investigated experiment-

aLLy. The measurement set-up !ùas similar to the one

shown in Figure 3.12, except that the conducting

plane was placed such that it was at a distance H

from the model A transmitter and a distance h from

the model B receptor antenna.

The power

stances may be

image theory.

the conducting

coupling ratio under these circum-

determined by the application of

If the edge effects are neglected,

p1ane, by introducing an image of the
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transmitter antenna, helps in enhancing the field

cr,eated by the transmitter at the transponder posi -

tion. In the absence of other effects of the con-

ducting surface, coupling between the transmitter

and the receptor is inproved. Further, a large re-

duction in the self-inductance of the receptor an-

tenna as compared with the transmitter also enhances

the coupling. The degradation in power coupling

ratio between the antenna pair which was in fact

observed is principally due to the reduction in

quality factors of the antennae. The variations in

the power coupling ratio with the normalízed sensing

distance is plotted in Figure 3.15. A comparison of

the power coupling ratio in the presence of a large

metal body with the same, in the absence of metal

structures in the vicinity, reveals that, when the

receptor antenna is placed very close to the metal

surface, the reduction in quality factor of the re -

ceptor antenna negates all the benefits gained by

the inage and the reduction in self-inductance.

This loss is appreciably reduced when the receptor

antennawithan aluminium backplate of the same di-

mensions as that of the receptor is used. In ap-

plications such as vehicle identification, where the

receptor antenna must be placed in close proxinity

to large netal bodies, the use of receptor antennae

with metal backplates not only improves the power

coupling ratio, but also red.uces the variations in
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the self-inductance and quality factor of the an-

tenna with variations in the distance betrveen the

transponder and the body of the vehicle. This de-

crease in sensitivity has practial benefits when

such an identification system is required to be

implemented. Although the use of other metals for

the receptor backplate is possible, the suitability

of different metals for the backplate is of second-

ary inportance, and has not been investigated in aîy

detail.

3.5 Antenna Considerations for One-Port Systems

The antenna considerations for the one-port

transponder system are somewhat different from those

for a two-port system. The single antenna on the

one-port Iabel, which serves as the receptor as well

as the transponder antenna, is referred to as the

transponder antenna. As described in the previous

chapter, the basic constraint on the quality factor

of the antenna imposed by the information bandwidth

does not exist in the case of the one-port system.

As the interrogation and reply signals are at two

different frequencies, the comrnonly used definition

rvhereby the quality factor of the antenna is simply

defined as the ratio of centre frequency to band-

width is no longer applicable. Furthermore, a
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single antenna on the identification labe1 elirnin-
ates some of the other problems, such as coupling

between the receptor and transponder coils, compe-

tition for space betrveen the two antennae, etc.

The quality factor of the transponder antenna

for the one-port system has no constraint other than

the practical ones. The optimum quality factor un-

der these circumstances is only linited by the an-

tenna environment, as described in the previous

s ection.

" Another consideration in the transponder an-

tenna design is the irnpedance level of the trans-

ponder antenna. Because of the very low level of

the signals involved, in order to maximize the

available voltage, the transponder antenna is usu-

aILy paral1e1 tuned. Antennae suj-table for one-

port systems, therefore, should provide the maximum

electromagneti-c coupling at both the transmit and

receive frequencies, lvith the only other losses

arising in the switch.
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3.6 Transceiver Antenna Design

The trvo-port object identification system des-

cribed in the previous chapter requires four anten-

nae for the exchange of energy and information be-

tween the interrogator and the transponder. The

techniques to optinize the coupling between the

transmitter and receptor antennae, and between the

transponder and Teceiver antennae, have been dis-

cussed earlier in the chapter. The optinal opera-

tion of the two-port passive transponder system also

requires that the interrogatiôn signal and reply

signals be uncoupled. This requirement, in a prac-

tical system, may be satisfied by ninimi zing coup-

ling between the interrogation and reply signals,

with cost and hardware complexity as the major con-

s traints .

The coupling between the interrogation and

reply signals arises because of the coupling between

the transmitter and receiver antennae, and between

the receptor and transponder antennae. Basically,

the coupling between two signals can be nininized by

providing the desired separation between the signals

in space, frequency or time donain. Separation in

tine domain is achieved by switching the interroga-

tion signal off during the reply signal period. The

surface acoustic wave object identification systen

(Unisearch, L972) is an example of a system where
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this technique is ernployed. If the two signals are

sufficiently separated in frequency, and the respec-

tive antennae are tuned to narrow bands around the re -

spective resonant frequencies, then the signals may

be sufficiently isolated fron each other. This

technique of isolating the interrogation and reply

signals is employed in the microwave and 1ow-

frequency type identification schemes. An alterna-

tive technique of providing the separation is by

spatial means. This technique of isolating signals

may be implenented in several ways. The antennae

responsible for unwanted coupling rnay be physicatly

separated. The physical separations required, for
most antenna geometries, to achieve sufficient iso-

lation bewteen the signals, make this approach

practically unattractive. In the case of magnetic

coupling, antennae of sinilar geometries may also be

uncoupled by controlling the amount of overlap be-

tween their inductive elements to achieve zero

mutual inductance. The principal of orthogonality

may also be employed to isolate the signals. fn

this case, the antennae are positioned such that the

flux-linkage is zero due to orthogonality. The in-

terrogation signal rnay be further isolated from the

reply signal by means of appropriate filtering. The

performance requirements of the system, in a given

application, may dictate the use of one or more of

the above -ment j-oned techniques to provide the iso-
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lation between the strong interrogation signal and

weak reply signal.

Experimental studies of the antennae for the

two-port passive transponder system indicate that

sufficient isolation within the transponder betrveen

the interrogation and reply signals may be achieved

either by orthogonality or by minini zíng the mutual

inductance between the receptor and transponder an-

tennae by the controlled overlap rnethod.

To sufficiently isolate the strong interrog-

tion signal from the weak reply signal in a cost

effective manner requires several of the above

techniques used in conjunction with appropriate

cost reduction schenes. The use of a single antenna

for sinultaneous transrnission and reception is one

of the most cost effective schernes and, therefore is
the one considered here.

As the number of systems in a given area in-

creases, the distance betrveen the various antenna

sites decreases, thus reducing the isolati-on betrveen

the antennae even further. In addition, larger

numbers of systems in operation also cause a higher

leve1 of interference. This interference may be

recluce<1 to an acceptable leve1 by the insertion of

appropriate filters in the antenna feed 1ines.
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However, it is often more economical to connect both

transmission and reception equipnent to a common

antenna, known as the transceiver antenna, by means

of a diplexer. This arrangement can often be made

to provide the required isolation, and to eliminate

the need for nultiple antennae and associated hard-

ware.

The problems which are generally encountered in

transceiver type installation are interference and

Ì\raveform distortion. The problem of finding a

single favourable antenna location for both trans-

mission and Teception is less often encountered.

When a transceiver antenna is to be used in a com-

munication system, it is first necessary to estab-

lish the amount of isolation needed over the fre-

quency band of interest. The amount of isotration

required may be calculated frorn the known character-

istics of the transmitter and Teceiver, and other

systern requirements. Once the isolation-frequency

relationship has been established, the next consid-

eratíon is the manner in which the isolation is

achieved. Some techniques to provide the isolation

using passive linear networks are proposed in the

next section.
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3.6.L Iso1ation Characteristics of Transceiver Antenna

The isolation characteristics of a transceiver

antenna depend upon the frequency separation between

the transmitter and the receiver centre frequency,

transmitter output voltâg€, and 1eve1 of interfering

voltage the receiver can withstand without desensi-

tizing. The isolation required at any frequency can

be expressed as a function of the above variables.

Let

h be the transmitter centre frequency

62 be the receiver centre frequency

vr(dr) be the amplitude of the transmitter out-

put at the resonant frequency (t

u¿(b) be the level of the interfering voltage

which the reciever can r\tithstand

without desensitizi.g, at its

Tesonant frequency 6z

Nr(d) be the ratio of the transmitter output at

frequency (s to the output at its

resonant frequency 6t

^b(ú) 
be the ratio of interfering voltage at

frequency d that the receiver can

withstand without desensitizing to

the reference 1eve1 at frequency (:z

Nu(ó) be the required isolation, in dB, between

transmitter and receiver, ãt fre-

quency ó
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Then it can be easily shown that:

NB(d) = 201ogp{ur (dr )}
+ z0logro {ltlr ( d) }

2 0 logp {u, ( ór.) }

20 logp {Nz ( d) } (3.s3)

vr (dr )'Nr (d)
or Np(d) 2 01og¡¡ (3.s4)

vz ((sz )'N, (d)

Nv (d) provides the isolation-frequency rela-

tionship required in the des ign of tl're diplexer for

the communication system. It is possible to provide

the isolation given by Equation (3.54) by a number

of techniques. The technique to provide the re-

quired isolation considered here is by means of

linear passive networks. When it is necessary to

design a diplexer from standard off-the-shelf

transrnitter and receiver equipment, the required

isolation characteristic, as given by Equation

(3.54), can be derived from the equipment specifi-

cations supplied by the manufacturer. Usually, it

is a good design approach to add some safety rnargin

to allow for factors such as variations from the

typical values of the specifications. Furthermore,

additional isolation may be required at the points

where intermodulation p.roducts are a problem. A

block schenatic of a transceiver antenna operation

using a diplexer where passive filters are used to

provide the required isolation is shown in Figure

3.16.
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The use of harmonically related frequencies for

transnit and receive signals is highly advantageous.

The advantages of this approach lie not only in ease

of synchronization, but also in a greatly simplified

receiver structure. For the reasons described in

the previ.ous chapter, the use of a subharmonic fre-

quency as the reply signal carrier is assumed in the

discussion to fo1low.

3.6.2 Filters for the Diplexer

One of the simplest diplexer networks requires

a high-pass filter for one signal, and a low-pass

filter for another. In this type of arrangement,

there are two broad useable frequency bands separ-

ated by a relatively narrow crossover region. A

good irnpedance match can usually be obtained by the

use of complenentary filters. An advantage of this

type of systern, apart from sirnplicity in the design,

is that within the bands of operation either the

transmitter or the receiver frequency can be changed

without any change being made in the diplexer. The

drawbacks of the technique are that the flexibility

of the system is less compared with one using band-

pass filters, and narrow crossover regions can only

be achieved at the cost of high insertion losses.
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Another common approach is to construct a di-
plexer using band-pass filters. One of the greatest

advantages of using band-pass filters is the ease

with which a systern can be designed. The band-pass

filter fundamentally passes one frequeîcL while at-

tenuating all others. In addition, âs the frequen-

cies become further and further removed from the

resonant frequency of the filters, they become more

and more attenuated. This latter feature is some-

times desirable. However, it is a feature that is
paid for with a higher insertion loss than would be

obtained with other filter types. One of the in-
portant practical considerations in achieving fre-
quency rejection using band-pass filters is the fact
that increasingly complex band-pass filter configur-

ations are required, which rnay be avoided if other

filter types are enployed.

Band-reject filters provide another very effec.
tive means of implementing a diplexer. The band-

rej ect filter attenuates one frequency by a given amount

and attenuates all others by a lesser amount. The

further removed a frequency is from the resonance,

the less it is attenuated. The advantage of the

band-reject filter over the band-pass filter is
that, in most applications, for a given complexity,
j-t offers a much Iarger attenuation at the rejection

frequency than the band-pass filter. The single
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section band-reject filter has the disadvantage,

when used in a diplexer, that if the insertion loss

of the frequency to be passed is to be kept below a

certain limit, then the loaded quality factor of the

filter at the rejection frequency must change when

the separation between the transmitter and receiver

frequencies change.

An alternative to the single section band-

reject filter is the twin section band-reject filter.
Twin section filters are most suitable in applica-

tions where one frequency has to be passed and an-

other rejected. To achieve this objective, it is

merely necessary to tune one section for a nu11 at

the frequency to be stopped, and to tune the other

section so that the frequency to be passed is at-

tenuated as little as possible. Usual1y, the tuning

of one section affects the tuning of the other by a

sma11 amount. Therefore, sometimes it is necessary

to repeat the tuning procedure on both the sections

a few times.

3.6.3 Diplexer Design Considerations for Two-port

Transponder Systems

When f.ar-field antennae are employed, the

radiation resistance of the antenna acts as the

load for one filter, and the source impedance for
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the other. In the case of the two-port transponder

enploying near-field coupling elements, some further
consideration must be given to the relationship be-

tween the transceiver antenna inductance and the

filters in the diplexer. The problem seen here is

that of the effect of the reactive antenna impedance

on the filters of the diplexer. Furtherrnore, a

filter with reactive source or load impedance is far
more difficult to design than one with resistive

1oads. To overcome these problems, one needs to

incorporate the transceiver antenna reactance into
the filters for the diplexer such that it provides

the electromagnetic coupling in the transmitter

and receiver links on the one hand, and provides

appropriate transfer functions for the filters on

the other hand. This technique has a further ad-

vantage that, once the antenna inductance is seen as

a part of the filters, the design of filters becomes

much simpler, due to the absence of inductive 1oads.

In passive subharmonic transponder systems, the

transmitter signal is very narrow-band, and the re-

ceiver signal is relatively broad-band. This asym-

metry in the two signals may be utilized very ad-

vantageously in the design of a diplexer for such a

system. It rnay be recalled from the discussion in

the earlier part of this section that the simplest

method of separating a narrow-band signal from an-
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other signal is by means of a band-reject filter.
These considerations lead to a simple design of a

diplexer for the PST system using a band-reject

filter for one signal, and a band-pass filter for
the other.

Another important factor for consideration is
the power natching between the transmitter and the

antenna. In the case of the conventional four-
antenna two-port object identification system, high

resonant resistance of the transmitter antenna nust

be natched to the 1ow source resistance of the

transrnitter power amplif ier. This may be achieved

either by means of split-capacitor inpedance trans-

formation or by transformer impedance matching tech-

niques. Another factor which must be considered

before implenentation of any matching network is
that of the irnpedance of the cabling betrveen the

power amplifier and the antenna. Usua11y, the in-
pedance of the cable for the cable lengths used in
practice is small compared with the dynamic resist-
ance of the antenna, but is, nevertheless, signifi-
cant because of the low source resistance. A

matching transformer located at the source overcomes

the problen of cable impedance.
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The considerations detailed above vary from

application to application. It is important to
consider all these factors while at the design

stage, to avoid problems 1ater.

3.7 Conclusions

The design of various antennae for the object

identification system employing 1ow-frequency in-
ductive coupling needs careful consideration of the

numerous factors affecting the electromagnetic

coupling. The constraints placed on the design

of these antennae have been described. 0ptimization

of antenna configurations and parameters under these

constraints require a new approach, as described in
the coupling volurne theory. These techniques have

been ernployed in achieving the 1oca1 optimization

of different antenna parameters , by separating them

into suitable groups. Environmental effects on

various antenna parameters are experimentaLly in-
vestigated for one application. And, finally, an

economic approach to the antenna design is present.

€d, in the form of a single antenna employed for simul-

taneous transmission and reception using a diplexer.

The factors affecting the design of such diplexers

for a two-port system are considered. Although all
the factors mentioned in the study may not be ap-
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plicable in all cases,

these problems and how

is very important from

system design.

a clear understanding of

they effect the system design

the point of view of overall
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CHAPTER IV

STUDY OF ENVIRONIVIENTAL NOISE

4.1 Introduction

Environmental noise is a major source of con-

cern in the design of arly communication system.

Interest in the radio noise environment of the pas-

sive object identification system arises because an

optimal selection of transmitted signal power, fre-
quencies of operation, modulation parameters, T€-

ceiver location, and some of the other design vari-
ab1es, is critically dependent upon the character-

istics of the environmental noise encountered in
such applications.

The sources of noise most likely to affect a

communication systen are thermal noise, atmospheric

noise, man-made noise, and receiver noise. Thernal

noise makes very 1ittle contribution in the fre-
quency band of interest. The noise performance of

1ow frequency transponders is mainly affected by

environmental noise, such as atmospheric and man-
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made noise, with receiver noise playing only a minor

part. The passive nature of these transponders,

which leads to reply signals being very weak, r€-
quires a correct prediction of the predominant

sources of noise likely to affect the performance

of identification systems. A proper understanding

of the characteristics of the environmental noise

affecting the transponder operations is therefore

essential in achieving an optimun system design.

4.2 Literature Survey

A large nurnber of researchers have studied

various aspects of environmental noise (Watt , L957;

Shinde, L974; Field, 1978; Bolton, L976; Hsu, L976;

0ranc, 1975; Skomal, 1969). The work includes

measurement and characteri zatíon of atmospheric,

as well as man-made, noise from a number of sources in

various frequency bands. A brief summary of the

published work will be presented to provide both a

framework within which the results of the studies

carried out by the author rnay be expressed, and a

background with which the results of these studies

nay be compared.
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4.2.1 Atmos heric Noise

Atnospheric noise has been studied by Watt and

Maxwell (1957), Shinde and Gupta (I924), and Fietd
and Lewinstein (1978), in various frequency bands.

Watt and Maxwell have studied the statistical char-

acteristics of atmospheric noise in the VLF and LF

bands. Shinde and Gupta have developed a statisti-
ca1 model of high frequency irnpulsive atmospheric

noise. Field and Lewinstein, otr the other hand,

have provided an arnplitude probability distribution
model of the VLF and ELF atmospheric noise. Among

other authors, Ginsberg (I974) and Oh (1969) have

contributed very useful results based on their 1ow

frequency noise measurements.

The atmostpheric radio frequency noise field
generally results from the combination of a large

number of substantiaLLy independent events, and

therefore it is readily amenable to statistical
treatrnent. The primary source of atmospheric noise

is lightning discharges. Although these discharges

are essenti aLIy independent events, the variations
in the noise field at aîy given location do not oc-

cur entirely at random. This departure from a ran-

don time distribution is due to the fact that the

lightning discharges usually consist of multiple
strokes, and also due to the time correlation intro-
duced by the multiple propagation paths with differ-
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ent characteristic delays. The noise mainly arises

in the form of large pulses superimposed on a more

homogeneous background. The impulsive bursts are

caused by local thunderstorm activities, whereas

the continuous background arises as a result of the

superimposition of a large number of sources distant
fron the receiving location.

Watt and Maxwell have measured the cumulative

distribution of the arnplitudes and spacings of
pulses in the instantaneous envelope of the atmos-

pheric noise field strength in the very 1ow to low

frequency ranges. The block schematic of the equip-

ment used by Watt and Maxwell is shown in Figure 4.L

A shielded loop antenna was used to reduce locally-
generated noise. A relatively large loop was em-

ployed to keep the contribution from thermal noise

in the band of interest low. The cumulative anpli-
tude distribution of the noise envelope hras obtained

by gating a 10kHz signal for the period of data ac-

cumulation, and counting the number of cycles during

which the output of the rectifier exceeded a thres-

hold leve1. The tine distributions \^iere obtained by

means of a run down unit operating at a specific

sensing leve1, which translated the time spacings

between pulses into amplitude variations. Two am-

plitude discriminators set at different leve1s were

used to record the pulse spaci-ngs. Watt and Maxwell
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have shown that a part of the atmospheric noise be-

haves in the same way as narrow-band thernal noise.
In the low field intensity region of the atmospheric

noise distribution, the noise envelope is Rayleigh

distributed. At higher amplitude levels, the spac-

ing between the pulses does not appear to be random

in temperate and arctic locations, while the pulses

in tropical locations appear to be more randornly

spaced.

Field and Lewinstein have provided an analyti-
cal model for VLF and ELF atmospheric noise arnpli-

tude probability distributions (APDs), and have

confirmed the validity of their model by direct
measurements. They have used a two component rep-

resentation of the noise, in which p1(x) and pz(q)

are the probability density functions (pDF) of the

background and impulsive components, respectively.
Field and Lewinstein have found the background noise

component to be a zero-mean Gaussian random process

with finite energy o0'. When such a process is ap-

plied to a narror^r band filter, the output appears

as an amplitude-modulated signal with a double-

sided s1ow1y varying envelope. The envelope has a

Rayleigh dens ity with average noise power Ro, = Zoo2

and, there fore , the probabi l ity dens ity function ¡a1

is given by
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2x
pr (x)

-0'
exp xÞ0 (4.1)

Rayleigh

compo -

s.Aa'-r
pz (LJ)

RCT

q > 0 (4.2)

where o is a constant, 0 ( o ( 2.0, and depends on the

pulse characteristics of the impulsive component and

the system bandwidth. The parameter R corresponds

to the average energy in U. Using the above selec-

tions for the probability density functions for the

two noise components, the probability density func-

tion p(z) for the overall noise z = x + U is given by

the convolution relation

p (z) pt (z- u) pz (q) dq (4. 5)

Field and Lewinstein

distribution for the

nent, given by

or p(z)

and the arnp 1 i tude

atnospheric noise

have suggested a power

non-Gaussian inpulsive

æ

=[

,T-

0

dqa- ' l- iyl"l (z-rj)

c "*o 
L- ioj _] rt

exp

(4 .4)

probability distribution of the

is then given by

Prob Í7. >7Tl ¡t (z) dz

zT

APD
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APD

Zy

0

+

ù.ua-'

Rq ",.nItil]",.o[-[r)'1,,
(4.6)

To simplify the calculation of the anplitude proba-

bility density, Field and Lewinstein defined a

parameter VD, which i.s the ratio of rms noise volt-
age to the average noise-envelope voltage. A good

match between the experimental data and the noise

model described by Equation (4.6) by appropriate

selection of the parameter q, has been observed.

Shinde and Gupta have developed a model of high

frequency atmospheric noise. The model proposed is
based on the observation that the impulsive compo-

nent of the noise does not deliver energy at a con-

stant rate, and clustering of noise pulses has been

observed (Gupta, L972). The resulting noise is,
therefore, non-Gaussian in character, with a large

dynamic range. Shinde and Gupta have used the quo-

tient of two independent processes to describe the

high frequency atmospheric noise V(t).

N (.¿)
v (t) (4.7)

B (t)

zel:o-mean Gaussian noise component

density function p¡(x) given by

where 
^/(¿) 

is a

with probability
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P¡ (x)
(2r ol )tt2 t#l - æ< x<æ (4.8)

1
exp

and B(Í) is a non-Gaussian random process with

strong correlation among its sanples. The proba-

bility density function used by Shinde and Gupta is

I
Lt2 

b
2

e6 (b)
e+lzn)

function

given by

b>0 (4.e)

othe nvi s e

ny (U) for the

<t

=Q
where n is a constant
Then the probability density

overall atnospheric noise is

@

0

n, (u) xp'(x) .prV (qx) dx 0<t/<* (4.10)

The above integral is sirnplifj.ed when or = o, then

)

n n( /z'.) (I* tJ, ),
0<tj<- (4.11)

o the rwi- s e

Shinde and Gupta have found a close agreement be-

tween the observed values and the calculated values

based on their model. Some of the other important

statistical parameters have also been derived from

Equation (4.11) .

Pv (q)

0
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4.2.2 Man-made Noise

As the radio frequency spectrum becomes more

and more congested due to the increasing number of

users, efficient utilization of the spectrum becomes

an inportant consideration in the design of a

communication system. In the low frequency band,

where the passive subharmonic transponder system is
expected to operate, nan-made noise forms the rnajor

part of environmental noise. The major sources of

man-made radio interference include power transmis-

sion linesr,automotive ignition systems, gâs dis-
charge devices, industrial switching equipment, and

radio frequency stabilized arc welders. The wave-

form characteristics of radio noise enitted by

different sources place upon the system designer

constraints peculiar to the origin of the noise.

In certain applications, correct prediction of the

predominant noise source is essential to achieve

optimum system operation. In addition to achieving

a better system design through knowledge of the

relative intensities of the incidental noise sources,

one also benefits from the correct identification of

the principal sources of interference producing the

noise envi-ronment.

As a result of the very 1ow reply signal leve1s,

an understanding of the characteristics of environ-

mental noise becomes particularly important in ob-
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ject identification applications. In most identi-
fication applications, the noise at the receiver

input is the cumulative effect of the noise from a

large number of sources. The identification of

individual noises in such applications is not very

critical; rather, the characteristics of overall
interference rnay be utilized in the operation of an

optinum passive subharmonic transponder system.

Man-nade noise has been studied extensively by

Bolton (197ó), Hsu et al (1976), Nfiddleton (L973),

Oranc ( 1-9 75) , Schul z (L97 4) , Skomal (1966 , 1967 ,

1969), and Kanda (1975), mainly in VHF and UHF

bands.

Hsu, Maxam et aL (L976) have investigated

automotive noise due to individual cylinders from

the diagnostic viewpoint. The data acquisiton sys-

tem used for their measurements is shown in Figure

4.2. The instrumentation used for the measurement

included a radio-frequency receiver, a logarithmic

amplifier, a peak detector, single cylinder gating

circuitry, a pulse height analyser, an oscilloscope,

a teletype, and a dipole antenna used in vertical
and hori zontal polarisations .

After studying the pulse amplitude density

(PAD) of the ignition noise due to the individual
cylinders at VHF frequencies, Hsu et a1 have con-
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cluded'that the statistics of the ignition noise

due to individual cylinders are nonuniform. Under

identical test conditions, the pulse anplitude

density of different cyclinders has been found to

vary by rnore than 50 dB. The composite pulseanpli-

tude density curves have also been plotted by means

of superimposition. The technique developed in this
study is quite useful in investigating the ignition

noise emanating from individual cylinders.

Hsu et al have also studied the statistical
distribution of the amplitude of automotive ignition
noise. In particular, they have considered relating
the deterioration effects of the ignition noise on

various communication systems to a set of statistic-
al parameters. Based on their experimental results,
Hsu et aI have concluded that noise parameters such

as peak leve1, quasi-peak leve1, average leve1, and

rms leve1 are inadequate for the evaluation of a

communication systemts performance. They have also

characterised the anplitude probability distribution
of automoti-ve ignition noise in the high frequency

band by means of best fitting of data on various

probability distribution graph papers, in particular,

those for the 1og-nornal distribution, the exponen-

tial distribution, the Rayleigh distribution, and

the Weibull distribution.
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This graphical method of investigating the

probability distribution of a random process re-

quires, first of all, plotting a set of data with

known distribution and, then, transforming the axes

to obtain a straight line plot. After the prob-

ability paper for a given distribution is ready,

the actual noise data is ptotted. The study of

Hsu et aI indicates that, for their measurements,

the anplitude probability distribution of ignition
noise is given by the Weibull distribution. Further,

it is suggested that, possibly, other distributions

also exist which provide good fit for the ignition
noise. Another conclusion derived from the study

is that the ignition noise from a single vehicle is

highly reproducible.

Shepherd has studied the amplitude probability

distribtuion of autonobile ignition noise-envelope

in the HF band. The measurements were conducted on

vehicles under stationary and freeway conditions.

Measurements were conducted at two engine speeds in

the stationary mode. Shepherd's instrumention, as

shown in Figure 4.3, included several phase-stable

receivers with coherent quadrature detectors, whose

outputs were digitized, and the resulting digitízed
envelope was stored on a magtape for off-line wave-

form analysis. The amplitude probabì-Iity distribu-
tion for most vehicles was found to follow Rayleigh
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distribution, except for a small percentage of high

anplitude pulses. Shepherd's study shows that the

APDts mainly consist of two distinct straight line
segments. The breakpoint location depends upon the

engine speed and the traffic intens ity. The APD for
stationary vehicles varies noticably from one

vehicle to another. In the freeway situation, how-

ever, there is no appreciable change in the APD

with changes in the traffic density. Further, the

average noise power radiated from a single station-
ary vehicle varies with frequency, and increases

monotonically rvith engine speed. For freeway traf-
fic, the average power increases with traffic in-
tensity, and with the proximity of the receiver to

the freervay.

Skomal has made a comparative study of man-made

radio frequency noise from various sources, such as

power transmission lines, automotive traffic and rf
stabilized arc welders. In this study, radio inter-
ference data of many investigators in the frequency

bands ranging from ELF through to UHF were as-

sembled and converted to a common system of units,
and plotted collectively to assess the relative
interference levels produced by different sources.

The maj or findings of Skomal's study were that in
industrial environments, power transmission lines

and automotive ignition systems were the major
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sources of radio noise. In the 7S}kllz to ZSNlHz

frequency bands, rf stabilized arc welders produced

greater radio interference than either pot\¡er trans -

mission lines at comparable distances from the re-

ceiver or automotive ignition due to heavy traffic.
In the HF band, lower voltage power transmission

lines produced more noise for distances up to 30

metres than automotive ignition noise due to heavy

traffic at the same distances. In the upper VHF

and UHF bands, the automotive traffic interference

exceeded the noise 1eve1s generated by por{er lines

under dry weather conditions. However, under con-

ditions of fog, nist, high relative humidity, or

rain, power-1ine noise becane comparable to that

of dense traffic. A non-linear dispersion 1aw to

describe the frequency variations of the total man-

nade noise proposed by Skomal showed that the com-

posite noise field had a decreasing negative slope

with increasing frequency. In another study of in-
cidental noise-envelopes Skonal established the

liniting statistical distribution of the man-made

noise by applying the central limit theorem. It
was observed that the distribution of the incidental
noise-envelope converges to a Rayleigh distribution
either with increasing frequency for a given measur-

ing distance, or with increasing distance for a giv-

en frequency.
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Schulz and Southwick have studied the ignition
noise from V-8 automotive engines. Their measure-

ments of the amplitude probability distribution
correspond well with the results of Hsu et al. The

amplitude probability distribution was determined

by real-tine calculations of long term measurements

of ignition noise. The instrumentation, as shown

in Figure 4.4, consisted of an antenna connected to

a step attenuator in series with a converter. The

output of the converter was connected to an anpli-
tude dwe11 tiner via a spectrum analyser. The ampli-

tude dwell timer, along with the counter, \^/as used

to measure, in real tine, the percentage of time

the noi.se-envelope exceeded a specific leveI.

Schulz and Southwick have found that measurements

were highly repeatable, shapes of amplitude prob-

ability distribution curves were essentially inde-

pendent of the receiver centTe frequency, but de-

pended upon the receiver bandwidth and the number

of vehicles, while the noise-envelope amplitude was

found to be a function of the receiver centre fre-
quency and the number of vehicles, but independent

of the receiver bandwidth.

Oranc has studied the automobile ignì.tion noise

in the VHF and UHF bands. The ai-m of the study was

to calculate the effect of ignition noise on a mo-

bile data communication 1ink. A new parameter, the
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noise amplitude distribution, was clefined for this
purpose. An analytical expression !{as developed

for the noise amplitude distribution under idealized
conditions. Oranc also described the method for
calculating other useful statistical measures, such

as the average repetition frequency and the peak

arnplitude distribution of the noise pulses. As

shown in Figure 4.5, Oranc used a very sirnple tech-

nique for the measurement of the noi-se amplitude

distribution of automotive ignition noise. The

system consisted of a conventional receiving systen

in which noise pulses hrere passed through an en-

velope detector and filter arrangement. The noise-

envelopes were grouped according to their amplitude

levels, and the number of pulses in each group hras

counted. Although the noise anplitude distribution
does not provide information about the distribution
of noise pulses in tine, it may be used to calculate

the average bit error rate.

Bolton has studied the man-made irnpulsive noise

in the 1ow frequency band. The instrumentation used

in this study is shown in Figure 4.6. The dunmy an-

tenna and the signal generator arrangernent were pro-

vided for the purpose of system calibration. Two

classes of noise were defined in his study: Class A

type, where the emission spectrum of the noise is
narrower than the bandwidth of the receiving system;
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and Class B type, where the emission spectrum of
the impulsive noise is greater than the passband of

the receiver. While automotive ignition noi.se, at-
mospheric noise, and noise fron industrial equipment

were found to be of Class B type, the power-line

noise was found to be of Class A type. Bolton made

a comparative study of the amplitude distribution
of man-made impulsive noise at business, industrial
and residential sites. His studies revealed that,
during severe thunderstorm activity, the rms ampli-

tude of atmospheric noise in the low frequency band

was greater than arly other man-made noise by more

than 20d8. In the absence of thunderstorm activity,
man-made noise at a business site, which was mainly

due to automotive traffic, r^/as found to be the

greatest. Bolton concluded that, due to the very

large nurnber of man-made noise-generating sources,

it is very difficult to provide a general ¡nodel of
man-rnade noise. This problem can be overcome by

direct measurement of noise data in the area where

a communication system is expected to operate.

Kanda has studied the time and anplitude sta-

tistics of electromagnetic noise in mines, and de-

termined a number of statistical parameters. The

measurement and data processing instrunentation of

Kanda is illustrated in Figure 4.7 . The tine and

anplitude statistics were obtained from a large
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sample of raw analogue data in operational mines

through computer software techniques. The magnetic

field strength was calculated for the frequencies

from 10kHz to 32MÍIz. Kanda used Allan variance

analysis to determine the length of time necessary

to provide statistical validity.

4.3 Statistical Noise Measures

.Environmental noise has been studied by various

workers, with different objectives. Signature ana-

lysis (Myers, 1963) has been used to correlate noise

to its source. Studies have been conducted to de-

velop mathematical models of the random process

(Yue et â1, 1978; Shinde and Gupta, I974). While

some authors have made a conparative study of the

noise from various sources (Skornal, L967), others

have studied the characteristics of the composite

noise. Effects of environmental noise on the per-

formance of a communication system have also been

considered. Most of the literature to date has

been devoted to the study of noise in VHF and UHF

bands nainly, because of the great deal of usage of

these frequency ranges in various communication ap-

plications.
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The principal objectives of the study conducted

by the author were to measure and characterize en-

vironmental noise affecting the operation of low

frequency object identification systems, to develop

measurement and analysis techniques to derive sta-

tistical measures from the raw data, to use these

statistical measures in the evaluation of system

performance, and to fornulate strategies to improve

performance of such systems when operated in realis -

tic environments.

Degradation in the performance of a digital
communication system of the type used in low fre-
quency object identification applications is mainly

due to irnpulsive noise which has a high peak-to-rms

ratio, with thernal and receiver noise playing a

minor part. The sources of impulsive noise in the

radio frequency spectrum are:

i) Atmospheric noise

ii) Man-made noise.

Atnospheric noise in the low frequency band in

the non-tropical regions,. where thunderstormactiv-

ities are very infrequent, is low. This

hypothesis was later confirned by the author via
measurements, and found to be consistent with the

studies of Bolton (1976). The preliminary environ-

mental noise measurements performed by the author
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indicated that impulsive noise from man-made sources

was a najor source of concern, and efforts r^¡ere

directed towards the measurement and characteriza-

tion of environmental noise from such sources.

The principal contributors of the man-made

noise are industrial switching equipment, such as

switching regulators, commutators, rf stabilized

arc welders, inverters, etc., power 1ines, and

automobile ignition. The object identification

system may be required to operate in the proxirnity

of any of the above-mentioned sources. Measurements

were conducted in the vicinity of some of the above

sources. The statistical characteristics of the

impulsive noise generated by the sources mentioned

above nainly depend upon the source and measurement

environment.

Wide band irnpulsive noise is also generated in

power 1ines, due to the corona discharge between the

conductors. Porver lines also help in propagating

noise from other sources. The power line noise has

a strong near-field component, and also has some

far-field components.

Automotive ignition noise is the result of a

high discharge current in the spark p1ug, which

lasts for a few nanoseconds for the most commonly
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used spark gap sízes. This process results in a

very wide spectrum of radio interference, extending

fron the low frequency band up to the ultra high

frequency band. The noise-envelope at the receiver

is possibly affected by the body of the automobile.

Impulsive noise from different sources has

special characteristics, due to different generating

mechanisms. It is, therefore, very difficult to

define a general model of impulsive noise. One

technique for the evaluation of system performance

in the presence of inpulsive noise is to measure

the statistical parameters necessary for the pre-

diction. Because some of the statistical parameters

are dependent upon the type of communication 1ink,

inpulsive noise measurements must be carried out

on a link similar to the one used for the applica-

tion. The following data concerning the environ-

mental noise statistics should preferably be known,

to evaluate the performance degradation in a com-

munication system:

i) Anplitude distribution

ii) Tine distribution

iii) Pulse width distribution

iv) Impulsiveness of noise

v) Rlvls and average amplitude of the noise-envelope.
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Several statistical measures may be used to

derive the above information. The following nea-

sures provide a useful set of statistics of the

electromagnetic interference upon which comrnunica-

tion system design decisions can be based:

i) Allan Variance Analysis (AVA)

ii) Amplitude Probability Distribution (APD)

iii) Noise Anplitude Distribution (NAD)

iv) Pulse Width Distribution (PWD)

v) Tine .Probability Dis tribution (TPD) .

4.3.1 A1lan Variance Analysis (AVA)

It is essential, in a statistical study of a

random process, to deterrnine how much data must be

collected. Therefore, in the measurement of a

statistical phenomenon, the minimum length of time

over which the phenomenon is observed should be

calculated. Allan Variance Analysis can be used to

accomplish this determination (A11an, 1966).

A record of the random proçess under consider-

ation, n(t) is divided into a number of equal time

records oflength e, and the average value of the

data n(t) during each record is calculated. Let nK
a

be the time average of the process during the kth

record. Then
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The Allan Variance, ortG) is then defined as the

infinite time aveïage of all the sample variances

for one selection of sample length e.

=< (4.1s)

In practice, a finite

used to calculate the

set of sample variance nay be

Al1an Variance. Therefore,

of (e)
1¡

x

^J 
K= I

onlQ,Ç) (4.16)

The above calculations are repeated for several

values of the record length e. Allan Variance is

then plotted against q. For a given maximum allow-
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able variation in n(t), the requirement of the mini-

mum average can then be determined from the plot. A

graph of A1lan Variance that does not decrease with
record length ç indicates that, to achieve the re-

quirement of the minimum average, the record length

must be increased.

4.3.2 tunplitude Probability Distribution (APD)

The Anplitude Probability Distribution is the

most conmon statistical measure used in the study

of random processes. The APD is defined as the

percentage of time the noise-envelope exceeds vari-
ous arnplitude 1eve1s. The percentages are calcu-

lated rvith respect to the complete.record length.

4.3.3 Noise Anplitude Distribution (NAD)

The Noise Amplitude Distribution is a measure

of the cumulative distribution of peak anplitude of

the noise pulses. The NAD is defined as the average

number of noise pulses per unit time exceeding vari-
ous arnplitude 1eve1s, and is plotted as the percent-

age of noise pulses per unit time that exceed the

specified amplitude 1eve1s.
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4.3.4 Pulse Width Distribution (PWD)

The Pulse Width Distributions show the prob-

ability distribution of the duration of the noise-

envelopes. A suitable definition of the pulse width

may be used. For example, the pulse width may be

defined as the tine duration from the instant when

the instantaneous arnplitude of a noise-envelope ex-

ceeds I0% of its peak amplitude to the instant when

the instantaneous amplitude of the noise-envelope

goes below I0% of the peak arnplitude. The PWD is

plotted as the percentage qf pulse widths exceeding

various values. The PWD is a function of the peak

envelope anplitude.

4.3.5 Tine Probability Distribution (TPD)

The Time Probability Distribution is a measure

of the cumulative distribution of the time spacing

between successi-ve pulses. Thse distributions are

also function of the peak noise amplitude. The TPD

plots are norrnally given as a family of curves, with

each curve representing the percentage of pulse

spacings exceeding various values for the pulses of

a given amplitude.

A complete characterization of inpulsive noise

requires the measurement of the statistical para-

meters mentioned above, along with the measurement
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of some other parameters, such as rms va1ue. The

performance degradation of a communication system

can, however, be evaluated with only a few of the

above statistical measures. The main objective of

the environmental noise study is the prediction of
the system error performance in the presence of en-

vironmental noise. For this purpose, the noise am-

plitude distribution, and the time probability dis-

tribution appear to be the most suitable measures.

Although it is possible to derive the information

necessary to predict the error performance of a

communication system from a combination of other

statistical measures, the NAD and TPD are advanta-

geous, from the point of view of measurements.

4.4 Environmental Noise Measurements

As is evident from the different measurement

techniques ernployed by various authors described

in Section 4.2, the measurement of a set of statis-
tical parameters of a random process may be per-

formed by a variety of techniques. Some of the

important considerations in the design of suitable

measurement techniques are :

i) the desired statistical parameters

ii) simplicity of instrumentation

iii) on or off line data processing
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iv) data

v) data

storage constraints

analysis software.

Obviously, the most inportant considerations

in the design of measurement systens and their in-
plementation is the set of statistical parameters

required to be measured. However, in the measure-

ment of an unknown, such as environmental noise,

the decision on which parameter is more important

than the other rnay be quite difficult. In particu-

lar, when the objective of the study is to develop

a model of the random process, the relative irnport-

ance of each statistical measure becomes an in-
portant consideration, and the simplicity and ac-

curacy of the model depends entirely on the inclu-

sion of appropriate statistical parameters in the

node1. One approach to circumvent this problem is

by means of a prelininary study of most of the sta-

tistical parameters, followed by a detailed study

of a smaller subset. An alternative approach is

to keep a complete record of the noise data, fo1low-

ed by analysis, to provide the relevant parameters.

This approach has the advantage of simpler hardware,

as compared with the situation when the hardlvare is
employed to measure the statistical parameters

directly. If the analysis is to be performed at a

later date, then the raw data must be stored. The

size of storage medium then becomes an important
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consideration in the design of data acquistion sys-

tems. The size of storage nedium does not impose

arly constraints on the system design if the data is
processed on-1ine. Portability of the data acqui-

sition system is another important consideration.

All of these considerations are highlighted in the

description given below of the noise data acquisi-

tion and analysis system developed by the author.

The statistical parameters of environmental

noise may be measured by

i) short or long term analogue recording of the

noise-envelope on photographic film or magnetic tape

ii) short or long term recording of the digitized
noise-envelope on magnetic tape or disk with on- or

off-line processing

iii) real-tine processing of the recieved noise for
the direct accumulation of the noise statistics de-

sired.

4 .4 .1 Pre lininary Noise Measurements

The study of environmental noise was performed

in several stages. The preliminary study included

a short term photographic recording of the noise

transient, and measurement of the rms noise leve1

at a number of recor<ling sites. The noise recording

instrumentation is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Prelininary Study of
Environmental Noise

The antenna used Ì¡as an electrically balanced

magnetic dipole of the type proposed for the object

identification system. The characteristics of the

antenna are described in Chapter 3. The inpulsive

character of the man-made noise became evident from

the display of the noise on the oscilloscope. The

impulsive noise resulted in a decaying transient

across the antenna tuned circuit, as seen on the

oscilloscope. The oscilloscope anplifier was used

to anplify the noise before rms noise leve1 was

measured. Photographic recording of the man-made

noise was performed in a variety of environments,

including an automobile parking 1ot with and without

automotive engines running in the vicinity of the
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recordi-ng set -up, and a range of indoor laboratory

situations. One such recording is shown in Figure

4.9. The results of the preliminary study are pre-

sented in Table 4.1.

The observations nade in this phase of the

study directed the course of the next phase. The

najor finding of the first phase was that the man-

made noise in the low-frequency band is impulsive

in character, with a large peak-to-rms ratio. The

inpulsive character of the noise is rnainly respons-

ible for errors in a digital communication system.

The second phase of the environmental noise

study described below was directed towards obtaining

a better understanding of the inpulsive behaviour of

man-rnade noise, in order to develop aî error-control
strategy which utilizes its characterj-stics.

4.4.2 Noise Data Acquisition Instrumentation

The technique of digital recording of the

noise-envelope satisfied the objective of achieving

simplicity of data acquisition hardware, while at

the same time providing extensive data on which to

develop a model for investigation of the character-

istics of the man-made impulsive noise. The block

schematic of the noise data acquisiton systern is
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Table 4.I Results of Preliminary Noise Study
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Figure 4.9 A Typical Autornotive
Noise Transient
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Operating Calculator Near the Antenna

IMPULSE NOISE
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shown in Figure 4.10. The antenna used for the

measurements was an electrically balanced magnetic

dipole of the type proposed for the object identi-
fication system. The antenna was tuned to a centre

frequency of 50kHz with a quality factor of 8. The

output of the antenna was fed to a band-reject fil-
ter. The rejection band of the filter was such that

noise from outside the band of interest was elinin-
ated. The circuit diagram of the band reject filter
is shown in Figure 4.1L. Although the parallel

tuned circuit of the receiver antenna attenuates

most of the signals outside its pass band, the band

reject filter is used to attenuate the side bands

even further. The output of the band reject filter

Figure 4.10a Noise Data Acquisition System Schematic
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is suff,iciently amplified, in alow noise preampli-

fier, that thenoise signal lies in the linear range

of the envelope detector. The circuit configura-

tions of the preamplifier and the envelope detector

are shown in Figure 4.10b.

The noise-envelope is then further amplified. The

amplifed noise-envelope is then fed to a 50f¿ coaxial

cable to bring it to the analogue-to-digital con-

verter input of the minicomputer. The analogue-to-

digital converter board on the minicomputer consists

of a sample-and-hold circuit followed by an A-to-D

converter, To ensure that the noise-envelope could

be reconstructed from the sampled values, the sampling

frequency of the A-to-D converter was selected such

that it was higher than the Nyquist frequency for
the noise-envelope. The 12-bit-output of the A-to-D

converter was then stored as two 8-bit words on a

magnetic tape. The noise envelope waveform was

monitored before and after being digitízed, on an

oscilloscope and a graphics display respectively.

The noise data available on the nagnetic tape was

then ready for analysis.

The analysis was performed by converting the

a suitable format for the main-frame com-

The analysis software, discussed in greater

later in this chapter, used thj-s data for

the computation of various noise statistics.

a

data to

pute r .

detai-I
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4.4.3 Data Acquisition System Calibration

The measurement of environmental noise at

vari-ous locations at reasonable distances from the

minicomputer was made possible by means of a battery

operated detector-amplifier circuit followed by a

long coaxial cab1e. The noise data acquisition sys-

tem was calibrated before and after noise data re-

cording at each site. It was necessary to ensure

that the drift in the arnplifier gain was negligible
during the period of data accumulation. System

calibration was performed by exciting the antenna

by a current pulse trai-n of known amplitude. Each

pulse excited the antenna into an oscillatory tran-

s ient , t.he enve lope detector output of such trans ient
being an exponentially decaying curve. Amplitude of

this envelope was measured, and the sanpled values

were stored, and later used for system calibration.

4.4.4 Noise Data Measurements

In vierv of the possible applications of 1ow-

frequency passive transponder systems, environmental

noise was measured in a wide variety of indoor and

outdoor situations. Among all the sources of man-

made impulsive noise, automotive ignition noise was

considered more carefully. This was because of the

fact that in 1ow frequency identification applica-

tions, rvhere the interrogation range is sma11,
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i.e. a- ferv metTes, automotive ignition noise

affects not only the vehicle identification appli-
cation, but also some of the other applications,

where the presence of vehicles in the vicinity of

the interrogation apparatus cannot be avoideC..

Outdoor environments from which noise data rvas

gathered include roadway surfaces with underground

cables, and a parking lot with and without engines

running near the recording site. Roadway traffic
conditions were simulated by running several station-
ary vehicles at speeds corresponding to idle and

cruise. The indoor environmeRts studied included a

mini-computer laboratorL a machines laboratory, the

vicinity of an operating electronic calculator, and

that of other household appliances. These measure-

ment conditions are listed in Table 4.2.

Statistical parameters evaluated fron the noise

data which provide useful information in the calcu-

lation of system error performance are described in

Section 4.5.
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Table 4.2 Noise Measurement Environments

Indoor:

Universal Logic Operating Systen

Miniconputer Laboratory

Machines Laboratory

Vicinity of Operating Electronic Calculator

Switching Power Supply

0utdoor:

Buried Power Cables

Single Vehicle at Different Speeds

I{ultiple Vehicles at Idling Speed
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4 . 5 Noi se Analys is

The noise data accumulated at various test

sites hras stored on a magnetic tape. The data was

initially checked on the NOVA2 niniconputer for

nissing end-of-record markers or calibration test

results. The 12-bit data words were converted to

64-bit words for use on the CYBER175 computer.

First of aLI, A11an Variance Analysis l\¡as performed

on the raw data to find the amount of data required

for statistically meaningful results. The software

for the data analysis was then used to calculate

the Noise Arnplitude Distribution and the Tine Prob-

ability Distribution for various amplitude 1eve1s.

The flow-charts for the calculations of AVA, NAD,

and TPD are given in Figures 4.L2,4.73 and 4.L4.

Although the sampling frequency was higher

than the Nyquist frequency, it was still not pos-

sible to sample all the envelope peaks. This prob-

lem may be overcome, either by increasing the sam-

pling frequency, or by sampling a larger record

length. Both of these solutions result in a large

arnount of Taw data, which increases the memory re-

qui-rement as well as computing tine for analysis.

Statistically accurate results for higher amplitude

levels were obtained from the original data by ex-

trapolating the position and amplitude of the enve-

lope peaks from the known circuit parameters of the
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antenna. The NAD and the TPD plots for a periodic

pulse train are shown in Figure 4.15 . The known

characteristics of the NAD and TPD curves for the

periodic data were used as a debugging tool for the

noise analysis software. The NAD plot is flat up

to a certain pulse amplitude, and then falls off

very rapidly. The pulses in the pulse train have

a uniform amplitude and pulse spacing. For test

amplitudes lower than the pulse amplitude, aIL the

pulses pass the test, and for test arnplitudes higher

than the pulse amplitude, none of the pulses pass

the test. SimiIarly for the TPD: an inverted rrlrr

shaped curve is obtained for all the amplitude 1ev-

e1s.

The noise analysis software developed using

the periodic data is then used for the calculation

of NAD and TPD for environmental noise data. The

noise measurement set-up for vehicle ignition noise

measurement is shown in Figure 4.L6. The ignition

noise was measured in two locations, for a six-

cylinder and a V-8 vehicle, at speeds corresponding

to idle and cruise. The noise from underground

pohrer-1ine cables was also picked up at one of the

two locations. The NAD and TPD for automotive ig-

nition noise under the various conditions listecl in

Table 4. 2 are plotted in Figure 4.I7 .
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Figure 4.L6c 6-Cylinder Vehiclê Ignition Noise at
Idling Speed

Figure 4.16d V.8 Vehicle Ignition Noise
Speed

at Cruising

4.s4



Figure 4.16e ULOS Cornputer Noise Record

Figure 4.L6f. Periodic Signal for Noise Data
Acquisition Systen Calibration

Impulse exciting
wave form.

Antenna response.

Envelope detector
output.
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The antenna was placed under

vehicle, âs shown in Figure 4.L6 ,

roadway traffic conditions.

the centre

to sinulate the

One common feature of most of the NAD curves

is that these curves have two distinct slopes. This

characteristic of the NAD indicates that the. noise

emanates from two different sources. This observa-

tion is not surprising, in view of the fact that no

special care was taken to inhibit the noise

from the sources other than the one for rvhich the

measurement is intended. However, in a.near-fie1d

coupling situation such as this, the contribution
from sources away from the measurement site is ex-

pected to be negligible. This assumption holds for
all the noise sources. The location of underground

power cables is such that, ãt the recording site,
within easy reach from the minicomputer, it is in-
possible to completely inhibit the power-line noise

from reaching the measurement instrumentation. A

careful selection of the noise recording sites re-

duced the contribution from power-1ines, but did

not eliminate it completely. The shapes of the NAD

plots suggest that the noise consists of a large

number of 1ow amplitude randomly occuring pulses

superimposed with a sma11 number of large anplitude

pulses. The plateauing of TPD at higher amplitudes

indicates that the large amplitude pulses have a
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contribution from a periodic source. The absence

of plateauing for the low amplitude TpD irnplies

that 1ow level pulses are random. A small negative

slope for the high amplitude TPD indicates that the

higher anplitude pulses have a contribution from a

random and a periodic source. While the high ampli-

tude random pulses emanate from the source under

study, the periodic pulses emanate from nearby power-

lines. The periodicity of these pulses is related
to the switching period of a ful1-r^rave rectif ier.

Apart from the NAD and TPD of the noise, some

of the other parameters of the random pïocess were

also evaluated. These terms are defined be1ow.

The receiver threshold leve1, VT, is defined

as the 1evel below which the signal output of the

receiver cannot be distinguished from the receiver
noise output when all extraneous sources of noise

are absent. All noise samples below the threshold
VT are discarded.

The peak noise amplitude, Vp , is
the average of all the noise-envelope

ered during the observation period.

defined as

peaks encount-

7 I'ln

ñ
vp=

p

4.65

lL= I
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h¡here

N,e is the total number of noise pulses

encountered exceeding the leve1

VT during the observation period

Vyt(n) is the peak amplitude of the nth noise-

enve 1 ope

The rms noise amplitude , V)r, is def ined as the

rms value of all the noise sample

!

FI
N

nL= t ,4
lt2

V¡¿

N is the total number of
' the observation

noise samples during

period above the

(4.18)

where

leve I 71

Vn is the amplitude of the n.th noise sample

The average noise amplitude , Va., is defined as

the average value of all the noise samples

Va (4.le)
1¡

¡,n\tvn

For stationary random processes, Al1an Variance

Analysis ensures that the tine average of the ana-

logue noise signal is the same as the ensemble av-

erage of the noi-se samples over the observation
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pe r i od..

ratio of

Vo, as a

Some authors (Bolton, L976) have used the

rms noise level V¡¿, and average noise level

measure of the impulsiveness of the noise

V11

V¿ 20lo9¡6 (4.20)

(4 .2L)

va

An alternative

a random process is
peak noise level to

me aSure

defined

rms noise leve1

of the impulsiveness of

here as the ratio of

vp
V¿ 20 logp

vL

The peak, rms and average noise 1eve1s, and

the respective figures for impulsiveness as defined

in Equations (4.20) and (4.21) for the man-made

noise environrnents given in Table 4.2 are listed
below in Table 4.3,
Table 4.3 Conparison of Noise from Various Sources

ñ/
MAX

is the maximum number of pulses occuring per second.

4.6s

NOISE PARAMETER

NOISE SOURCE

6-Cylinder Vehícle
at Idling Speed

6-Cy1índer Vehicle
at CruisÍng Speed

V-B Vehicle
aÈ ldlíng Speed

V-8 Vehicle
at Cruising Speed

MulEÍple Vehícles
at Idling Speed

ULOS: Computer Lab.
Interactíve Studio

V V V V, Y N *a-rLpd¿max
uV uV uV dB dB sec'

45.30 185.34 255.73 12.24 2.80 767

68.99 204.94 279 .9s 9.46 2.7r 8ss

23.45 120 . 83 162.66 14.24 2.58 612

212.09 448.46 484.36 6.50 0.67 1940

82.87 29r.72 538.26 r0.93 5.32 719

s0.86 75 .27 L95 .21 3. 41 8.28 413

*



4.6 Error Analysis

The error performance of a communication system

depends on the characteristics of the environmental

noise and the parameters of the communication systen.

The parameters which affect the error performance of
the communication system include transmitter power,

type of communication 1ink, modulation parameters,

receiver bandwidth, antenna sizes, and a number of

less critical parameters. The effect of noise on

the communication system is determined in terns of

the degradation in system performance for a fixed

set of system parameters with the noise being the

only variable. The prediction of bit error rate of

a communication system in the presence of impulsive

noise requires an understanding of the mechanisrn

responsible for causing errors. Attention is

focussed, in this section, on developing an under-

standing of the noise mechanisms and analytical
formulae for the prediction of error rates, while

error control strategies to minimize the bit error

rate suitable for the passive subharmonic trans-

ponder system are discussed in Chapter 5.

Consider the receiver antenna model

Figure 4.18. The transfer function H(¿)

antenna is gì-ven by Equation (4.22).

shown in

of this
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RL

Figure 4.18 Receiver Antenna Model

which expresses the ratio
load to a current inj ected

H(¿)

of voltage delivered to the
in parallol with the..circuit.

K¿

where

Kis
U)2 is

2b is

The impulse response of the receiver antenna

is therefore written as

^2 
+Tb,s+Wt

a constant constant

the frequency of resonance

the rf bandwidth

E

(4 . 22)

(4 . 23)LL(r) K.exp (-bt) ostt/l

b2

where

\Jz = Alt
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If the antenna has reasonably high quality

factor, then

u)2

and (4 .24)

The impulse response, therefore, takes the form

l'LG) = K 'exp (- bt) cosft/f (4.2s)

Norv, let us consider an impulse applied to the

antenna input at time o with respect to an arbitrary

reference frame. The output of the receiver antenna

due to this impulse is

v(t) = !,t(t-a) = K.exp l,-b(t-e)l .cos lfi(¿-a)l ( 4.26)

If synchronous detection is employed, then thj-s

signal rnay be expressed in terms of its in'phase and

quadrature components :

v (t) = x(l) cosû/of - AG) sinút/"i (4 .2v)

and x(t) is the output of the synchronous detector

due to the impulse appearing at the receiver antenna

input. The in-phase and quadrature components in

Equation (4.27) may be expressed as

w

b

w

x(t)

aG)

= K.exp f,-b(t-cx)l.cos [0(,t-o) -Øet]

= (.exp [-b(t-o)] .sin [0(¿-o) - Wct]

(a .28a)

(4. 28b)

4.68



In most cases it is reasonable to assume N=Wg i

then,

The output envelope is then given by

tL (t) K.exp t-b(¿-s)l (4.30)

Let the irnpulses be independent, i.e. occur at

random tines and have an amplitude A with probabil-

ity density function p(A). Let the inpulses occur

at a rate À per second. The probability of occur-

ance of N irnpulses in T seconds is then given by

the Poisson distribution

(rT)/\i exp ( -ÀT)

K(t) =

q(t) =

P(1) =

P(0) =

K.exp l-b (t-0) I .cosft/o,

K.exp l,-b(t-0) I .sinü/o

Àdo.exp(-Àdo)

1 - Àdo.exp(-Àdo)

(a.2sa)

(4 .zeb)

(4 .32a)

(4 .32b)

P(N) (4.51)
N!

Consider a sma1l time interval (o,cl+do) . Pro-

babiJ.ity of presence P(1) and absence P(0) of an

irnpulse in this interval is then given by

The probabilities expressed

above may be sinplified by using

sion of the exponential term for

by Equation (4.32)

the series expan-

sma1l values of da
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2 nx
exp ( -,() 1 x+

x

')l
+ ( - 1) +

n!

P(1)

P(0)

= Àdo

s I - )tdo

(4.33)

U.saa)
(4.34b)and

The

mental

contribution of an

interval da to x(t)

impulse during the incre-

1S

The

variable

Ar (¿) KA . exp î- b (Í- cr) I cos 0o, ; if impulse
present

0 ;if impulse
ab s ent

(4.3s)

characteristic function O* (u) of a random

x with probability density function p(x) is:

o* (u)
æ

p (x) exp ( jvx) dx (4.56)

above definition, the characteristicUsing the

function oo, (u)

o¿* (u)

may be written as

Àdo. Õ4 [K¡r.exp { - b (t-o) }cos0a] + (1 À do)

(4 . s7)

(4. 38)

where

oa (u)
l-= | p (A) exp ( !vA) dA
I
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Let

oo* (u)

Let v (u)

Then

v = Ku.exp {-bG.-o) }cosltto (4.3e)

(4.40)

(4 .42)

Combi-ning Equations (4.37) and (4.39) we get

1 + Àdcy, [0n (v)

1og to(u)l
¿

1l

For small da, using the series expansion of

exponential function given in Equation (4.33) we get

0¡x (u) = exp [Àdo{oO (v) 1Ìl (4.41)

The total .contribution to x(t) of all the im-

pulses is calculated by summing over the incremental

intervals do. Because of the earlier assumption

that inpulses occur at random times, the irnpulses

in these intervals will be independent. The charac-

teristic function for the total contribution Õ" (U)

is therefore the product of the characteristic func-

tions oo*(u) for all values of da.

Y¡x (u) =

v" (u) =

Ào lon (v) 1l

Àdo t04 (v) 1l

(4 .43)

(4 .44)v

all
du

rtr

J rloa trcu.e)cp{-b(¿-o) }cosû'ol i ds"

<=-@

4.7r

(4.4s)



Substituting 'l

vx (u)

Now suppose that A

with variance a2, then

oo (u) is

Il dr

is a Gaussian randon variable

the characteristic function

(4 .47)

expansion of exponential and

order terns r w€ get

(4.4e)

(4.s0)

r-
'| 

À to^ {Ky.exp(-bt)cosru(¿-r) i
T=0

0,=T

t z

ut o'
oo (u) exp

v* (u)

Us ing

neglecting

f-^ þ*{'} r'"*( -zbt) cos't,,ct-'!

0

the

the

vx (u) =l
0

XK2 lt2 s2
exp ( -2b'r ) cos2 (tt(t.- "c) dr

?

À.( y" o'
exp ( -2bt) dr

4

Since fi/ > b, the above equation rnay be further
approxinated to

v* (u) =I
0
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or vx (u)
),K' 1f o'

=--
8b

(4.s1)

For the definition of Y(p)

(4.42) and Equation (4.51), the

function 0x (u) is calculated to

given in Equation

characteristic
be

XK2 yt o2

o" (u) exp (4.s2)
8b

The above equation irnplies that x is a Gaussian

random variable with variance of given by

o'Kx
(4.s3)

4b

The characteristics of Noise Anplitude Distri-
bution (NAD) of the impulsive noise-envelope may be

deternined from the above analysis. Equation (4.53)

implies that the NAD for the irnpulsive noise is ex-

pected to have a Gaussian cutve. Inability of the

Teceiver circuit to resolve the noise pulses of very

low amplitude from the receiver noise itself results

in a deviation from the Gaussian characteristic. At

high anplitude levels, deviation from Gaussian nature

occul's as a result of the merging of several pulses

due to lack of resolution. If noise from other

sources also appears at the receil'er input, the NAD

is expected to shift right. The lriay in which a

ol=
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Gaussian NAD curve would be expected to be modified

by these practical factors is shown in Figure 4.19.

Ideal ReceÍver

-- Practical Receiver

- Effect of Other
Nol-se Sources

_\_
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Figure 4.L9 Expected NAD for Impulsive Noise

It rnay be shown that the characteristics of

Tine Probability Distribution (TPD), when the prob-

ability of occurance of noise pulses has a Poisson

distribution, have an exponential distribution as

shown in Figure 4.20 below. In a practical receiver,

deviation from ideal behaviour occurs due to the in-
ability of the receiver to resolve pulses which are
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close together. As the TPD is plotted, a family of
curves for pulses of vari ous amplitude level effects
sinilar to the ones shown for NAD are also expected

for very low and high anplitude TPDs;

Ideal Receiver

Praitical Receíver

Pulse Spaclngs

Figure 4.20 Expected TPD for Inpulsive Noise in
Ivlid Amplitude Range

4.6.1, Error Prediction Analysis

Consider an impulse occuring at time o. Thq

output of the detector due to this irnpulse is given

by

00
É
'r{€
o,ooo(uX5
trl F{

qtøÞ
Ò0.Éd

.Fl [/)oø¡
dr+Èou)ø€o<
at)Ê{O
9,4
Ê{ lJ
r+l
o
¡{
c)¡
E)z
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VnG) = KA.expl-b(t-a)lcos(Ja (4.54)

\t\
I t.. Noi"e Envelopet\

E Inforrnatlon Bit

0q
(see EquatÍon 4.54)

Figure 4.27 Information Bit and Noise Envelope

The infornation bit due to the reply signal

and the noise-envelope at the output of the detector

are shown in Figure 4.2L. The sum of these signals

is fed to an integrate and dunp filter. The noise

contribution at the output of integrate and dump

filter due to the single inpulse occuring at time o

is Avo

\ \

T
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KA. cos (tra

avo

v% (u)

KA'. cos 0a

b
lexp (ba) exp { -b(T -0) }l q,(0 (4. s5a)

tr exp{-b(T-0) }l 0(q(f (4. s5b)
b

Total noise contribution at the output of the

filter is the superposition of all Avo

V¡

where g (s) is a function of o which results from the
" superposition of the contribution of in-

dividual impulses

By using a procedure sinilar to the one used

for Equation (4.45) we obtain

T
v., f À toA {ug (cl) } 1l dq,

= Ag (a)

=0
;pu1se

; pulse

pre sent

ab s ent

(u)
$i= -o

By suitable change of variables

(4.s7)

r-
= .| r toA {um(t) }

T=0

1l dt (4.s8)

substitutions 0=ï-r

n(t) =g(T-"c) are used
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The steps involved in the

probability of error require,

tion of the value of vuo (u) by

calculation of the

firstly, the evalua-

performing the inte-
characteristic func-gral

t ion \ by using

\ (u) exp [Yuo (u) I (4.se)

The probability density function is then cal-

cul ate d

1

I,o\b ( vo ) o,, (u)exp(-luvo )cfu (4.60)

1n Equation (4. 5 8) . The

(u) is then evaluated

2¡¡

The average probability of error is then found

by integrating the probability density functions

over an appropriate range

(v¡ ) dv6-r'P¿ = 
.J ,t,

ET

(4.61)

The drawback of this approach lies in the com-

plexity of nathematical manipulations required to

determine the probability of error. The analysis

may be simplified by making further assunptions.

The accuracy of such analysis suffers because as-

sumptions capable of sufficiently simplifying the

analysis are often not strictly valid in most ap-

plications. It is for these reasons that another
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approach to the error performance prediction has

been enployed for the passive subharnonic trans-

ponder applications. This approach is described

in the f ollorving section.

4.6.2 Error Prediction by Nfeans of Simulation

An alternative technique to predict the error
performance of a communication system under a given

environmental noise condition is to subject the

noise samples to the detection process of the re-

ceiver system, and to compare the resultant output

with a presumed signal level. In applying this
technique, a long record of noise-envelope samples

was first obtained by suitable hardware, and

then used as the input to a sinulated receiver pro-

cessor. The noise voltage at the output of the

simulated integrate and dump filter was compared

with the expected reply signal 1eve1, to determine

the frequency of errors. For this study, the sane

noise-envelope as was recorded for the statistical
studies was used. A block schematic of the data

acquisition system and subsequent signal processing

performed for the prediction of error performance

by means of direct comparison is shown in Figure

4.22. The signal processing for the environmental

noise was mainly performed in hardr"are follorved by

some data manipulations in software, while the pro-

t"
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Figure 4.22 Signal Processing for Error Prediction

cessing of the reply signal was entirely performed

by the simulated receiver. In the collection of the

noise record, the sampling of the noise-envetope was

performed at a rate of 10K samples per second, rvhich

for the receiver antenna bandwidth of 3l25Hz is a

rate sufficiently hi-gh to enable the practical re-

construction of the original envelope. The IZ-bit
sample values were then stored on a nagnetic tape

as two consecutive B-bit words for later processing.

In the subsequent computer processing, a three point
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quadratic interpolation of the sample values was

performed to determine the peak amplitude and effect-
ive duration of the envelope of each noise pulse.

This interpolation was also useful in determining

the noise contribution at the output of the bit in-

tegrator. The measured noise-envelope and an as-

sumed information signal were each integrated over

a one bit periocl, and the signal and the noise outputs

of the bit integrator at each bit sampling position

were compared. This process was repeated for all
possible values of the phase of each noise transient

relative to the information signal. For each com-

parison, errors were recorded when the noise contri-

bution at the output of the bit integration process

exceeded the signal contribution. The results of

error prediction by this technique for several noise

environments are plotted in Figure 4.23.
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4.7 Conclusions

The study of environmental noise constitutes
an .important part of the work presented in this
thesis " For the evaluation of the performance of a

communication system, it is important to study the

characteristics of the environmental noise. The

measurement of the automotive ignition noise and

the error prediction based on these measurements

indicate that, in order to obtain error probabil-

ities acceptable in practical systems, error de-

tection and correction schemes should be employed

in object identification systems using passive

transponders. Some suitable error control strate-
gies are discussed in Chapter 5.

'a
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CHAPTER V

ERROR CONTROL

5.1 Introduction

Error control is one of the most important

problems in communication engineering. Much re-

search has been done in the field of error control

alone over the past two decades (GoLay, 1949;

Hamrning, 1950; Sacks, 1958; Peterson, 1960;

Williard, 1978; Scott et ãL, 1981), and najor

developments have contributed to the rapid emergence

of the field of error detection and correction dur-

ing this period (Bose and Chaudhari, 1960; Hoc-

quengham, 1959). There have been significant
developments in the mathematical theory of encoding

and decoding for error control (Peterson and Weldon,

L972). Growth in the use of data communication

systems and their intoleraRce to errors has resulted

in a critical look at error control techniques being

taken by nany authors. The reduction in cost and

size of electronic devices and improvements in
their performance have resulted in hardware imple-
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mentation of error detection and correction

strategies beconing an economically viable proposi-

tion. This chapter reviews, first, the work done

by other researchers in this field to develop the

background for the work presented later in this

chapter.

The obj ective in an ideal data communication

system is the delivery of error-free messages be-

tr^¡een a data source and a data sink. A more

practical objective has been chosen for the object

identification application, that is, to limit the

average error rate below a predetermined threshold,

firstLy by means of suitable encoding of the message

at the source and decoding the received signal at

the sink and, secondly, by an appropriate selection

of other systen parameters. The purpose of encoding

and decoding is not to correct every conceivable

pattern of error, but to correct the most likely

patterns.

The error performance of the object identifi-

cation system is affected by the transmitter power,

the various antenna dimensions, the electromagnetic

propagation loss in the complete reply 1ink, the

modulation parameters, the error control strategy

ernployed, the channel characteristics, the inter-

rogation time, and the signal processing at the
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receiver end. The

system parameters

of the options to

effect of some of

in this chapter,

mum encoding and

complex interdependence of these

requires a careful consideration

design an optimum system. The

these system parameters is studied

with a view to developing an opti-
decoding strategy.

5.1.1 Transponder Communication System

The passive transponder system seen as a data

communication link is shown in Figure 5.1. In an

ideal data conmunication system the symbol Teceived

at the data sink matches the synbol transmitted from

the data source. In a practical system, however,

the received signal is not only corrupted by the

noise in the channel and the receiver circuitry,
but also distorted due to the nonlinear transfer
characteristics of the channel and the processing

blocks between the source and the sink. Errors are

thus possible at the decision circuitry in the re-

ceiver. The error rate depends upon many system

parameters, of which the signal level at the source,

reply link electromagnetic propagation 1oss, non-

linear distortion of the various building blocks,

amplitude andphase response of the channel, and the

noise characteristics are but a few.
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It is possible to improve the error performance

of the object identification system by increasing

the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver. This

nay be achieved by increasing the reply signal

strength, the antenna dimensions, interrogation tine
and optinal selection of several other parameters;

however, as a result of varj-ous constraints involved

in a practical system of this nature it is not pos-

sible to decrease the probability of error beyond a

certain limit. Furthermore, as shown by Shannonrs

theorem, once the channel is set up it has a de-

finite inforrnation capacity. Shannon's theorenr

gives the capacity of a band-limited channel with
fixed average signal power in the presence of addi-

tive white-Gaussian noise.

c
s

U)Log2 1+
N

(s.1)

l{here the capacity C is the rnaximum data transfer

rate at which the information can be received with

arbitrarily smal1 probability of error, the band-

width ü/ is defined for a normalized system which

has unity gain and linear phaseshift over the band-

width and zero gain outside the band, the average

signal power is S and the average noise power is N.

The value of C in the presence of non-Gaussian noise

or coloured-Gaussian noise is normally higher than

that in the presence of white-Gaussian noise with

other parameters remaining unchanged.
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Another technique of inproving the reliability

of the received information is to utilize a part of

the channel capacity to carry redundant in place of

additional information. In this technique, the re-

liability of the information transfer increases in

proportion to the ratio of redundancy to new inform-

ation. The redundancy in the transmitted message

enables the receiver to detect, and subsequently

correct, the errors in the reply word, which pro-

cedure results in the irnproved error performance of

the data comrnunication system.

Most of the coding theory outlined in the lit-
erature is based on the assumption that each syrnbol

is affected independently by the noise, so that the

probability of a given error pattern depends only

on the number of errors. Thus, codes that detect

any pattern of m or fewer errors in a block of n

symbols nay be designed. IVhile this nay be an ap-

propriate error detecting strategy for some chan-

ne1s, it may not be appropriate for others where

errors occur predominantly in bursts. These bursts

may last longer than the transmission time for one

synbol. Consequently, codes for correcting bursts

are required.

Sometines communication systems ernploy two-way

channels, in rvhich error detecing codes rnay be used
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fairly effectively. When an error is detected at

one terminal, a retransmission is requested and,

thus, errors can be effectively eliminated. In the

object identification applications, it is not pos-

sible to employ this strategy. In the case of one-

way channels, such as the one studied in this the-

sis, error-correcting codes may be used to reduce

the probability of errors.

Encoding for error correcting codes is no more

complex than for error detecting codes; it is the

decoding which requires complex signal processing.

Error detection is by nature a much simpler task

than error correction and, therefore, requires much

sinpler signal processing to implenent than does

decoding. Also, error detection with retransmission

increases the redundancy when errors occur. Gener-

aILy, better perforrnance is obtained with this kind

of system than with systems ernploying error correc-

tion alone. However, there is a definite limit to

the efficiency of a system that uses error detection

and retransmission but onits error correction.

Short error detecting codes cannot detect errors

efficiently and, on the other hand, extremely long

codes require frequent retTansmissions. A combina-

tion of correction of the most frequent error pat-

terns and detection coupled with retransmission for
less frequent error patterns is 1ikely to be nore
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efficient than either error correction or detection

alone .

5.7.2 Real Data Channel Models

The system designer has some control over the

characteristics of all the building blocks of the

system, as shown in Figure 5.1, except the channel

which, perhaps, is the most important component.

It is necessary to have precise infornation about

the channel, in order to predict the performance of

a communication system, and to evaluate improvements

due to any error control strategy. The binary sym-

metric channel (BSC) is the most frequently used

mathenatical nodel. In this model of a noisy chan-

ne1, the following assumptions are rnade:

i) The probability of a bit error equals E, where

E is less than 0.5 . Hence the probability of a bit
being received error-free is 1-8.

ii) The probability of an error in any bit location

is independent of the probability of error in any

other bit. In other words, the channel is memory-

less.

This model represents a purely random distri-
bution of errors due to noise. Usually it is con-

venient to approximate the real data channel to the

binary synmetric channel nodel. The probability of
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error in an ¡V-bit message when transmitted through

such a channel is given by the well-known binomial

probability distribution (Kreyszig, L962)

l'/(1-r¡Ñ-tE ñ(t/-1) (t-r;N-26'
P (E) ( 1- E)^r + + +

1! )l

(s.2)

The first term in the series is the probability
of error-free reception of an 

^i 

-bit message. The

second term in the series denotes the probability

of exactly one bit being in error, and so on. The

probability of receiving an lt/-bit message with t or

fewer errors may be found by adding the first (t+1)

terms of the above expression. In a random error
environment, the probability of receiving a message

sequence with I or fewer errors is higher than the

probability of receiving the message error-free.

Although most data communication channels may

be resonably accurately described by the binary

synmetric channel, sone channels have characteris-

tics rvhich cannot be modelled by the binary sym-

metric channel representation. One such channel,

ca1led the burst error channel, contains bursts of

high error rates interspersed with periods of low

error rates. An idealized burst error channel nodel

which consisted of burst periods followed by gap in-
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tervals resulted from the efforts to mathematically

model burst noise environment (Gi1bert, 1960). Dur-

ing the burst period, the channel was modelled as a

binary symmetric channel with the probability of

error E6 and, similarly, during the gap interval,

the channel was modelled as another binary symmetric

channel with the probability of bit error Eg, where

Eg.Eb. The Gilbert bursterror channel nodel also

assumed that the burst and gap intervals were inde-

pendent of each other, and that the burst frequency

v\ras randomly dis tributed. The benef its of the

Gilbert model are that it introduces order and

sinplicity into a complex problem.

Another channel model which has been studied

extensively is the binary erasure channel (Gal1ager,

l-96 8) . The models for the binary symmetric channel

and the binary erasure channel are shown in Fi-gure

5.2. The source-synbol to channel-symbol converter

and the channel-symbol to sink-synbol converter are

included in the channel nodel for ease of represent-

ation. The binary erasure channel rnodel is based

on the following assurnptions (Peterson and lVeldon,

Le72):

i) The probabilityofan erasure equals E, where E

is less than 0.5. Hence, the probability that the

same bit is received as was transmitted is 1-8.

ii) The binary symbols are assumed to be affected

independent ly .
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With a binary erasure channel, the locations

of the perturbed synbols are know, whereas it is

impossible to know the location of the erroneous

bits in a binary synmetric channel when there is

no error correcting strategy ernployed. This pro-

petty makes correction of erasures easier than,

correction of errors. The erasure channel results

when the channel-symbol to sink-synbol converter
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is designed to deliver an erasure or ttdontt knol¡"

symbol when an error occurs due to the channel

no]-se.

A generalized data channel which includes both

error and erasure channels is shown in Figure 5.5.

1-Erx-E

ì,..- -. -t*
\- \
'(t o

Transponder >x Recelver

I

tr0x/Eo{

0

1-Ee¡-Es ¡

Figure 5.5 A GeneraLized Binary Channel Model

One assurnption which holds for the majority of real

data channels is that the channel, apart from being

menory-less, does not distinguish between 1ts and

0's and, therefore, the probability of error and

erasure for both 1fs and 0's is equal, as given by

Equations (5.3a) and (5.3b) .

I

i
I

I

I
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E-ÍLlx - Lox

En = Eol

The probability of errors

of N bits nay be calculated by

priate terms in the expression

P(E)
,\J(1-r)N-1 ç N(1-r)N-1 E*

in a message length

adding the appro-

+

1!

)N-'e*Et

)N-' rÍ. N(ñ-1) (1 -ÐN-2 Eü
+

(s.3a)

(s.3b)

( 1- E)N +

+

1!

N(N-1) (1-E

1!

N(N-1) (1-E

?t

N(^r-1) (N-2)(L-E

+

+

++

?t

)N-3 ei" qt

)t

/V(^r-1) (ñ-2)(L-E )Ñ-'r* Eû

where

EX

and E

= probability

= probability

=q"*Eq

)t

that a bit is
that a bit is

e ras ed

in error

(s.4)

El

The usefulness of expression for probability

of error as given by Equation (5.4) is somewhat

limited due to the difficulty in estination of E-

and EU . Alternative techniques for the prediction

of the error performance of a data communication
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5.2 Types of Code

An encoder accepts at its input a continuous

sequence of information digits, and produces another

sequence with somewhat more digits at its output.

The encoder may be incorporated within the data

source. The encoded message is then transformed

into signals suitable for transrnission by the

source-symbol to channel-synbol converter and fed

to the channel. At the receiver end, a reverse

transformation is applied to retrieve the encoded

message corrupted by noise. The decoder normally

translates these symbols back to the infornation

symbols but, sometirnes, the error patterns are such

that the decoder is unable to detect and correct

the errors.

The problem of coding can be best described by

assuming all the blocks between the encoder and de-

coder to be part of the channel. The encoder adds

redundancy to the information sequence, while the

decoder uses this redundancy to detect and correct

the errors which may have resulted during transmis-

sion of the message through a hostile channel. The
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error correcting capability of a code increases

with the redundancy. Conceptually, the encoding

and decoding may be performed by means of look up

tables, whereby the encoder transforms the informa-

tion space to a code space and the decoder trans-

forms the code space to a reply message space. The

problem associated with such techniques is that it
becomes practically impossible to decode codes of

very large block lengths; however, rapid develop-

ments in VLSI technology may make this approach

feasible for modest block lengths in the near

future.

The problem can be sinplified to a great extent

by a proper understanding of the properties of dif-
ferent codes. Even more inportantly, the mathe-

natical structures can make the hardware implement-

ation feasible. The main aspects of the coding

problen for a data cornmunication system are:

i) to find codes with necessary and sufficient
error- corre cting capabi.lity

ii) to find a practical method of encoding

iii) to find a practical nethod of error correction.

A useful strategy enployed by many workers in

this field has been to find codes that could be

proved mathematically to satisfy the required error-
correcting ability. The mathematical structure of
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these codes is then exploited to meet the require-

ments of the encoder and the decoder implementation

(Peterson and Weldon, 1972) .

To begin our study of error detection and

correction coding theory, it should be recognized

that there are two fundamentalTy different types of

such codes. The encoder for a block code breaks a

digital data stream into la-digit segments. It then

operates on these segments independently, according

to the particular code to be enployed, expanding the

nurnber of digits as appropriate to provide for the

error detection or correction. For each fz-digit

infornation sequence, the encoder generates an n-

digit channel sequence, where n>l¿. The result, now

called a code word, is transmitted, corrupted by

noise, and decoded independently of all other code

words. The quantity n is referred to as the code

length or block length.

In the other type of code, ca1led a tree code,

the encoder operates on the information sequence

without breaking it up into independent segments.

Rather, it processes the information continuously,

and associates each complete information sequence

with a code sequence containing somewhat more

digits. The encoder generates an output code se-

quence by processing in serial fashion the input
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information sequence such that the output at each

stage depends on the value of the present and all
the preceding information digits. The name tree
code is derived from the fact that the encoding

rules for this type of code are most conveniently

described by means of a tree graph. A subset of
thc trce codes, known as the convolutional codes,

have sinilar error-correcting capabilities and

limitations to those of block codes.

The encoding and decoding for tree codes re-
quire complex signal processing. For object iden-

tification applications, the use of tree codes does

not offer any cost or size advantage over that. of
block codes. The tree codes are, therefore, not

considered further in this work.

While the principal purpose of this chapter is
to review the work done in the field of error-
correcting codes from the point of view of selection
of a suitable error control strategy for object

identif,ication applications, most of the error
correcting codes developed over the last two decades

are not discussed in this thesis because of the fact
that these coding techniques were not ernployed in
the applications considered in this thesis. During

the search for an optimum error control strategy,
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghern (BCH) codes were found
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to be most suitable for this purpose. It is for
this reason that BCH codes are discussed in
greater detail in this chapter. A thorough review

of the mathematical structure of the BCH codes wi1l,
therefore, be provided to establish a basis for the

selection of encoding and decoding pararneters, and

the design of hardware suitable for use in the ob-

ject identification applications.

5.3 Review of Linear Algebra

A group G is a set of

for which an operation rr.urr

the following axioms hold.

ob j ects, or elernents,

is defined and for which

Axiom

plied

group

GI Closure: The operation rt+r? can be

to any two

element.

group elements to result in

ap-

a third

a. + þ = c

where a.rbrc e G

Axiom G2

a,rb,c of

Axiom G3

element ¿

- Associative Law:

the group

(a+b) + c

Ident ity: There

of the group such

a-+i

element a. of the

For any three elements

a + (b+c) = a + b + c

exists a unique identity

that

-i+cL=a

for every
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Axion

has a

A ring

op erat ions

denoted by

and denoted

may or may

tion. For

must also

G4 - Inverse:

unique inverse

4+

Every element a of the group

element a'such that
-a

,La,+44

In addition to the above axioms, if
o, + b = b + a

for all e,b belonging to the group, the group is

called Abelian or commutative. The number of e1e-

ments in a group is called the order of the group.

R is a set of elements for which two

are defined. One is called addition and

It+'r r the other is ca11ed nultiplication

by 'r.rr, even though these operations

not be ordinary addition or multiplica-

R to be a ring, the following axioms

ho 1d:

The set R is an Abelian group underAxiom R1

addition.

Axiom

of R,

of R.

RZ - Closure: For aîy two

the product a,. b is defined

elements a

and is an

and b

e lement

Axion R3

a,rb rc of R

Associative Law: For any three elements

a.(b.c)

5.19
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Axion R4 - Distributive Law: For any three elements

arb rc of R

and

a.(b+¿¡=a-.b+a.c
(b+c).ø=b.A+c.a-

In addition, if the nultiplication operation
is cornmutative, the ring is called commutative.

A field F is a commutative ring with a multi-
plicative identity n such that

A.m=m.a=4

where a is an element of the field F.

Further, every non- zero element of the field
has a multiplicative inverse

A.q'= &'.A- = m

where a is an elernent of the field F

a'is the inverse of a and also belongs

to the field F

n is the multiplicative identity of the

field F
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A non-commutative ring in which every non-zero

element has an inverse is called a skew field. The

non- zero elements of a field satisfy all the axioms

for a group and thus form a group under the opera-

tion nultiplication.

- It may be shown that a finite field of p ele-

ments nay be obtained by taking integers (0,1,

p-I) as the field elements and the ordinary rules of

integer arithmetic with the results expressed modulo

p as defining the properties of the conjunctions

addition and nultiplication, provided p is a prime.

It may be further shown that integers nodulo q do

not form a field if q is not prime. It can, how-

ever, be shown that fields with q=pm elements,

where p is prine and m is an integer can be formed.

The rules for arthmetic manipulations will not be,

in view of the above statement, the rules of simple

arithnetic nodulo q. The details of these rules

will be discussed later.

A set V of elements is called

over a field F if it satisfies the

a vector space

following axioms ¡

Axion VL: The set [/ is

dition. The notation @

an Abelian group under ad-

is used for vector addition.

Axion V2: For aîy vector g in U and any

ment c, a product cog, which is a vector

field e1e-

5.2t
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Axion

inV

defined. Further

where 1 is the

field F

1og=g
nultiplicative identity of the

V3 Distributive Law: If g and g are vectors

is a scalar in F.

cO(g@V)=c(Ðu@cOg

and c

V4 Distributive Law: If g is a vector in V

are scalars in F

(c+d)O!=cog+dog

and d

U5 - Associative Law: If g is a vector in V

and d are scalars in F

(c.d)og = co(dog)

Axion

and c

Axion

and c

A subset of a vector space is called a subspace

if it satisfies all the axioms of a vector space.

In order to check whether a subset of a vector space

is a subspace, it is necessary only to check for
closure under vector addition and rnultiplication by

s calars

A linear combination of f¿ vectors Vl

a sum of the form

urs-'r¿

L = drO b@ e2 O ÞO

ai are scalars belonging

a,Qv,t¿ ^tz

to field Fwhere
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It nay be easily shown that the set of all
linear combinations of a set of vectors U 4,
of a vector space 7 is a subspace of V. A set of
vectors y q is linearly independent if and

only if there are scalars ct,g % not all zero,

such that

c1 O ¡1 @ q_O þ.@ %o vfr.= g

A set of vectors is said to span a vector space

if every vector in the vector space equals a linear
combination of vectors in the set. The number of
linearly independent vectors that span a vector

space is called the dimension of the space.

fn most useful appl j-cations,

of several components. Such

the vectors

a vector has

con-

thes ist
forn

Y,= (\rvz. . tfJ

where ví are elements of the field F over which

the vector space t/ is def ined.

An mxn matrix M over a field

an ordered set of m.

a... is an element of.tt

rectangular array of

n components,

the field F,

m rows and n

F is defined as

d:;, rvhere each
^J

arranged in a

columns.

N Ía4

4rt d'12

-:

5.23
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The addition of two matrices A @ E, where the

two matrices have the same number of roh¡s and the

same nurnber of columns, is defined and is performed

by adding the corresponding components.

IfA Íoul rn

a@ê=

and p lbíl 
'*

la.. +b..1- .q 
^í'mn

The product of a matrix { with an element c

the field F is defined by the follorving rule

If E = [o6]rn

then C@g= [c.onil^n

then p

The Q rnatrix is defined as the one

components, where 0 is the additive

field F.

with 0ts

i dent i ty

of

AS

ofthe

the

The m rows of the matrix rnay be thought of as

m n-tuples or vectors and, simi1.ar1-y, n columns of

the matrix rnay be thought of as n nr- tuples or vec-

tors.

The row space of an nxn matrix { is defined as

the set of all linear conbinations of row vectors

of g. The row space of a matrix is a subspace of

the vector space of n-tuples. The dimension of a

vector space is defined as the number of linearly

independént vectors that span the vector space.
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The dimension of the row space is called the row

rank. Sinilarly, all linear combinations of column

vectors form the column space and its dimension is
called the column rank. It nay be shown that the

row rank and the column rank of a matrix are equal

and, therefore, called the rank of the rnatrix. A

ror^r vector may be thought of as a ly¿ matrix and a

column vector may be thought of as an ml matrix.

A non-commutative product of an mxl¿ natrix

A = Íorjl 
^n 

and a l¿xn matr i* € = Íb4l 6, denoted

A"E, is defined if and only if the number of columns

of the matrix { equals the number of rows of the

natrix p. The mxn product matri* € = l"Ul^n is
defined by the rule

g LX
l¿
T

.L=l
c.,
'q

orr-'bü,

(s.óa)

(s.6b)

to the null space

to each ror,¡ of

expressed by the

(s.7)

E

and

A vector g is said to belong

of a rnatrix S if it is orthogonal

the matrix. The orthogonality is
re 1at ion

Lf = gVX

whe re ú tr the transponse of the matrix {

The vector space containing all the vectors

that satisfy the above equation forms the null
space of natrix S.
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A polynomial, P(X) in a single indeterminate X

over a field F is an'expression of the form

P(X)=ftfna1.fsezK a a*
n

where d: , called the coefficients of the poly-
.L

nomial, are all elements of the field F .

At this stage of the exposition, ro properties

of the .*', are assertecl, and the notation * merely

distinguishes potentíaIIy different objects, and the

notation E merely Serves aS a separator for these

objects. It is irnplied that nultiplication of the

forrn ",f ¡"tween the element c of field F and f
exists and the associative law aftÍ) = obt' holds.

The addition P(X) O Q(X) of two polynomials P(X)

and Q(X) is performed by term by term addition ac-

cording to the rule:

a*o b* = @+l*

where rr.rrr is the addition conj unction of the

field F.

The equality of two polynomials P(X) and Q(X)

inplies terrn by term equality of the polynomials.

The 0 polynomial is defined as the polynomial with
all coefficients as 0, the additive identity of the

field F.
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The degree of a polynomial is defined as the

largest power of X in a term with non-zero coeffi-
cient. The degree of a polynomial is 0, by defini-
tion.

The open nultiplication of two polynomials

P(X) . Q(X), which uses the addition operator + and

separator E, is defined by the following rule

R(x) =P(x) oQ(x)
and o.*o b.xj = a..LJ.L

With the rules of rnultiplication defined by

the above equations, the polynornial R(X) is said to

be divisible by either P(X) or Q(X) . It rnay be

easily shown that, with these rules addition and

multiplication, polynomials form a ring, but such a

ring is not a finite one, The additive and multi-
plicative identities of such a ring are the 0

polynomial, which consists of all 0's and the 1

polynomial, which consists of a 1 followed by all
0fs.

Polynornials are a convenient way of expressing

vectors. A vector V with components from a field F

may be expressed as a polynonial P(X) with coeffi-
cients equal to the components of .V. If

(ao , &L,

b. f+J
I

v

5.27
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the corresponding polynomial is

P(X) = do,{ E atXr E q.X' E a -Xn-L
F,-L

The 0 and 1 polynonials have the vector repre-
sentations(000 0)and(1000 0)

respectively or in short g and 1_.

An irreducible polynomial D(X) of degree n

with coefficients from field F is one which is not.
divisible by any polynomial of degree less than m

and greater than 0 with coefficients from the field
F.

The roots, bj , i=L, . n of a polynonial

P(X) are defined when the polynomial is divisible
by linear factors of the form (O/ 

^o 
E Xr ) , where

all b, are elements of the field F over which theI
polynonial P(X) hlas defined. Therefore, under the

rules of open multiplication, the irreducible poly-

nonial O(X) over a field F does not have a root in
the field F.

For further useful development, we now intro-
duce the concept of closed nultiplication of poly-

nomials using an irreducible polynonial. The

closed multiplication of two polynomials p(X) and

Q(X), both of degree m-L or less, using an irreduc-
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ible polynomial D(X) of degree m is obtained by

first using the open multiplication . to form a

polynonial R(X) and then reducing R(X) nodulo D(X).

Reduction of a polynoniaf R(X) using an irreducible
polynomial D(X) requires elimination of terms of

R(X) of degree m or greater by addition to R(X) of

suitable polynornial multiples of 0 (X) .

If F is a field of finite elements, then it
nay be shown that polynomials using closed multi-
plication form a finite fi-e1d.

A form of vector multiplications may be defined

by first expressing vectors as the corresponding

polynomials and then ernploying either the open or

the closed rules of polynomial rnultiplication. In

the analysis to fol1ow, the term multiplication is

used to describe both open and closed types of

rnultiplication. The type of nultiplication used in
a given situation should be identified frorn the

context.

In the above development, to clearly distinguish

the ki-nd of objects being added, various addition

conjuctions have been denoted by different synbols.

In the text to f ollow only a s ingle notation rr+rt

will be used for all addition conjunctions. The

particular type of addition enployed should be
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identified from the

applicable for the

all nultiplication

a single notation

context. This remark is also

polynonial separator. Sinilarly,
conjunctions will be denoted by

il. tt

A finite field with p elements operating under

a particular addition and multiplication rule has

been mentioned earlier in this section. A general-

ization of this field is the Galois field GFQlt

containing { elements where p is a prime and m is

an integer. Although it is possible to use as

labels for the field elenents the integers from 0

to pm-I, such a representation is, for values of

fr>I, not useful because definition of the conjunc-

tions rr.rrr and tt. rt in such a representation becomes

difficult. Useful representations of the field

CF 0!\ for n>1 will be discussed later.

The Galois field

GF(2) and consists of

nated as 0 and 1 with

bination:

Q+0

with the fewest elements is

two elements commonly desig-

the following rules of com-

1+1 0

0 0 1 0

Q+1-1+0-1
0

1

0

1

1

1
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It nay be

ordinary rules

pointed out that these are the

for binary arithmetic without carry.

As has been indicated earlier in this section,

a finite field with a prirne number of elements, p,

can be represented by integers nodulo p, e.g. GF(2)

is represented by integers modulo 2. The associated

f inite f ield.s cf Q!\ with / elements, m>L are called

the extensions of Gf 0). It can be shown that ele-

ments of GF}!\ can be represented by the set of

polynonials of degree less than m in a single in-
determinate with coefficients in GF (p), with poly-

nornial multiplication being defined such that the

results are reduced modulo p and modulo an irreduc-

ible polynonial of degree m with coefficj-ents in
CF(p). These ideas are illustrated by the following

example.

Example: Addition and Multiplication in GF(21

The Galois

the below set of

field GF (2, has 8 elements shown as

binary vectors.

000, 100,010, 110,001-, 101,011, and 111

These elements are denoted Eo, gr E7 Te-

spectively. The addition of the field elements,

performed component by component nodulo 2, yields

the below addition table.
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+ $o 91 9.2 9s S'+ Ès 9o gz

9o

Clr

CL¡

0e

01.

gs

,9e

C[z

Êq

CItr

Se

*,2

,QO

gI

Nz

CT

dq.

9+

CIz

9o

$r

So

,Qg

A,c

Cln C[ r

91 9o

9,2 Qs

Cl a C[c

dr^ 0c

Qs Q+

So 9,2

Æz 9o

d,c 0e

0e Clc

So 9r

Êr go

So 9z

Qt .86

9+ .Ss

,Qs Ë+

$e Nz

9z ,Qe

Ê+ ,Qs

Qs S'+

N,z g3

g3 9z

go,Sr

CXr 0,n

It may be noticed fron the above table that 96

is the additive identity and each element is the

additive inverse of itself.

The elements of the field GF (21 may also be

expressed as polynomials with coefficients fron the

field CF (2) as shown below.

9o=
Oúr =

0,o =

0e=

9q=
CXq =

CÌa =

d,z =

000

100

010

1_ 10

0 01-

101

011

111

OX

OX

1X

1X

OX

OX

1X

1X

0x2

0x2

0x2

ox2

0x2

LX2

LX2

rx2

0

1

0

1

0

1-

0

1

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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It may be shown that a set of polynomials of
degree less than m with coefficients frorn GF (p)

form a field when multiplication is defined using

an irreducible polynornial of degree m. It may fur-
ther be shown that such polynomials can be rep-

resented as elements of the Galois field GF0!\. In

the case m=3 there is only a single irreducible
polynomial of degree 5 with coefficients in the

field GF(2). This polynonial is (Peterson and

lVeldon , I972):

D (x) 1+ X + X3 (s.8)

an example

is il1us -

Using this irreducible polynonial,

of nultiplication of two field elements

trated below.

go = X2+X

gr = X +l

X2 +X

X3 +X2

X3+0 +X

Reducing this polynomial modulo D(X) implies

adding polynomial nultiples of D(X) to eliminate

terms of degree greater than or equal to m.

go.gs = (X2+X)(X+1) = X3+X

ßo.,Ss = (X3+X) + (X3+X+1) = 1+ 0X + 0X2 = (1 00) = 91or
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It may be noted here that in modulo 2 arthnetic
addition and subtraction are equivalent. A suitable
nultiplication table for the elements of Gf(Z) may

be easily generated using the rules illustrated
above. The result is:

9o Sr 9z S¡ 9+ 9s 9o 9t

Ëo

dr
ÈI

C[c

0e

9+

Clc

9o

ù,2

Qo

Oún

Êo

Èo

0n

0n

So

EO

dn

CLr
-I

Clo

Cle

9+

0c

$o

Clz

Cln

do

0,r,

So

0:

dr

A,=

0,c

CIn

Cle

Êo

0c

d,t

Q+

Otr

Clc

9o

S'+

Oú:

d,z

0c

CIc

0c

0r

So

CLc

0r

Ol,r,

0c

ù,t

CXe

So

0ún

Ote

A.t

Ctr

0ç

0r

0,c

Q+

So

0't

0,c

A'¡

0,r

9o

9+

0e

The symmetry of the above table illustrates
the conmutative property of the multiplication.
The fact that the column under gr is the nultipli-
cative identity. The fact that every column other

than that of Eo contains Sr inplies that each non-

zero field element has a multiplicative inverse.

Thus it nay be seen that the elements of GF(Z\, and

the corïesponding polynonials, form a field.

It rnay be poinred out that the fields GF (2)

and GF(2m) are most useful for the work presented.

in this thesis and therefore only these finite
fields are considered in the renainder of this
chap te r .
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An

1e ading

important property of the field GF(Zm)

from the closed multiplication is that

.L1ct .0c L+t0

where íig and d are

t.j 1S

two field elements and

also a field element

There are naj or consequences which flow from this
result. First of all, the Xi,s in a polynomial,

which were previously called the identifiers in a

polynomial representation of a vector, can then-

selves be taken as vectors. These vectors may have

a polynonial representation using another set of
identifiers vL. A property of these new vectors is
that they are represented by polynomials of degree

(m-1) in lz with coefficients taken from the field
GF(Z). SecondLy, the separator E takes the meaning

of the addition conjucntion il+', of the vectors. It
can then be seen that an equation of the form:

P (X) 0 (s.s)

has a meaning and that roots of the polynornial may

be found by substitutíng vectors in the polynomial

which satisfy the above equation. It can be seen

that the definition of a root g of the polynomial

derived from the Equation (5.9) and the earlier
definition where the root was defined in terms of
linear factors of the form (X+o) which now becomes

(ð*g) , are equivalent.
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It nay be 5holn that with an appropriate choice

of irreducible polynomial, certain of the field
elernents of GF(2^) cal1ed the primitive elements

have the property that, firstly, they are the roots
of the irreducible polynonial and, secondly, the

2m-7 non-zero field elements are obtained by taking
the first 2m-I powers of that primitive element.

The irreducible polynornials with this property are

cal1ed the primitive polynomials. Further, it may

be shown that all roots of a prirnitive polynonial

are primitive elements.

It should be noted at this point that the

irreducible polynonial used to define the elements

of GFQm) does not have roots in Cf Q); instead,
the roots are elements of GFQ\.

It should also be noted that an irreducible
polynonial D(X) which is used for the definition
of the closed multiplication of vectors, itself
exists under open rnultiplication. AlternativelL
the factors of 3(g) when nultiplied using the rules
of open rnultiplication result in D (Ð . It is ob -

vious that the same factors when multiplied usi_ng

closed multiplication result in the 0 vector.

It

e lement

tion, a

may be sholvn that every non- zero field
g of GF Qm) is, in the vector representa-

root of the equation
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m I (s.10)

where "1 is the vector representation of the multi-

plicative identi.ty of the field GF(2m) and the

actual components of I depend upon the particular

irreducible polynomial O(X) chosen to establish the

rnultiplication rule.

2
d 1

1_

Thus, if g is a non-zero field elenent, then
{-tú - is also a field element.0

The seven

are calculated

non-zero elements of the field GF(21

in the example be1ow.

Example Calculation of Non-zero Field Elements of GF(23)

The primitive polynonial of degree 3 rvith

coefficients in GF (2) is

D (x) ys

Let q be one of the primitive elements; it

therefore must satisf,v the equation D(Ð = Q, i. e

-1+X+

1+g + g'

E

a

.1

By definition go

representation of the

this field is (1 0 0) .

+C¿

= I and gl = E. The vector

multiplicative identity of

It may be shown that one of

or
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the roots of the irreducible polynornial 0(X), which

is a prirnitive element, has representation (0 1 0).

Froir these results and the equation E3 = I + g, one

may generate the remaining non-zero elements of

GF(fi, as shown below:

Representation of GF(23)

* There is only one representation of the rnultipli-
cative identity.

f This is but one solution
be found for the equation
other two are (0 0 1) and
firmed by substitution.

of several which can be
= 0. The
nay be con-

.1 +cú+
(o 1 1),

E,
AS

F IELD
ELEMENT

REPRESENTATION IN TERMS OF

PRIi\,!ITIVE ELEIvIENT POLYNOIVIIAL VECTOR

gt

d

ú
gt

g'*

gu

d

{

I
,q

t
.!+g
E+g,'
1+E
.1 +{

1

+ 0 2

1

0

0

1_

0

1

1

1

+0X+\Xz
+X+0X2

+0X+X2

+X+0X2

+X+X2

+X+Yz

+0X+X2

1 0 0*

0 1 0t

001

110

011

111

101

100
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5.4 Linear, Codes

The linear codes form an important class of
codes towhichall block and tree codes belong. One

important property of linear codes is that they can

be defined with symbols chosen from a set of arbi-
trary size. In the study of the codes suitable for
object identification application elements from the

Galois field GF(2m) are used.

5 .4. 1 Definitions

Some of the concepts to follow are useful in
discussion of the error detection and correction

capabilities of the codes.

A u-letter r¿-bit binary signalling alphabet

AI, containing check bits as appropriate and used

for transnission, is defined as a set u distinct
sequences crO ¡ ct1 ou _ I of n binary digits . The

individual sequences are ca1led the letters of the

alphabet or the code words. The alphabe t 
^'* 

is
also called the code.

An encoder Ei sets up a one-to-one correspond.-

ence between the input messages to the encoder and

the output letters of the signalling alphabet. To

transmit a message over the channel, the n indi-
vidual digits of the corresponding letter of the

'a
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alphabet are presented to the channel in a serial
fashion. The output of the channel is an n-bit
sequence belonging to the set ßnof. all possible

binary sequences of length n.

A decoder Oun Vartitions ßninto u+¿¿ dis j oint
subsets Á0, ât 4v, av+l Áv+u-L, sets up

a correspondence between these subsets and the v

letters of the alphabet Al, the remaining u subsets

being used for decoding failure conditions, and de-

fines probabilities Po, Pt . Pr*,._ I of erroneous

detection of each of the u letters and the u decod-

ing failure conditions as illustrated by the exarnple

given be1ow.

Example: Encoding and Decoding for Error Control

Consider a binary synmetric channel lvith bit
error probability E. Let the single bit information

be represented by either a 1 or a 0. The informa-

tion flow between the data source and the data sink

is shown by the following diagram. The encoder in

Information
Word

Transmitted
Word ReceÍved

I^Iord

Information Flow Diagran

Decoded
l/ord

DaËa
Source Decoder

Data
SinkEncoder Channel
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this example repeats the ínformation bit (n-1)

times and transmits the resultant code word. The

information, transmitted, received and decoded

words and probability of error for each word for
three values of n are shown in the table belorv.

INFORM
I^IORDS

TRANS.
I^I0RDS

RCVD

T^TORDS

DECODED

WORDS

PROB. OF

ERROR
REMARKS

1

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

E

E

No error
Detection or
Correction
Poss ible

1

0

11

00

l1

10

01

00

1

Decodíng
Error

0

t

4E

E2

Single Error
Detection but
no Correction
Possible

I

0

111

000

111

110

101

011

001

010

100

000

1

0

Et+38'ßE

E3+lÊeE

Single Error
CorrectÍon
Possible
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The effectiveness of an error control strategy

may be determined by comparison of these probabil-

ities. Once a sequence belonging to a subset S, is

received, it is either decoded as the letter oi and

interpreted as the corresponding message or a mes-

sage indicating the decoding failure condition is

issued.

To introduce the definition of a block, we

first observe that the set of all /¿-tuples with

entries chosen from the field of q elements i.s a

vector space. A set of such vectors of length n

is ca11ed a linear block code if and only if it
is a subspace of the vector space of n-tuples.

It rnay be recalled that the basic property of a

subspace is its closure under addition. It will
be shown later that this property of the linear

block codes sirnplifies encoding and decoding opera-

tions.

Useful properties of vectors used in coding

theory are derived in terns of Hanming and Lee

weight of the vectors. The Haruning weight w(y.)

of a vector y is defined as the number of non- zero

components in the vector. Since the Hamning dis-

tance betrveen two vectors !r and u*2 is the number

of positions in which they differ, the distance

between u1 and U2 is equal to ø(gr -!,2). If gr
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and g2.are code lrords of a linear block code, then

!.t-!.2 must also be a code word, since the set of
all code words is a vector space. Therefore, the

distance between any thro code vectors equals the

weight of another code vector, and the mininum

distance for a linear code equals the minimun

weight of its non-zero vectors.

The Lee

&Lr do ) with

where q is an

than one, is defined as

weight of an n-tuple (on_,, &n_2,

chosen from the set (0r1,

arbitrary positive integer

4,.
.L

.ct-L)
gre ate r

(s.11)wL

n-l
t

i=O
l"i I

where

4,.
.L

0-a-.,L -<a <q-1
.L

The Lee distance between trqo n-tuples is de-

fined as the Lee weight of their difference. It

can be easily shown that in the case of binary

vectors, Harnming distance and Lee distance are

the same. The block codes reviewed in this chapter

are based on the concept of Hamming distance. The

error corïecting properties of block codes are re-

I
2

4.
L

q

')

0(a(
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lated .to the minimum Hamning distance of the codes.

The concept of Lee distance and Lee weight are very

useful in the study of codes employing m-ary sfgnal-

ling with m>2. For the object identification appli-

cation m-ary signalling does not appear to offer any

advantage over binary signalling and, therefore, is

not considered further.

5.4.2 Cyclic Codes

A subspace V of n-tuples is called a cyclic
code if for each vector g = (a4, dr, . an_t)

in V, the vector g = (%._1, a0, . an_z), obtained

by shifting the components of g cyclically one unit
to the right, is also in V. It will be shown that

the process of applying cyclic encoding to R in-
formation digits results in n-R check digits being

added to the information digits at the end to give

an n digit code word.

It may be shown that a cyclic code rnay alter-

natively be defined in terms of a generator poly-

nomial C (X) of degre e n-lz, i . e . of degree equal to

the number of check digits. This and all subse-

quent polynomials are assurned to have coefficients

from the field GF(Z) and the rules of addition and

multiplication for such polynomials are that the

results are reduced rnodul o trvo . In this de f inition,
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a polynomial of degree less than r¿ is a code poly-

nornial if and only if it is divisible by the gener-

ator polynonial G(X). With this definition, the

sum of two code polynomials is also a code poly-

nomial.

To encode a message polynomial P(X), l'-b p(X)

is firstly divided by G(X). The quotient and re-

mainder polynomials of this division being Q(X) and

R(X) respectively. This division may be expïessed

by the following equation

n-l¿x P(x) = Q(x)G(x) + R(x) (s.12)

The remaind.er R(X) is then add.ed, to Xn-þ eçx¡

to result in the code polynonial F(X) given by

xn-b eçx! + R(x) = Q(x)c(x) (s.1s)F (X)

where the properties of addition modulo have

been used.

F(X) is a code polynonial by virtue of the fact
that, as shown by Equation (5.13), it is divisible
by the generator polynonial G(X). The advantage of

this scheme is that it results in a code polynomiai

F(X) in which the high-order coefficients are the

same as the nessage digits and the 1ow-order co-

efficients are the sane as the check digits. This

is because of the fact that the division of xn-bfçx7
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by G(X) results in a remainder polynonial R(X) with

degree less than n-l¿ and Xn-Þ f çx¡ has zero coef f i -

cients in the n- lz low- order terms . This encoding

technique is illustrated by the example below.

Exanple: Finding a Code Word for a Given Generator Po1ynomial

Consider a code for which block length..n is 15

and the number of information digits fz is 10 and

which uses the generator polynomial G(X) = | + X2 +

X4 + Xs. To encode the message 1010010001 the

corresponding þolynomial P(X) is written

P (X)

Q (X)

R (X)

1 + Xz + Xs + Xe

XsP(X) is then divided by G(X)

the division is expressed as

The result of

= f + X + X2 + X3 + X7 + X8 + Xs

-1+X

(X5+X7+Xlq+XÐ = (1+X2+Xq+Xs1 çt+X+X2+\3+\7+\a+Xs) + (1+X)

The quotient polynornial Q(X) and remainder

polynomial R(X) are expressed below

The remainder polynonial R(X) is added to XsP(X)

to give the code polynonial F(X), which is given

be 1ow

( 1+X)F (X)

s.45

+ (X s +X 7 +{ to¡¡ ttl (s.14)



AS

The corresponding code vector is then expressed

F (1 10 0 0 10 10 0 1 0 0 0 1)
Check
Digits

Informat ion
Digi t s

5.4.2.L Error Detection and Correction for clic Codes

An encoded message containing errors can be

represented by the polynomial

H (x) F (X) + E (X) (s.1s)

where F(X) is the transnitted code polynonial and

E(X) is a polynonial having a non-zero element in
each erroneous position. Because of the nodulo two

addition H(X) is the true encoded message with the

erroneous positions changed.

If the received polynornial H(X) is not divis-
ible by the generator polynomial G(X), then an

error has occured. If, on the other hand, H(X)

is divisible by G(X), then either no erroï or an

undetectable error has occúred. Since F(X) is
constructed such that it is divisible by G(X) ,

H(X) is divisible by C(X) if and only if E(X) is
divisible by G(X). Therefore, if the generator

polynomial is chosen such that no error polynomial

E(X) which is to be detected is divisible by G(X),

then H(X) rvi1l not be divisible by C(X) when such

errors occur.
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The ability of a code to correct errors is
related to its abil-ity to detect errors. A code

rvhich detects all cominations of 2t errors can

correct any combination of t errors, since if t or

fewer errors occur, changing all combinations of t.

or fewer positions results in a code polynornial

only if all the erroneous positions are changed;

otherwise it results in a code polynomial with 2t

or fewer errors, rvhich are detectable. A similar
argument may be used to show that greater than t
errors cannot be corrected. Hence aZt error-
detecting code is also a t error-correcting code.

Once again, the same argument rnay be used to show

that any code capable of detecting any two error
bursts of length b or less can correct any single

burst of length b or less. The converse of these

statements is also true: any t error-correcting
code can detect any combination of 2t or fewer

errors and arly code capab le of correcting any s ingle

burst of length 6 can be used instead to detect any

combination of two bursts of length b each.

5.4.3 BCH Codes

Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghen (BCH) Codes belong

to the class of linear block codes. The mathemati-

cal structure of these codes rnake the implementation

of encoding and decoding comparatively simple.
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Furthe'rmore,

and software

sma1l power

the code.

the size and complexity of the hardware

for error correction increases as a

of the error-correcting capability of

The BCH codes have some remarkable properties

which make then a very powerful tool for error con-

trol in data communication systems (Bose and Chaud-

hari, 1960; Hocquenghem, 1959). For positive in-
tegers m and t, a BCH code with block length {-t,
that corrects all combinations of t or fewer errors

and requires at most m.t parity check digits can be

formed. It has been noticed that in some cases,

depending upon the values of m and t, fewer check

digits nay be required.

BCH codes are a generalization of the Hamming

Codes. One of the very useful properties of the

BCH codes is that they are cyclic block codes (Peter-

son and Brown, 1961-) . It can be shown that the en-

coding process for cyclic block codes can be per-

formed very efficiently by means of feedback shift-
registers. In general, BCH codes with block lengths

other than {-t nay be formed, but BCH codes are most

efficient, âs determined by the ratio of information

digits to the block length in a code word, when the

codes have a block length of t-|.
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5.4.5.1 Construction of BCH Codes

Consider a prirnitive polynornial D (Ð of degree

m with coefficients from GF (Z) . Let g be a root of
the polynomial D(Ð and thus a primitive element of
the field GFQm). It is therefore possible to rep-

resent all the non-zero elements of GFQm) as powers

of E. A BCH code rnay be defined by using the primi-
tive element E.

A BCH code of block length n = |m. L, capable

of correcting all t or fewer errors called the

BCH( n,lz,t) with f¿ information digits is def ined by

the parity check matrix

g

I
g'

(d)'
(n'^-')

I
2t- L

c)t,

(&yzt- r

, zm-2Lttg) -1

1

1

(o')'

çaz12ryz

1

2t- r
0,

ço2t- 
t '

@2t-t zm-t (s.16)

CT 0

&
2m-l

0,

The matrix { is a çZm-t Xt¡ matrix of elements

from GF(Zn), where each element of GFQW) is an m-

bit row vector with components from the field GF(2).

Therefore, the matrix S has (Z^-t)Xmt. components

which are elements of the field GF(2). The BCfl
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code

1 eft

described by the parity check natrix $ is the

null space of this matrix. In other words, a

(Z^-t ) bit vector is a code rvord. if the product of
that vector and the matrix is the zero vector.

The steps involved in the generation of the

parity check matrix { are:

i) Find an irreducible polynomial D(X) of degree

rn with coefficients in GF (2) .

ii) Denote.g to be a root of the equation 0(Ð = g.

iii) Find all non- zeïo elements of the field GF (2m)

by taking the first 2m-1 powers of E.

iv) The non- zero elements of GF(2M) forn the first
column of the natrix S. The other columns of the

matrix are forned by raising the elements of the

first column to an appropriate power as given by

Equation (5.16) and reducing the resultant poly-

nomial using the equations

D (s)

2m- rg

0

1

(s.17a)

(s.17b)

v) At this stage the matrix S is a (Z*-t)Xmt

natrix with components from GF (2) , but in some

cases, depending on the values of m and t, a smaller

but equally useful parity check matrix nay be found

by removing linearly dependent columns. The number

of columns in this reduced natrix, which number is
less than or equal to m.t, represents the number of
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check bits in the code. Hence, the upper limit on

the number of check bits is m.t. For values of m

greater than four, several irreducible polynonials

of degreen with coefficients in GF(2) nay be found.

Using different irreducible polynonials results in

different codes, each having the same error correct-

ing ability, but possibly requiring different num-

bers of check digits to achieve the same result
(Chen and Lin, 1969).

For object identification purposes, a BCH code

of block length of 63 bits capable of correcting up

to 3 errors is proposed. The choice of error-
correcting capability of the code is largely based

on the study of the environmental noise statistics
in Chapter 4. The trade-off involved in selection

of the error-correcting ability of the code and

other system parameters is considered later in this
chapter. The BCH(63,43,3) code is used in the re-

mainder of the chapter for illustration of various

mathematical operations required in the construction

of the code, and for the design and implementation

of encoding and decoding schemes for the BCH codes.

For the BCH( 63 ,43 ,3) code ,

the block length

:. m -6

and the error-correction desired is t

=n=7ffi-I=65

5.51
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.'. the number of parity check digits = m.t = 18

and the number of information digits = n-m.t = 45

It has been stated that all non- zero elements

of GF(2m) may be represented as powers ofg. It may

be shown that each element d of GFQî) is a root of

at least one irreducible polynomial D(X) of degree

m or less. It then follows that for each element
;

d an irreducible polynomial of the minimum degree,

Irrr"¿ the minimum polynomial, rnay be found for

which it is a root. It may be easily shown, using

modulo 2 algebra, that for any polynornial in E

P(g') tP (E) l' (s.18)

Therefore, if oJ

polynonial D(X), then

is a root of an irreducible

. are all roots2i 4i 8í
c[ 

"cl "ct'
of 0(X). The irreducible polynornials of degree ó

or less which have roots in GFQ6) aïe available

fron the table of irreducible polynonials (Peterson

and Weldon, L972) and are listed in Table 5.1-. The

roots of these polynonials are also listed. 11U)

listed in the table is used in the definition of

multiplication and g, which is the root of. Dy(X) and

hence a primitive element, is used in the definition

of the non- zero field elements of GFQ6) .
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Table 5.1- Irreducible Polynomials and Their Roots
for m=6

DESIGNATION

0r (X)

0 s(l)

0 s(J)

Oz $)

0s 6)

o ilx)
DuíJ)

POLYNOMIAI

1+x+,tr
t+X+X2+X4+f

1+ X + X2+ Xt+,f,

1 + X3+.f,

1+X2+X3

L+X2+X3+Xs+,f,

1+x+x2

ROOTS

g, g1gn, gt, gt, gt'

91 gu,gtt,g',ts,t5

9t'dorR',g.*,dtrg*

g,t'dorgo, gt,Q,o'rdt

33=cl

È'rgttrÈ*

dtrs-'rg*rg*rdordt

út,x,o'

The subscripts used in the designation of the

polynonials have the significance that the polynornial

D; (X) is the polynornial of minimum degree which has
J

o; as one of the roots. The other roots.are found
J

by using the fact that if cl is a root, then o2, o4,

o8, . are all roots and also by using the rela-
tionship given by Equation (5.10). Among the poly-
nomials listed in the above table 0tU),0¡ (X) ,0s(X),
Dz U) and 0¡ (X) are of degree 6 and D7 (X),ts (X) and

4r (X) are primitive. Irreducible polynornials with
subscripts other than those shown are not listed
because these polynomials have already appeared with
a subscript higher in the tab1e.

The representation of the non- zero field ele-
ments of GF (2") using the j-rreducible polynomial

Di (X) given in the above table and the solution
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5.4.3.2 Encodins of BCH Codes

It may be shown that a basic property of the

BCH codes is that f or a BCH ( n,lz ,t) code , a code

polynomial F(X) is a code polynomial if and only if
(E,E', e,t o't) are all roots of the polynomial

F(X). As described earlier, every even power of E

is a root of the same minimum polynomial as some

lower odd powers of g. Therefore, âr equivalent

requirement is that F(X) is a code polynomial if
and. only if (o, o', d2t'-\ are all roots of the

polynonial. This definition of a code polynonial

may also be derived using the property of BCH code

that the code polynonials form the left nul1 space

of the parity check matrix {. Let the code vector

be E = (óo ,6t , . ()n_I) , which is represented by

the code polynomial F(X),

F (X) (:o + (:t X + n-L

g = (0 1 0 0 0 0)* are listed in Table 5.2.

plete set of non-zero field elements and

check matrix S for the BCH(63,45,3) code

computed and listed in Table 5.3.

6n- tx

The com-

the parity

have been

(s.ls)

where each (ri is an element of the field CF(Z)

*Other solutions for the primit.ive elemenÈ g are possible

and result in different representations which turn out to be

mere permutations of the one given.
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Table 5.2 Representation of GF(2')

gt

gt

ú
g'

g4

gs

d

ú
g8

ge

,do

d'
gt2

-1-I

=0.

=ú

=83
l¡-g'

=g5

=1+g
=g+$
=ú+g'
= g3 + 

,g'.*

= g'*+ g5

=.1 +g+

= L + ú

95

=L
=0
=Q

=Q

=0

=Q

=1
=0

-=0

=0
=0
=1
=1

000

000

000

100

01_0

001

000

000

100

1_10

011

001

000

= 100111
= 100011_

= L00001
=d)

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

L

0

0

0

0

1_

1

0

0

0

1

g60

gut

ú"

E,,

+

+

+

1

I
I
I

E

E4

E"

+

+

E4

gs

+ gs
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Using the definition of g given in Equation

(5.16), the above equation yields

r rÊt-rr

Because L is a code vector

L'N = o

F (s) F (s')

(s.20)

a, (s.21)

It is also clear that if g satisfies all of

Equation (5.21), then Equation (5.20) is also satis-
fied. The above result inplies that the BCH(n,lz,t)

code, defined by the parity check natrix S, consists

of all polynomials of degree n = Tm-I which have all
of g,.E 3 . t!t'- I ", roo ts . Us ing the pïoperty of

cyclic codes given by Equation (5.15) , it may be

shown that a polynomial G(X) is a generator poly-

nomial for the BCH code defined by the parity check

natrix S if and only if g,g' . Jlt-l "t" roots of

G(X). As described earlier, if g is a root of a

polynornial, then e,2 ,gu,et . are also roots of

the same polynornial. It may also be recalled that

each element ú of the field GFQL) is a root of a

unique mininum polynornial ,f"l . Using these pro-

perties, it can be seen that the generator poly-

nomial must be divisible by each of the irreducible
polynomials D{X) ,%(X) . Dztr7) and, hence, by

their least common multiple:
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G (X) LCM trl (x) 1

i=L,3' . .2t-t
(s.22)

each D. (a\
J '-'

expressed

-a

has

AS

It has been described earlier that

roots in GF Qm) and therefore may be

a product of the form

D,
J

(s) (s-.0r ) (s-ßz ) (g-F¿ ) ( s.z3)

The number of factors

depends upon the degree of

the above equation

(g) .

1n

D.
J

When the generator polynomial given by Equation

(5.22) is expressed as the product of linear factors,
over GFQin), duplicate factors may occur and some of
the columns of the parity check matrix are line atly
depend.ent. For any two elements of Of Qm){ and /
that are roots of the same irreducible polynomial

Di @), duplication occurs b".rrrr" E/ is also a root

of the polynornial 0j (g). In a situation like this,
the p arity checks produced by the column of powers

;of d in matrix ( will be satisfied if and only if
the parity checks produced by the column of powers

of t are satisfied, and thus one of the paríty

check equations is unnecess ary. The number of check

digits required to provide Í. error corection, in the

situation descrj-bed above, for a code with block

length 2^-L, is less than m-f,.
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The BCH(65,45,3) code has a block length of
n = 63, number of information digits l¿ = 45, and

error correcting capabilíty t = 3 and, thus, re-
quires m.t = 18 check digits. The generator poly-

nomial for such a code is written as

G (X) hu). k(x).4(x) (s.24)

where q(X), 4 (X) and 4 (X) are the irreducible
polynomial of degree 6 over GF(2) with roots listed
in Table 5.1. In this situation the polynoni_a1s

q (X) , kU) and ft (X) have all independent roots.

Therefore, the LCM in Equation (5.22) yields the

product given in Equation (5.24) .

The number of parity check digits in a code is
given by the total number of cr's that are roots of

G(X) . In the case of the BCH(6 3,45,3) code, the

code generator polynornial has 18 roots; therefore,

the number of parity check bits for this code is 18

The code generator polynomial G(X) may be

forrned by first selecting an irreducible polynomial

of appropriate degree such that g is a root of this
polynomial and the firs t 2m- 1 powers of E define

aLI the non-zero elements of the field GF(2m). For

the BCH(63,45,3) code m = 6, and the irreducible
polynomial of degree 6 with coefficients from GF (2)

is selected to be
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,(X)=1+X+X6

cI.xLL

(s.2s)

(s.26)

Although it is possible to use the tables of

irreducible polynomials such as the one given in
Table 5.1, it is also possible to find the other

polynonial as described be1ow.

The irreducible polynornial DzU) has the general

form

33(x)

d.x
.L

0

6
T

í=0

rvhere each d¡ belongs to GF (2)

And all roots of ,3(X) described earlier must satisfy
the equation

,e(g) .a

The set of simultaneous equations formed by sub-

stituting the roots et, ,e6, ez rdu r,e*, and g33 in the

equation

6
t

i=0
L (s.27)

nay be solved to. find the coefficients di and,

hence, Dz(X). Ds(X) may be found by following a

sirnilar procedure . Ds(X) and 05(X) are 'thus found to

be
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,{x)

and ,3(X)

1 + X + X2 + X4 + X6

1 + X + Xz + Xs + X5

(s.28)

(s.2e)

(s.30)

alternatively be

the coefficients

Hence, the code generator polynomial may be written
as

or

G (X)

c (x)

= (1+X+X61 ¡1+X+X2+X)+X6) (1+X+X2+Xs+XG)

= f+,(+,(2+X3+Xa+X7+Xs+Xts +Xts +X17 a¡18

This code generator polynomial may

written as the vector € comprising

of the polynorni-al G(X)

G 1111000001011001111 (s.31)

5.4.5.3 Encoder Design

The irnplementation of an encoder for the

BCH(63,45,3) code described by the code generator

polynonial given by Equation (5.30) is based on the

definition of a cyclic code given by Equation (5.13) .

The encoder for the BCH(63,45,5) code using an 18-

stage feedback shift-register arrangement is shorvn

in Figure 5.4.

The effectiveness of any error detection and

correction strategy depends critically upon the

interconnection of the stages. If there are no

feedback 1oops, the shift register functions as
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4 A Shift Register Encoder
PolynonialC(X)-1+X2

for the BCH(6 3,45,3) Code
+ ¡i + ¡e + X7 + ¡s + XIs

Data Out

Sa

the Code Generator
+ Xt7 + Xr8

Sz
s

Data Flolr¡

t"* In

Sr¿iÈch Position: Parity Generation - 51 ,S3 closed and Sz open

PariÈy Output - Sr,Ss open and 52 closedU1

o\
tJ

Figure 5 Us ing
+ xr6



mere1-y a storage device and repeats a part of the

message. This encoding strategy does not utitise
the available hardware optimally. A code word in
which only a portion of the nessage is repeated is
capable of detecting errors in the portion of the

message which has been repeated and not capable of
detecting errors in the rest of the message. The

use of appropriate feedback strategy enables de-

tection of multiple errors independent of their
bit positions. The encoder shown in Figure S.4

uses a 45-bit information sequence to generate a

65-bit code word. Initially, the data is fed into
the shift-register and the output line by closing
the switches 51 and 53 and opening the switch g
Once the message is complete, the parity check bits
generated by the shift-register are shifted out of
the shift register by closing the switch .$ and

opening the switches 51 and 53 It nay be shown

that the code word thus generated has a Flamrning

distance of seven and, therefore, as explained in
Section 5.4.1, it is capable of correcting up to
three errors.

An alternative approach to the design of the

encoder, in which the number of storage elements

required is equal to the number of information

digits, is also possible. A comparj-son of the num-

ber of information digits with the number of parity
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check digits gives an indication of the efficiency
of the two encoders described above. For the object
identification application, the number of check bits
is less than the number of information bits and,

hence, the implementation of the encoder shown in
Figure 5.4 offers an economical solution to the

encoding problem for the BCH(63,45,3) code.

5.4.3.4 Decoding of BCH Codes

The decoding of BCH codes is much more complex

than the encoding. The complexity of the problem,

the nature of outputs required from a decoder, and

the desired simplicity of the decoder require that
the decoding problen be divided into several smaller

problems, âs described below.

Given an n-bit received vector ! and corres-

ponding polynomial R(X), the task of the decoding

equipment involves, first of all, finding whether

the received word has any errors or not. If the

received word has a number of errors, then the de-

coder must find out how many errors have occured.

lVhen the number of errors in the received word is
greater than the error-detecting and correcting

ability of the code, âs illustrated in the example

in Section 5.4.1, the decoding strategy fails. An

indication of such a condition should be provided

at the decoder output.
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Final1y, if error correction is also required,

then the decoder must find the error-bit positions.

The decoding strategy developed here is based

on the definitions of the BCH codes given by Equa-

tions (5.13) and (s.20). Let F(X), E(X) and R(X)

be the transmitted, error and received polynonials,

respectively. The corresponding n-bit row vectors

are l, ! and ß. The received polynonial is the sum

of the code and error polynomials:

ß r + E (s.32)

where the error vector € has non- zero coefficients
at the bit positions where errors have occured.

The first step in decoding is to generate an error-
syndrome polynonial S(X) by generating the corres-

ponding syndrome vector S which is the product of

the received vector and the parity check matrix.

s R.M-= (s.53)

Substituting the value

and using the definition of

tion (5.20) results in

of R from Equation

the code vector in

(s . sz)

Equa -

s E.lrÁ
-4,

5.65
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It is apparent fron

the syndrome vector is a

occur,i.e.S=0whenf

the above equation that

zero vector when no errors

=9.

This property of the syndrome vector is used

in the first step of decoding to determine whether

or not any errors have occurredduring the trans-

mission of the coded message. The occurrence of

errors is detected by a non-zero syndrome vector.

It is necessary to understand the characteristics
of the error-syndrome vector in order to formulate

a decoding strategy, namely, to extract the redun-

dant information provided by the parity check bits.
This is explained below.

If the errors

then

occurred in bit positions

error vector E

have

the

E (¿t , ez, z\
llt'

for i=i¡, þ,
otherwise

(s.3s)

where ¿. -
.L

1 ,t-
V

0

A comparison of the right-hand expression of
Equation (5.34) using the error vector given in

Equation (5.55) and the elements of GF(2m) which

constitute the first column of the parity check

matrix S given by equation (5.16) reveals a one-to-

one correspondance between the error positions and
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the elements of GFQm). This correspondance leads

to the definition of error positions under .c, and the
J

corresponding error position vector Lj* rs defined
L.

as the element gjof the fielð. GF(2m) as this element

results in contributions to a non- zero syndrome

vector when an error at position ¿. occurs.
J

For the further useful development of the

properties of the syndrome vector for use in decod-

ing of BCH codes, symmetric polynomial and element-

ary symmetric functions are defined be1ow.

Consider a commutative ring of polynonials. A

polynonial P(\, h. . Xn) in n indeterminates

X: is cal1ed a synmetric polynomial if the polyno-L

nial remains unchanged by any permutation of the in-
determinates (Xt, b. . Xn). Exarnples of such

syrnmetric polynomials include sum, product, sum of
powers and many others.

Consider a synmetric

the product form with the

polynomial expressed in

expansion given by

P (x) (x-xr ) u-x2) (x_xn)

xn n-LorX + a2X n-2 (-t)no,+

*In llterature , \'" 
are somewhat inappropriately defined as

the error position numbers (PeEerson and trrleldon, I972) .
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The above equation may also be written as

P (X)
n
I

l¿=I
(X-X ) = xn +

n
( - 1)P ol, *n-n

=I
t¿

l¿

The coefficients of the powers of X in the

above equation are given by

o1 =lxl
L

Õ2

o3

o
n

-T_L

i.j
x. x.LJ

x
i. j.l¿

XX,. X
n

identification system

and o.ts are all
'L

x. x, x,LJ r¿

The function o¿'t are called the elementary

syrnrnetric functions of (Xt, Xz . Xn) . Some of

the most useful properties of elementary symmetric

functions are derived from the so-ca11ed Fundarnental

Theorem on Symmetric Polynornials, which states: Any

symmetric polynonial P(Xr . Xn) in n indeter-

minates can be expressed as a polynomial in the

elementary symmetric functions. It may be shown

that for a given symmetric polynornial there is a

unique representation in terrns of elementary sym-

metric functions.

For decoding of BCH codes used in the object

described in this thesis, X,

elements of GF(2^) .Sx.
.L
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Returning to the developnent of properties of a

syndrome vectorr w€ note that when the erroï vector
has several rrorr: zero elements, as defined in Equa-

tion (5.35), the m-t-bit syndrome vector consists

of t m-bit vectors of the form

s (Sr, 9, $¡-r) (s.36)

where S¿ åjf

It nay be noted that only odd

in S. For the further developnent

the even index $ will be needed.

modulo-2 addition in the field GF(Zm),

where .e,.0, are elements of G F (2^) .

(s.37)

index S" occur^L

of the theory,

Because of the

for even ,L may

indices, as

(s*.0)'

V

T

j=t

g.2+g

u
t
-1

u

2

Using this property, the

be expressed in terms of

shown below.

(s¿ )' = óif

e 1 ement &
s¿ with odd

cii l'L = szx-

Sru

L L,3. . .zt-t

I,3. . .Zt-L

(s.38)

2

st

S2

Sa

S5

T L
j=t

- a2
-JI

=sî
= s3'
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The jth error position vector Xj has been de-

(s.5e)

(s.41)

?,t- L

fined as

where

x,
-J

i.
aJ

Using this notation, Equations (5.37) and (S.S8)

are rewritten, for thecase when f errors occur, as

x9
-J

(s.40)

L $t

J

J

1

s¿

ü

L

I

t
x
=

t
T

=
x?
-JI

3

Equation (5.40) represents a set of. t equations

in t unknowns, the Xj't. The exhaustive search

nethod in which all combinations of t of Zm-I field
elements of GFQm) are examined as possible solutions

requires a large amount of conputing tine which in-
creases exponentially when either m or t or both

incre ase .

One approach to solve the equation utilises a

useful property of the syndrome vector. It may be

easily shown that the component vectors {, of the

syndrome vector are power sum symmetric functions.
Thus, the parity checks resulting in the syndrorne

vector given by Equation (5 .40) give the f irst .t
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odd po,wer sum symnetric

even pohler Sum symmetric

Equation (5.41) . It may

ary symmetric functions

sum symmetric functions

given be1ow.

functions, and

functions are

be shown that

are related

by Nelton's

o.
-,L

s.

the first t
given by

the element-

to the por^/er

identities

å

52

S"

S,*

or -0

Sr .Qr + 292 =

Szgr + SrQz-

5¡.9r + Szgz -

g

3gs

Sr oe

g

+ 0

(s .42)

=g
(s.43)

3g+

One approach to solve for the error position
vectors X, which requires considerably less compu--J

tation than the exhaustive search method (Peterson,

19ó0) is to solve the Newtonts identities for the

elementary symmetric functions gL¡. The error posi-

tion numbers ,¡ and corresponding error position
vectors X., are then found by substituting each non--J

zero field element of GFQm), one at a tine, into
Equation (5.43) given be1ow. If the equation is
satisfied, the bit is erroneous and must be inverted

to correct it. If the equation is not satisfied,
the bit is correct.

tx 9¡X
t-r xt- 2+92 Oe xt- t r-tf s.t+

s .7I



The technique of error correction outlined
above is illustrated with an example of BCH(6S,45,3)

code. The parity check matrix for the code is given

in Table 5.3. This code is capable of correcting up

to 3 errors.

Example: Decoding of BCH Code

Let the transmitted vector be E, a vector of
all zeros.

E (0 0 0 0)

Let the errors to have occurred in bit posi-

tions one, four and seven. Then the 63-bit error
and the received vectors have three non- zero ele-

rnents, i .e. at 1st, 4th and 7th bit positions

ß E (1 0 0 10 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0)

Then, using Equation (5.33) and the parity
check matrix given in Table (5.3), the 18-bit syn-

drorne vector may be calculated as

s (0 10 10 0 0 1 1 o 1 0 0 10 1 1 0)

(Sr S¡ Ss )

010100
011010 (s.44)

010110

where Sl=

53=

55=

È. 't1



A conparison of Sr, S¡ and 55 with the elements

of GF (2" ) listed in Table 5.5 shows that Sr = dt,
Ss = cr.s and 55 = E*. These S¿ are the odd power

sum symmetric functions. The even power sum sym-

metric functions are calculated using Table 5.3, as

shown below.

(s.4s)

The Newtonrs identities are solved for the

elementary symmetric functions. The Nelvton's iden-

tities appropriate for this case are given below

S' - õr = 0

Sz-Sr9r+Zgz=g
Ss-Sz9r+SrQz-3g¡=A
Sq - S¡9r + SzQz - Stg¡+ 49+ =

5s - S,+9r + S¡.92 - SzQs+ Sr.g+

dt = 1l-1000
gt = 101010

{ = ojr = 000110

5gs g

Sz=Sr'=
S+=Sru=

Se =S:2 =

(Et')'

(d')u

(s* )'

a

(s.4óa)

(s.4ób)

(s.46c)

(s.46d)

(s.46e)

The general set of equations given in (5.46)

can usually be reduced to a smaller set of equations

using various properties of elementary symmetric

functions and power-sum synmetric functions. First

of all, a consequence of the use of nodulo-2 algebra

is that addition and subtraction in Equation (5.46)

are equivalent. Further, by substituting the values

of Sz and S,* from Equation (5.45) , it may be shown
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that Equation (5.46b) and (5.46d) are equivalent to

(5.46a) and (5 .46c) , respectively. Further, it can

be shown that if only p errors occur, the elementary

symmetric functions of order greater than p are all
zeTo.

The Newtonrs identities for this exanple may

then be written as

Sr +9r =

Ss + Sr'gr

Ss * Srugr

g

+ SrQz + 9: = 0

+ Ss €z * Sr'g¡ + Sr .g+ g

(s .47 a)

(s.47b)

(s.47c)

(s.48)

Solving the above set of simultaneous equations

for the situation when three errors have occurred,

we obtain

Or =èr

úc =

,9s =

Sr

(S:'Ss +5s ) / (sr'*s: )

(SrSs *Sf*SfSr *Sf)/(Sf*5s )

If, on the other hand, only one error has occurred,

then

Srt + S¡ 0 (s .4e)

The inportance of expressing all elements of

GF(Zq) in terms of powers of g may now be apparent.

The division of vectors in Equation (5.48) merely
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reduces to subtraction of powers of g once the

values of g.'s are substituted from Equations (S.44)^L

and (5.45) into Equation (5.48). The elementary

symmetric functions oi't are then calculated to be

Or

õc

te

= 010100
= 110010
= 000110

gt'

du

0

(s. s0)

9

The next step in the decoding procedure is to

determine the error-bit locations, which is done by

substituting the elernents of GF(2') in the equation

¡t * gtXz + ¿zX + 9s g (s.s1)

The above equation is satisfied for { = S0, .e,3 and

E6. The above equation may therefore be written as

(Ä*{ t) (X*Xz) ({+{¡) (¡*so ) (x*d ) ({*d ) g (s. s2)

Therefore, the error position vectors å.'r are

o0 , c3 and cr6, indicating error-bit pos ition numbers

as 1st, 4th and 7th. This technique reduces the

maximum number of comparisons required to locate the

error bit positions from nC, to ncr.

5.4.3.5 Decoder Buildins Blocks

The encoding and decoding equipnent for the BCH

codes consist of linear finite-state swi_tching cir-
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cuits.. As explained earlier, the information con-

tained in the BCH codes is usually represented by

elements of GF Qm) .

There are four basic building blocks normally

used in the decoding hardware. Elementary opera-

tions may be performed on the elements of GF(Z) by

means of these devices. The hardware to perform

various arthmetic operations on the elements of
GF(2m) nay be built by an appropriate interconnec-

tion of a number of these elementary devices.

The first building block is an adder which has

trvo inputs and one output, the output being the sum

of two inputs. The second is a delay or storage

element which has one input and one output, the

output at any instant of tine being the same as the

input one unit of time earlier. The third type of
device is a constant multiplier. This single input

single output device multiplies an element of the

field GF (2) by a constant which is also an element

of Gf Q) and, f inally, a var j-able nultiplier is a

two-input single output device which nultiplies two

elements of the field GF(2) and results in an ele-

ment of the field GF (2) . The rule of interconnec-

tion of these basic building blocks is that aîy

number of inputs may be connected to any output,

but two outputs are never connected together. These
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basic elements are represented schematically

Figure 5.5 below.

IN

Varíable
Multíp11er

(
k

a. Adder b. SËorage Device c Cons tant
MultÍp1ier

Figure 5.5 Basic Building Blocks for Linear
Ci rcuit s

d

Switching

A linear finite-state switching circuit is one

which consists of a finite number of adders, memory

devices and constant multipliers connected according

to the rules of interconnections. The field GF (Z)

consists of only two elements, nameLy a 1 and a 0.

In this situation, the adder is an exclusive-or
gate, the delaydevice is a single stage shift-register
and the constant nultiplier is a closed switch when

the constant i-s a 1 and an open switch when the con-

stant is a 0.

The elements of higher order

GF Qm) are conveniently expressed

fields such as

as polynomials of
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order n with coefficients from the field Gt(2). In

a serial processor, the high-order coefficients are

transmitted first. On the input-output lines of a

serial processor, the elements of the field GF(2m)

or the corresponding polynomial would appear as a

sequence of. m elements of the field GF(2) with the

highest order coefficient appearing first in time,

the next highest coefficient appearing on the line
one unit of tine 1ater, and so on. In a para11e1

processor, or the other hand, all the coefficients
of the polynomial appear on the m-line bus at the

same instant of tine.

A circuit

two elements of

configuration to

GF(zm) is shown

perform addition of

in Figure 5.6 below.

A-Regis ter

Temporary
Storate

Add

Clock

ß-Regís ter

Figure 5.6 Addition of Elements of GF(2m)

A¡ 41 am-I

T TT

bo br b^-t
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The two elements to be added are stored in two

registers. The addition is performed by means of
an appropriate number of basic adders in GF (Z) and

the result is temporarily stored in an m-bit delay

line. When the add signal appears, the output of
the delay line is shifted back to one of the regis-
ters. Let

and

A (X)

B (X)

c (x)

A (X)

B (X)

ao + atX + a-2X2 +

bo + brX + bzX2 +

a-X
m-L

m-I

b -xm-rm-I

a xr)
v1t'

bxq
q

(s. s3)

(s . s4)

(s . s 7)

(s.s8)

then the sun polynomial C(X) is defined as

Cg + CtX + eZXz .^_{^- t (s. ss)+

where c.L 0,.
,L

b.
.L

í=0rLr...m-t (s . s6)

There are two types of multiplication which

are normally used in the linear algebra. In an open

multiplication of two polynomials A(X) and B(X) of

degree p and Q, respectively, result in a product

polynomial C (X) of degree p+q. Let

+

4g + atX + aZX' +

b6 + btX + bzXz +

then the product polynornial

c(x) = A(x).8(x)

= C0 + clx + ezXz + %xo

s.79
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where ,r p+q and

C6 = ao 'bo

= (4obr+arbo)

= (a.0 bz+atb t+azbo)

C1

(s.60)

T_r - @p_fbq*op.bo_r)

c = a .btLpq

One circuit configuration for an open multi-
plier is shown below in Figure 5.7 . The coeffici-
ents of polynonials A(X) and 8(X) are stored in two

shift-registers with p and q storage elements, r€-
spectively. The coefficients of the polynomial

C-Register

A-Regis ter

B-Regis ter

Figure 5.7 Multiplication of Two Polynomials

C2

+T T T Cs C1 clL

d-s O.¡ an

bo b bq
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A(X) are fed to the input of the multiplier seriaLIy
such that highest order coefficients of A(X) appear

on the line first. The coefficients ofthe polyno-

mial B(X) are fed to the input of the nultiplier in
parallel. The product polynomial is stored in an

¿-stage shift-register. Once all the coefficients
of the polynornial B(X) have been fed to the tine,
the serial input is disabled and zeros are fed to
that line.

To make the circuit configuration simple, it
is assumed that p<q. InitiaILy, the storage e1e-

ments in the multiplier are all cleared. With the

first clock pulse, the output is orbo, and the

storage devices in the multiplier contain oObo,

opb, . opbq_r. The output after the second clock

pulse is op_ibr, * op.bq_r and the storage devices

contain op-tbo , (þ-Jr * ooïo),@o-fz * ooor),

(ao-Jcr-t ' opbq-r) - The operation continues in a

símilar manner, and he output is stored in a shift-
register. It ís obvious that the result of this
nultiplication is completely stored in the output

register in p+q clock cycles (Peterson and Heldon,

rs72).

The

parallel

pleted in

multi.plication may also be performed in a

processor in which multiplication is com-

one clock cycle. Combinatorial logic is
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used to generate the coefficients of the product

polynonial and all the coefficients are available on

the output lines at the same time.

In a closed multiplication, two polynonials of

degree less than or equal to n are multiplied to

result in a polynornial of degree n. For instance,

when two elements of the field GFQm) are multiplied.
the resultant element is also an element of the field
GFQm). This multiplication is usually performed in

two steps. First, an open rnultiplication of the two

polynonials corresponding to the elements of GF Gm)

is performed and then one of the primitive poly-

nomials associated with the field CfiZm) is used to

convert this product into a polynornial of degree

less than m. Closed multiplication is illustrated
below by an example in which two elements of GFQG)

are multiplied.

Example: Closed lvlultiplication in GF Q6)

-a

A (X)

B (X)

then the open product C (X)

o1' c (x)

5
I

i=0

b. xi
,L

5
T

i=o

xt (s.61)

(s.62)

(s.63)

a.
.L

l0
I

i=0

A (x) .B (x)

e. xi
.L

rvhere coefficients c. are

5.82
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A.prinitive polynomial for the field GF(26) is

?r (x) 1 + X + X5 (s .64)

The method of reducing a polynomial of degree

greater than or equal to m using an irreducible
polynonial of degree m has already been discussed.

Polynomial multiples of Ot U) are added to the

polynomial of degree less than 6. The polynornial

nultiples necessary to perform the task in this
case are given below

Addition of appropriate scalar nultiples of
the polynomials given in Equations (5.64) and (S.6S)

to (5.65) eliminates the powers of X greater than 6

and yields

c (x) = (C6 +Cu ) + (Cr + Ce +Cz ) X + (Cz*C7 *Ce) X'

+ (C¡*CB*Ce)X3 + (C++Cg+Cn)Xh + (Cs*Cro)Xu

(s.66)

x?lu)
x2q (x)

x'q, 6)
xuq, u)

c (x)

=X+X2+X7

= X2 + X3 + Xs

= X3 + X4 + Xs

= Xh + Xs + X10

d. xL
.L

(s.6s)

(s.67)or
5
T

L=0
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where

bo

- \-0

= CI

=C2

= C3

=C4

- L5

*Co

*Cs

*Ct

*Ce

*Cs

* Cro

*Cz

*Ce

*Cs

+Cm

(s.ó8)

do

dr

d

The product of the elements of the field GF(26)

is expressed as another element of the field as

given by Equation (5.67). A circuit configuration

to perform closed multiplication of two elements of
the field GFQ6) is shown in Figure 5.8.

do

dL

d2

d3

d4

d5

l+

c
0

ao

d.1

a2

43

a4

as

d2

A(X) 3

+

5

D(x)
d

c (x)

5

B (X)

Figure 5.8 closed Multiplication of Elernents of GF e6)

cr

ca
cto

Open

Multiplier

co

C5

ct
c6

c2

c7

ca
c8

c.
+

C9

c8

cto

I

2

Ce

5

I+

cs

c7
sC
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Another operation which is frequently performed

in linear switching circuits is a division of thro

polynomials. When a polynonial A(X) of degree p is
divided by another polynomial B(X) of degree q (p>ct)

the result is a quotient polynonial C(X) of degree

p-q and a remainder polynonial O(X) of degree q.

These polynomials are then related by the equation

A (X) c(x).ß(x) + D (x) (s.6e)

the multipli-

to be that

would lead to
obtained for

The consequence of similarity between

cation and division rnight be expected

the inplementation of Equation (5.71)

a circuit somewhat sinilar to the one

open nultiplication. Let

A (X) a.X
L

(s.70)

and ß (X)
q

I
i=0

(s.71)

The circuit to divide the polynornial A (X) by

B (X) is shown in Figure 5.9. The coefficients of

these polynornials are stored in two shift-registers
of appropriate 1-ength. The coefficients of A(X)

are fed in seriaLIy, while the coefficients of ß(X)

are fed in in paralle1. Initially, the storage

elements in the divider are all cleared to 0. The

output is 0 for the first q shifts, that is until

.L
p
T

í=O

b. xL
,L
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C9 C1 cp-q

T Td,g O-¡ ap T

bo br brr-, b
q

C-Register

A-Regfs ter

8-Register

Figure 5.9 Division of Two Polynomials

the first input symbol reaches the end of the shift-
register. The next clock pulse results in the first
non- zero output, which is or. bl' , the highest order

coefficient of the quotient polynomial. Since the

coefficients of the polynomials A(X) and 6(X) are

elements of the field GF(2), modulo 2 arthmetic is
used. The following relationships may therefore be

used
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bÞ*o
(s.72)

and all bÞ

For each coefficient "j of the quotient poly-

nonial, the polynomial c,8(X) must be subtracted

from the dividend. The feedback is arranged to

achieve this end. After a total of p shifts, the

entire quotient is stored in the c-register and the

remainder polynomial stays in the storage devices

in the divider circuit. Simultaneous nultiplication
and division involving several polynornials may be

achieved by appropriate combination of the circuits
shorvn in Figures 5.7 and 5.9 (Peterson and Weldon,

7972).

The decoding of the BCH codes may be accom-

plished by connecting a number of building blocks

described above appropri-ate1y. In this approach,

the decoding tasks starting from generation of the

syndrome vector through to correcting the erroneous

bit are inplemented in hardware. In a software im-

plenentation, the calculations for the decoding are

performed in a microcomputer by means of appropriate

software.

Another decoding strategy, which can be ef-
fectively used for codes of smal1 block length, âs-

sociates each reply word with an information word.

b-r
2

%

if
for

bh.

%
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This is achieved for a BCH (n ,tz ,t) code by s toring
a f¿-bit infornation sequence at each of the Zn

memory locations in a ROM. The n-bit received

signal is used to select one of 2n memory cells and

the contents of the memory cell are read as the in-
formation sequence. This technique requires a ROM

si ze of Zn*lz bits and, therefore, memory size be-

comes prohibitive for large n or l¿.

A stil1 further decoding scheme which generates

the syndrome vector in hardware and then performs,

using software, a decomposition of the syndrome

vector into rows of the p arity check matrix to

locate the error-bit position is shown in Figure

5.10 below.

Figure 5.10 A Decoding Strategy for BCH Codes

Decoded Message
Received VecËor

Pari-ty
Check
Matrix
(RoM)

Syndrone
Generator

Decoding
OperaËions

(RAM)

Controller
(cPU)
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The operation of the decoder shorvn in Figure

5.10 is now described for the BCH(63,45,S) code.

When a 65-bit vector is received over the data

lines, it is stored in the RAtr{ of the computer and

at the same tine it is fed to the syndrome genera-

tion logic. Once the syndrome vector is generated,

it is also stored in the RAIÍ. The computer then

loads the parity check matrix into the RAlf and

uses the appropriate decoding algorithn to locate

the erroneous bits. The received vector is then

corrected by inverting the bits in error and the

corrected inforrnation sequence is stored for further
process ing,

There are several advantages of this decoding

scheme over the complete software or complete

hardware decoding. This strategy is time efficient
compared with the software implementation, more

flexible than the other schemes, and less dernanding

compared with ful1 hardware implementation. For

example, the decoder may be used for another BCH

code by merely changing the parity check matrix

stored in the ROlvl and the syndrone generator.
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5.4.4 Disadvantages of BCH Codes

Although the BCH codes are highly adaptable

and very economical,, these codes, too, have their
disadvantages. Sometimes, in real channels, the

errors appear in bursts. When BCH encoding is

employed in a communication system operating over

a burst error channel, usually it is possible to
detect relatively isolated errors, but correction

of an error burst is not possible using the BCH

codes unless further signal processing at both

transmitter and receiver ends is employed. The

correction of the many errors associated with the

burst requires special encoding strategies to locate

and correct the error bursts. Encoding schemes such

as the Hagelbarger Code (Hagelbarger, 1959) and the

Fire Code (Fire, 1959) are aimed at correcting er-

rors which occur in bursts with relatively long

error-free intervals betrveen the bursts. The

principle used in the Hagelbarger code is that the

amount of redundancy required to correct a single

error in a block length of n bits is smaller than

the amount required for multiple errors. This is
achieved by defining parity checks on message bits
spread out in time. The bit spacing between the

message bits, for which parity checks are generated,

is selected according to the burst length to be cor-

rected. The advantage of such a scheme is that,
when error bursts occur, they are not likely to
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corrupt more than one message bit of the group

whose parity is being checked. The same principle
may be applied to modify the BCH code for burst
error correction. When overall average error rates

are low but errors occur in bursts, interleaving
can be applied to distribute the errors among the

data words. This is illustrated in Figure S.11,

where transmission of successive and interleaved
words is shown. In order to distribute the errors,
the words are temporarily stored and the bits are

n-bíts

l-- I^Iord I

þ- p-birs

n-blts

tr/ord 2

a. Successive Data l^Iords

P-bits 
-l

r¿-bits

F-- I^Iord P
-1
-{

-t-

Bir I of each of
p words

Bit 2 of each of
p words

l- p-bíts 
-JBít n of each of

p words

b. Interleaved Data trn/ords

Figure 5.11 Transmission of successive and rnterleaved
Data Words

I 2 n 1 2 n I 2 n
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interleaved before transmission; an error burst

will then corrupt only a small number of bits in
several data words. The use of redundancy encoding

provided by the BCH eode on the original word en-

ables the correction of errors without a need for
increase in redundancy.

A statistical analysis of the performance of a

code usually reveals the effectiveness of the code

against random errors, but can be deceptive in that
weakness against systematic errors may be overlooked.

For example, even though a BCH code of moderate

length detects practically all error patterns, it
is relatively ineffective against the simple fault
of slipped synchronism, i.e., a displacement between

the word framing at receiver and transmitter (Bennett

and Davey, 1965). This is illustrated for the

BCH( 63,45 ,3) code in the example given be1ow.

Exanple: IVealcress of BCH Codes Against Slipped Synchronism

Let the information sequence

in a word generate the check bits
in the shift-register stages7,2

(at, az

(co, cr

18,

4s)

cv)

respec -
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tively, shown in Figure 5.4. The code word sent on

the line then consists of the sequence (atraz

a+s rcr7,cr6 co ) , since the states of the higher order

shift-register stages are shifted out to the line
first. Assuming that the receiver is delayed by one

bit from its normal position relative to the incom-

ing signal, the information bits are read as (az, az

. et4 , e+5 , cv ) and the check b its as ( cn , cr

ct, c0, cxr ), where cr1 is the first information bit of
the next code word transmitted. The local shift-
registeï at the receiver end is driven by the erro-

neous set of information bits (az, az e+s,cv)

to generate the fallacious check bits (btz,4o

br, bo) which are compared, bit by bit, with the

also incorrect received check sequence (cmrcr

c0, o¿l ) .

In order to calculate what actually happens in
this example without a tedious enumeration of se-

quential operations, the algebraic techniques in-
troduced in Section 5.4 are utilízed. Assuning

that the states of all the shift-register stages

are 0 at the beginning of the word, the state of
the shift-register stages after the jth nessage bit
is represented by the coefficients of the polynomì_a1

Pj (x) doj +dyX+
J

5.93
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where
4r.

J

is the state of stage (fz+1) after the

infornation bit is applied. Using modulo-2 addi-

tion, the circuit shown in Figure 5.4 may be des-

cribed by Equation (5.74)

'!*,
(x) = xPj (x)

= xPj (x)

+

+

c.
J

c.
J

( 1+X+X 2 +X 3 +X 6 +X7 +Xs +Xls +¡te -"¡tz I

xI8 (5.74)

where the convention

Xt8 = 1+X+X2 +X3+X6+X7 +Xs+,1Æ+.f6+.*7

(s.7s)

is applied wherever necessary to reduce all expo-

nents to values less than 18. The state of the

shift-register after all the 45 information bits
have been applied is then given by

P+s(X) = c'rf2 + a2fr + .

= ê6 + CtX + CZXZ

a (X) = &2Ñ2 + 4gfr +

= dO + dtX +.

= x(etf'+azKt+
* ct7Xl8 + at ,f3

= X Pa5 (X) + crzX I

= C0X + cIX2 +

a,,* Xtt * ar*s ,tt

cvX" (s.7ó)

. A*o * esXlt + crzXls

dvx"

. út+* Xtt * ø*s Xts )

+

rvhere the c..'s nay be expressed in terms of the rt,'sJ'J
by the use of Equation (5.75) . The fallacious check

bits generated by the mistj-ned register at the re-

ceiver may be represented by

+ ALÆ3

5.94
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The properties of the BCH code of block length

(Z'-t) may norv be applied. The primitive element

for the BCH(65,45,3) code is S, which satisfies
Equation (5.78) given below:

zm- r (s. 78)

which in this example yields

cr63 I (s.7e)

When the presumed Teceived check bits are com-

pared bit by bit with the locally generated check

bits as given by Equation (5,77) , all the checks

succeed except possibly the 1ast, which conpares a.r

and o1 . These two synbols are the first information

bits of two adjacent words and typically have a

probability of 0.5 that they are a1ike. Hence, a

one-bit slip in word synchronism has only a S0%

likelihood of being detected.

A sinple renedy for the problem of clipped

synchronisn at the receiver is to invert the check

bits before transmission. A second inversion of

the bits at the presumed parity check bit positions

is performed at the receiver before the parity
checks are made. In the example discussed, the

expression for Q+s (X) rnay be rewritten as

1L,L
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Q,*s (X) = az f' + ag Ær aßo + GsXls ( 1+c17) Xro

(s.80)

+. +

where ( 1+c17) is the inverse of crj

Once again, combining Equations (5.75) and

(5.80) yields

Q,*s (X) (1+c6)X + (1+c1)X2 + (1+c2)X3 + egXu + c+.Xs

+ (1+c5 )X6 + (1+c5 )X7 + eTXs + (l+cs )Xs

+ ca Xro + cmXtt + crtXP + evxr3 + cBXla

+ (1+cs).Xls + (1+c15).t6 + (l+cr)Xr7 (5.81)

The bit by bit comparison of line and 1ocal check

bits is shown below:

Line q5 qs qk fu q2 cll ctg ês cB cz eo

c5 e4 e-s c-2 c1 c6 (L+ct)

Local (l*qs) (1*qs) (1*q*) tu c2 cu tu cg (l+cs) c7 (1+c5)

(1+e5) c4 ê3 (L+e) (1+c1) (1+cs) (1-+a1)

Hence, if there is no error except for the slipped

synchronism, nine of the parity checks fail and a

tenth one fails half the time. Thus, the errors

caused by the slipped tirning nay be detected using

the above technique.
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5.5 Optinization of Encoder and Decoder Parameters

The overall optimization of the system para-

meters in a communication system is a complex task.
The conflicting nature of some of the criteria makes

the task even more difficult.

In a practical system, often the optimization
problem is divided into smaller problems and 1ocal

optimization is perforrned. Although the error per-

formance of a communication system such as the ob-

ject identification system is dependant upon various

system parameters such as transmitter por4rer, inter-
rogation distance, interrogation tirne, propagation

loss in the reply 1ine, type of modulation, encoding

and decoding strategy ernployed, it is reasonable to
perform a loca1 optimization of the encocling and de-

coding parameters.

In this optimization, one important parameter

is the amount of redundancy provided by the code.

The redundancy is a function of the block length of
the code and the error detection and correction
capability of that code. The message length in a

communi-cation system is usually selected on the

basis of systen requirements other than the encoding-

decoding strategy to be used.
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The amount of error correction desired in any

application is based on the error performance pre-

dicted for the communication channel. The object

of the optimization proposed here is to reduce hard-

ware complexity and decoding tine at the cost, of
reduced error detection and correction capability
of the code (Roy and Cole, 1-981). This is illus-
trated in Table 5.4, where four encoding strategies
for codes of block length 64 bits are compared. The

number of binary comparisons required in the decoder

of Figure 5.10 to locate all possible errors is ca1-

culated for each case.

Table 5.4 Comparison of Encoding Schemes

CODE

INFO. RATE

BINARY
COMPARISONS

BCH(63,45,3)

4s/64

7 14798

BCH(3L,21,2)

42/ 64

9 300

BCII(15,11,1)

44/64

240

BCH( 7,4, 1)

32/ 64

r68

One encoding strategy is to use the BCH(63,45,3)

code which has a block length of 63 bits and is cap-

able of correcting up to 5 errors. Augmenting this
code by another parity bit results in a code with a

block length of 64 bits and the resultant code is

capable of correcting up to 3 errors and detecting
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upto6

the code

erroÏS.

15 g].ven

The information transfer rate R for
by

Number of information bits l¿

R (s.82)
Block length of the code n

The syndrome vector for this code is 18 bits
long. If the received vector has up to 3 errors,
the last parity bit may be ignored, as it is used

to enhance the detection capability of the code.

The total number of possible error patteïns for a

code capable of correcting up to I errors is given

by Equation (5.85) be1ow.

t
x

í=I
Total number of possible error patterns nc.

L

(s.83)

The number of comparisons of the syndrome

vector with the parity check matrix is the same as

the total number of possible error patterns. In the

case of the BCH(63,45,3) code, because the syndrome

vector is 1-8 bits long, each comparison of the syn-

drome vector inplies 18 binary comparisons.

The third encoding strategy considered in this
study uses BCH( 15 ,11, 1) code four times . 0nce

again, each code block of 15 bits is augmented by

another parity bit to enable within each block coï-
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rection of single errors and the detection of double

errors. Also included in this study is the BCH(7,4,L)

code, better known as the Hamning code. The code is
augmented by a parity bit which enables correction
of single errors and detection of double errors.
The Harnming code is used eight times to encode the

complete block of 64 bits.

Although, ot the basis of the information
transfer rate, it first appears that the first three

encoding schemes provide similar amounts of redun-

dancy, the resultant effect of the redundancy in
enabling error detection and corïection is quite
different, and in particular substantially different
numbers of binary comparisons are required for the

error correction. A plot of the number of binary
comparisons versus the order of the BCH code used

for encoding is shown in Figure 5.I?.. The advantage

of using a lower order BCH code, even when the

block length is quite 1arge, is evident.

Practical evaluation of the performance of a

specific encoding strategy requires a knowledge of
the statistical distribution of errors. Even when

the error statistics are known, analytical evalua-

tion of the probabilities of undetected and uncor-

rected errors is a formidable task. The most ef-
fectj-ve techniques for such error prediction studies
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are computer simulation and direct measurements on

a real channel. The results of an error prediction
study using these methods are provided in Chapter ó

An accurate estimate of the system error rate in a

given environment not only helps in designing a

better system, but also helps in reducing the cost
and conplexity.
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CHAPTER VI

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 Introduction

The principal aim in arLy ob j ect identif ication
system is to establish communication between a

transponding unit which is attached to the object

and an interrogation unit which is remote from the

object. The requirements in most object identífi-
cation applications include an interrogation unit
transmitting a signal to initiate interrogation of

the transponder, a transponder subsequently respond-

ing with a code modulated reply signal, and recep-

tion and interpretation of this reply such that the

object is identified by the operator. In the case

of passive transponder systems, the interrogation
unit must also supply energy for the normal opera-

tion of the transponders. These funtional require-

rnents of the identification system can be realized
by a transponding unit which includes, in the case

of a two-port passive transponder, a receptor an-

tenna, a transponder antenna, a power supply unit
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and code generation and modulation circuitty,
an interrogation unit which includes a transmitter
capable of supplying sufficient por^¡er to the trans-
ponder for its normal operation, and a receiver

capable of interpreting the signal received from

the transponder to a form suitable for the operator.

Considerations for the design and satisfactory
operation of transponders in object identification
situations have been discussed in the previous chap-

ters. The corresponding considerations for the in-
terrogation system are discussed in this chapter.

6.2 Practical System Considerations

The interrogation unit provides the communica-

tion interface between the transponder and the out-

side world in a practical object identification
system. The objective of the design is not only to
achieve an optimal systern perforrnance in a given

application, but also to choose the design para-

meters such that the identification system may be

adapted for use in a large number of applications.
Another objective is to ensure that performance of
the overall system is not degraded due to the inter-
action between these parameters.
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In order to transfer the information over an

electromagnetic link, the baseband information sig-

nal must be transformed to a frequency band suitable

for object identification applications. The requi.red

frequency transformation is provided by modulating a

carrier frequency by the information-bearing signal.

The choice of rnodulation technique which provides

maxirnum signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the

demodulator and is easily inplemented in the 1ow-

frequency transponders is one of the concerns of

this chapter.

The transponder reply code usually consists of

a string of binary digits. This information sequence

is serially transmitted by the transponder. A digi-

tal receiver requires timing information in order to

interpret the received signal sequence properly.

The tining information may be conveyed either by

the data channel or by an auxiliary tirning channel.

Symbol synchronization is a serious problen in low

signal-to-noise communication situations. Methods

of providing the necessary synchronízation are also

considered in this chapter.

The signal-to-noise performance of the identi-

fication system can be optimized by providing fi1-

ters of suitable characteristics. The filteri-ng of

the received signal reduces the unwanted interference
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and

the

restricts the noise input, thereby inproving

systen performance.

A block schematic of the interrogation system

showing its najor subsystems is illustrated in
Figure 6.1. Each of these subsystems is considered

in the sections to follow.

6.3 Design of the Transmitter

The transmitter is an important part of the

interrogation system. The characteristics of the

transmitter affect the selection of other system

parameters. It is therefore necessary to consider

the requirements of the overall system in order to
choose the design parameters for the transmitter.
The principal components of the transmitter include

an oscillator, power anplifier, antenna matching

network, and an antenna.

The satisfactory operation of the identifica-
tion system requires that the oscillator frequency

be externally tunable near the desired transmitter
frequency. This is to enable on-site tuning of the

transmitter to the resonant frequency of the trans-

mitter antenna. It is necessary to provide this
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facility in order to compensate for different envir-
onmental effects at different interrogation sites
which cause the shift in the resonant frequency of
the antenna. The tunable oscillator also al1ows

experimental measurement of the transmitter antenna

parameters. The output voltage and frequency of the

oscillator should be stable with temperature. It is
desirable to have a stable frequency of operation to
avoid degradation in system performance due to de-

crease in load impedance when operated at frequencies

other than the resonant frequency. The amplifier
should be capable of providing sufficient interroga-

tion energy to transponder located at reasonable

distances. In practical object identification ap-

plications, this requirement is described in terms

of the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver input.
The study of environmental noise in various situa-
tions indicates that transmitter power of the order

of 10 watts is sufficient in most identification
applications. In order to simpli-fy the mechanical

design of the transmitter, it is required that the

power amplifier should have high efficiency. The

cooling requirement in an efficient power amplifier
is less stringent and, therefore, results in simple

and economical design. A further requirement is
that the transmitter amplifier should be capable of

driving a range of load impedances and being driven

by a 50 ohm source. This requirement increases the
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flexibility of the transmitter and simplifies the

calibration procedure of the system. The trans-
nitter dynamic inpedance is natched to the power

anplifier output impedance by means of an appro-

priate matching network. The natching network

should be capable of providing a power match be-

tween the amplifier and a range of antenna impe-

dances to al1ow flexibility.

The circuit diagram of an oscillator using the

LM318 OPAMP is shown in Figure 6.2. The oscillator
is capable of driving a conventional Class B push-

pull anplifier. One implementation of the power

amplifier which is capable of providing output

power in excess of 50 watts across a load of 6 ohms

is shown in Figure 6.3. In later stages of develop-

ment, a commercia1-J-y available hybrid power ampli-

fier is used. The internal circuit schematic and

connection diagram for the transmitter amplifier
realization is shown in Figure 6.4.

The matching between the amplifier output and

the transmitter antenna is essential. The anplifier
output impedance of the order of 6 ohms must be

matched to the transmitter antenna dynamic inpedance

of 76 ohms. The impedance matching required for
efficient operation with minimum of distortion in
the output voltage rnay be achieved either by the
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split capacitor tuning or by transformer matching.

The tapped resonating capacitor transforms the paï-
alle1 resonant load impedance, Z to the amplifier
output impednace, 26 by means of the circuit arrange-

ment of Figure 6.5. The impedance transformation is
given by Equation (6.1) below

cl 2

czÐc:- (6.1)
Ct +Cz

cr

7o
c2

Figure 6.5 Tapped Resonating
Capacitor Matching
Ne twork

The drawback of this technique arises from the

difficulty of conveniently achieving the accurate

tapping ratio required in Equation (6.1) with the

total series capacitance providing the tuning for
the desired resonant frequency. For this reason

alone, transformer matching appears to be more

suitable in this application. Another advantage of

zo .z
p

L
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the transformer rnatching is that the impedance of
the cable which connects the amplifier to the an-

tenna may be considered as a part of the antenna

and, therefore, a better natching may be obtained.
The transformer using an E-type ferrite core suit-
able for this transformation is shown in Figure 6.6

16
Core E 42/21/ 15 Philips
Airgap 200Un
I^Iire Diameter 0 .75mnt

16

Figure 6.ó Matching Transformer Design

This has dual prinary winding which may be in push-

pul1 or parallel configurations to suit various

amplifier output circuit arrangements. The physical
and electrical characteristics of the transformer

are described in Table 6.1.

An important linitation to the level of tTans-

nitter power which rnay be employed arises from the

requirement that significant interference to other
users of the electromagnetic spectrum does not occur

80
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Table 6.1- Transformer Characteristics

Core

Airgap

Wire Dianeter

Turns Ratio

Transfer Efficiency

E 42/zI/ls Philips

200 um

0.75 mm

5

96%

as a result of spreading of the transnitter field
outside the interrogation region. The problen is

most significant in the applications where the

screening of the sensing region is not possible.

As shown in Appendix A, the proposed identification
system may be operated at the transmitter power of

90 watts, if required. It is, however, expected

that in most object identification applicatj-ons the

transmitter would be operated at much lower por,ser

1eve1s.

6.4 Selection of Modulation Method

Al1 communication systems consist of three

basic building blocks: a data source where informa-

tion is generated, a channel through rvhich the in-
formation is transmitted, and a data sink where the
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information is accepted. The data source in the

case of the passive transponder system is the code

stored in the transponder memory, the channel is the

electromagnetic link between the transponder and the

receiver, and the sink is the computer where identi-
fication infornation is stored.

In most communication applications, the source

generates dc pulses. The transmission channel must

provide dc continuity to transnit these pulses ac-

curately. In transponder systems, this is not the

case and, therefore, the baseband signal must be

translated to a higher frequency band before trans-
mission. The information exchange then requires a

modulator at the transmitter end, which translates
the data r4rave to an appropriate frequency band and

a demodulator at the receiver end, which transforms

the received signal to the baseband signal. Basic-

aLLy, there are three methods of spectrum shifting
which may be provided by arnplitude, frequency or

phase modulation of a sinusoidal carrier by a data

signal. In the case of a digital modulating signal,
these methods are called Amplitude Shift Keying

(ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and phase Shift
Keying (PSK) . Ide alized waveforms for these nodula-

tion methods are shown in Figure 6.7 for a binary
modulating waveform. As illustrated in the figure,
the carrier arnplitude has one of the trvo levels in
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the ASK signal, the FSK carrier frequency has one of
the thio values and the PSK signal phase of the car-
rier has one of the alternative values. In a prac-

tical system, the term-"shift-keyed" is somewhat

misleading as the amplitude, frequencyorphase

transition is gradual rather than that illustrated in
the idealized figure. These basic nodulation tech-

niques for digital signals are briefly described,

and then compared to enable selection of a suitable
scheme for object identification applications.

6.4.1 Binary Amplitude Shift Keyins

The block diagran of a typical data conmunica-

tion system is shorvn in Figure ó.8. The output of
the data souïce is usually a train of rectangular

on-off pulses. These pulses are passed through a

low-pass shaping filter before nodulating the car-

rier so that the sidebands produced by the nodulator

are restricted. The modulator varies the carrier
anplitude in accordance with the baseband rvaveshape.

The transmitter output bandpass filter further re-
stricts the extent of the sidebands, and thereby

controls interchannel interference. At the receiv-

ing end, another bandpass filter is used to attenu-

ate noise and interference outside the band of in-
terest. The detector recovers the baseband wave by

means of a product modulator or by simple rectifi-
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E (t)
^ 
(t) cos (û/c Í+O) (6.2)

Let 
^G) 

be representable by a Fourier integral
as given by Equation (6.5)

^ 
(t) s (0) cos [0]+q @)] dw (6.3)

æ

=t f
1Ì)

0

s(w) dw/r and

and phase of
0(ø) nay be regarded as the amplitude

the spectral component at frequency 0

Then the ASK signal nay be expressed AS

o

0

E (t)

+

+

1

1

2t¡

2n

2n

I(LL

I t frl cos [ (w^ -rø) t
J'
0

S(ø)cos [(N"+N)f, + 0 + 0(W)] ¿w

+ 0 o(rü)ldttJ

s (ø) cos [ (w-u)c) t 0

f-
u)c

1
+ 0 (k,) I dûl

(6.4)

The last term of Equation (6.4) represents

foldover distortion, and is eliminated by the low-

pass shaping filter by restricting the frequency

content of the data wave below the carrier frequency.

The contribution of the third integral then becomes

negligibly sma11, and the upper lirnit of the first
integral may be replaced by Ut It may be easily
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shorrrnr.using the expression for E(t) , that any dc

component of S(ø) will appear in the transmitted
signal as a carrier frequency component.

The dernodulation may be perforned either by

synchronous detection or envelope detection. In

synchronous detection, the received ASK signal is
nultipli,ed by a local carrier signal which has the

same frequency and phase as that associated with
the received signal. The output of the detector

nay be calculated if the arnplitude and phase charac-

teristics of the two band pass filters and the chan-

nel are known. Let the overall arnplitude and phase

characteristics of the band pass filters and the

transmission channel be A(ø) and B(ø), respectively.
Then the input to the detector is given by

E (t) S(U)A({/"+ ú/)cos l(ftic* ø) t + o + 0(Ø) * B(%* w)l ¿w

+-

1

;

1

2r
s(ø)A(ftrc- U)cos Í(uc- w)t + 0 - 0(ír) + B(lr/c- w)l dw

0

The

cos

be

0+ ß(wtc

used

)1 .

loca1 carrier in synchronous detection is
The detector output may thenIW t +-c

expressed AS
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EoG)
fn

r

1

1T

S (ø) A({t/"+ 0) cos l(Zttto+ W)t + 20 + O (ft/)

B(Øo+ ø¡ + ß(û/c )l dúti

+

+

4

4

a

0

t lIc. 
- I S(ü/)A({l/"+Ø)costû/¿ + o(0) + B(øc+0) - ß(u]ld{J
4rl

0

I

1

1T

s (0) Á(ft/c- üJ) cos l(zwc- u))

ß(wc- ut)

+ 20 - 0([r/)

+ B({/Jc)l dW

+_
1

4t¡ r
0

s(û/)A(0c- ø)cos twt + þ(w) - B@c- w) + ß(w)l dw

(6.6)

The first and third integrals are filtered out

by the receiver low pass filter. If the amplitude

characteristic A(ø) has even symmetry about N" and

phase characteristic 8(ß,) has odd symmetry about W.

as given by Equations (6.7) and (6.8)

ß (tt)"+ W7

A (fit"+ ø¡

_ B(0c )

AU)e- w) cl ((tl)

(t)
c - (1/) ß ((l/)) - B(

(6.7)

(6.8)

Then, the detector output signal simplifies to

1
ED G) S ( il) cr (û/) cos [ ú/f + 0 (ß/) + ß (u)) I daJ

2r
(6.e)

u)c

0
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A. comparison of Equations (6.9) and (6.S) shows

that the recovered baseband signal is the same as

the original baseband signal except that it is nodi-

fied by the channel transnission characteristi_cs.

An alternative approach to synchronous detec-

tion is envelope detection, where ful1 wave recti-
fication of the received signal is performed to ob-

tain the baseband signal. If the characteristics of
the transmission mediun have the symmetry defined by

Equations (6.7 ) and (6.8) , then the received signal
may be expressed as

t lwc
ED@) = 

^ ) 
s(rtr)o(Ø)cos t(û/o+ N)t + o + O(ü/) + ß((r) + 8(øc )l dûi

0

r lwc* - I s(fii)cr(ûr)cost([-ít])t+ o-o(rr) -ß(û/) +B((/]ldt//
2nJ

0

1

= - cos Í(t)ct + O

TÏ

+ B(tr/o )J t'
0

s(úu)cr([tr)cos [Øl * 0(k) + ß(û/)] d0

(ó.10)

The received signal therefore has zero crossings

coincident with the synchronous detection carrier
cos [Ø" I + 0 + B(ûic )] . The integral in the above

equation does not change sign and, therefore, does

not contribute extra zero crossings if the transmit-

ted signal is not more than 100 percent amplitude
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modulated. It can be shown that, under these condi-

tions, the envelope detector using an ideal full
r/üave rectifier yields the same output as the ideal
synchronous detector.

One inplenentation of a

using a Phase Lock Loop(PLL)

synchronous

is shown in

detector

Figure 6 .9

ASK
InpuË Baseband

Signal

VCO

Output

Figure 6.9 An ASK Denodulator

In this mode of operation, the PLL locks on to the

carrier of the ASK signal and the output of the

voltage controlled oscillator and, hence, the output

of PLL is a constant amplitude carrier signal. The

multiplier produces the baseband signal and some

high frequency components which are filtered out by

the low pass filter. The delay is controlled to

obtain the maxirnum output leve1. If the loop band-

LPF
Delay
Line Multiplíer
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width of the PLL is sufficiently narrorv, the signal-
to-noise ratio at the output of pLL can be nuch

higher than that at the input. The pLL, therefore,
may be used to regenerate weak signals buried in
noise.

6.4.2 Binary Frequenc y Shift Keyins

The essential parts of an FSK data transmission

system are the same as the ASK system described

above. The functions performed by some of the

blocks, however, is quite different. As in the ASK

systern, frequency limiting of the data signal is
useful from the point of view of controlling fold-
over distortion. The output of the frequency modu-

lated carrier oscillator varies in frequency in ac-

cordance with the anplitude of the modulating signal
The resulting spectrum is band linited by the trans-
mitter band-pass filter to fit the allocated band.

The receiver band-pass filter helps in restricting
the noise and interference outside the band of in-
terest. A liniter often follows the band-pass fi1-
ter in the frequency nodulation systems. The func-

tion of the limiter is to remove the arnplitude modu-

lation caused by band limiting and in-band noise.

ïnput to the FSK demodulator is, therefore, a con-

stant amplitude signal, and the output is a base-

band signal proportional to the instantaneous fre-
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quency.of the received wave. The low pass

and slicer have similar functions to those

ASK system.

E (t) A6 cos Í. + 0 + À

filter

in the

^ 
(t) dt (6.11)

the modulated

of change of

The frequency nodulated oscillator generates a

carrier Ì/ave with instantaneous frequency line ari-y

varying with with the baseband signal. The result-
ing FSK signal may be expressed as

F r+
44

whe re

A0 is the amplitude of the unmodulated carrier
wave

Ul^ is the frequency of the unmodulated carrierc

wave

0 1S the carrier phase with respect to a par-

ticular time origin
an arbitrary reference tine
the rnodulating signal

a constant of proportionality

The instantaneous

.h

^ 
(t)

À

1S

is

is

frequency of

the time ratecarrier is defined as

phase and is given by

N.
,L

wc ^^ 
(t)+

6 .2s
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The basic understanding of the amplitude modu-

lation system is obtained due to a relatively simple

Fourier-integral expression of the received signal.
The Fourier-integral expression of the FSK signal

is much more complex, due to the non-linear re-

lationship of the baseband signal and corresponding

FSK signal. The problem related to the non-linearity
of the FSK si-gnal can be circumvented, in the case of

a binary modulating signal, by considering the FSK

signal as the sum of tlvo ASK signals at different
frequencies. This approach provides an easy under-

standing of the FSK system.

A simple nethod of generating FSK signal is by

means of a phase locked frequency control loop. The

FSK signal, which is the output of a Voltage Control-

1ed 0scillator (VCO), is phase compared against a

reference and an averaged correction voltage is
generated. In this wãy, the carrier frequency can

be accurately controlled. The low pass filter pre-

vents the loop fron responding to variation in fre-
quency due to modulation. A modification of this
approach, where the phase comparator is run at a

frequency substanti aLLy srnaller than the carrier
frequency, is illustrated in Figure 6. 10. A pro-

gramrnable divider is used to bring the carrier fre-
quency down to the reference frequency. By control-
ling the division ratio, the carrier frequency can

be altered.
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Figure 6.10 An FSK lvlodulator Using PLL

Detection of FSK signal usually requires fi1-
ters tuned to each of the possible frequencies. In

non-coherent binary FSK detection, the decision

whether a 1 or 0 is more likely to have been trans-

nitted is based on which filter has the larger out-

put at the instant of sampling. In order to get the

lowest error rate in regneration of the data, it is
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essential to sample the baseband signal with its
noise , ãt a time within each symbol period when the

instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio has reached a

maximum. This may be achieved by a tining regener-

ation circuit, which is usually a very narrorv-band

filter tuned to the syrnbol rate frequency. Because

of the narrow bandwidth, it is capable of regener-

ating synbol tirning rates even at poor signal-to-
noise ratios. The block schematic of a non-coherent

FSK detector is shown in Figure 6.1-1.

FSK
Slgna

Data
OutpuE

Sampling
Pulse

Figure ó.11 BIock Schematic of a Non-coherent FSK Detector

Envelope
Detector

BPF

dt

Comp

Envelope
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Tímíng
Regenerato

BPF
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FSK
S ignal

Coherent FSK detection is capable of achieving

Iower bit error rates than the non-coherent FSK de-

tection described above. A block schematic of such

a system is shown in Figure 6.12. The phase syn-

chronous carrier signals are generated by neans of

two PLL blocks. The PLL, being sensitive to the

phase of the input signal, can reject noise compo-

nents that are in phase quadrature with the desired

signal, thus resulting in an irnproved signal-to-
noise ratio. In the coherent detector implementa-

tion of Figure 6.L2, the output of the first band-

pass filter is muttiplied by a ,phase synchronous

Sarnpling
Pulse

Figure 6.72 A Coherent FSK Detector Using pLL

Data
Output

PLL

BPF

d,
Multip lier LPF

Comp

BPF
(sz

Multiplier LPF

Timing
nerator
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carrier of frequency d1, and the output of the second

bandpass filter is nultiplied by a phase synchronous

carrier of frequency (:2. The output signals of these

multipliers are filtered to elininate the higher

frequency components, and the resulting signals are

compared at the sampling instant to decide whether a

1 or a 0 was transmitted.

6.4,3 Binary Phase Shift Keyins

Although phase inodulation is a type of angle

modulation, PSK systems have more resemblance to

ASK systems than FSK systems. This can be easily
visualized if one compares a binary ASK signal,
where a 1 is represented by a positive voltage and

0 is represented by a negative voltage, with a

binary PSK signal, where 1's and 0's are represented

by 0o or 180" phase-shift, respectively.

The phase modulator generates a carrier r¡/ave

with instantaneous phase linearLy varying with the

baseband signal. The resultant PSK signal may be

expressed as

E (t) A¡cos[Ø"t + 0 + À¿(Í)l (6.13)

and Oi 0 + x,s (t) (6.14)
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wh ere
A6 is the amplitude of the unmodulated

carrier
is the frequency of the unmodulated

carrier

is the carrier phase with respect to a

particular time origin
is the modulating signal

is a constant of proportionality

is the instantaneous phase

w
c

\l

^ 
(t)

À

þí

As in FSK systems, it is desirable that the

width of the transmitted spectrum be limited. The

two approaches to this problem are known as the

Phase Shift Keying (PSK) and Phase Exchange Keying

(PEK) (Thompson and Clouting, L974). Premodulation

shaping of the baseband signal is employed in pSK

systems to result in a constant anplitude phase

modulated signal. The disadvantage of this system

is that the resultant signal is not strictly band

linited and a finite amount of energy spreads over

a wide frequency band and causes interchannel in-
terference. In the PEK system, the spectrum control
is achieved by first filtering the baseband signal

and then employing linear nodulation. The disadvan-

tage of the band liniting is that it causes arnpli-

tude modulation to be introduced in the transmitted

signal. Consequently, if this signal is passed
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through a power anplifier, the non-li.nearities of

the arnplifier cause spectrum spreading. In practice,
therefore, it is not possible to achieve a strictly
band linited signal. For this reason, the term pSK

has been used in the text , regardles s of r,'hether a

PSK or a PEK system is employed.

One of the s iinplest methods of generating a

binary PSK signal is to convert the binary, baseband

signal to a bipolar signal by addition of a dc level
and then to use the bipolar signal as a nodulation

signal in an ASK system.

Coherent detection of PSK signals can be

achieved by multiplying the received signal rvith a

phase-synchronous carrier, as shown in Figure ó.1j.
One of the problems faced in the PSK system is that
the phase of the carrier is defined with respect to
a time origin. Unavailability of this time refer-
ence causes an arnbiguity in the phase origin at the

receiver end. The coherent PSK receiver is, there-

fore, not capable of distinguishing between a binary

string and its complement. This problem is overcome

by detecting phase difference betrveen consecutive

pulses rather than their absolute phases. This

scheme, known as Differential PSK (DPSK), is i1lus-
trated in Figure 6.14. Detection of DPSK signal is

s irnpler because only a time delay is required in-
stead of a carrier recovery circuit.
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6.4.4 Comparison of Modulation Methods

The decision as to which nodulation nethod is
most suitable depends upon the specific circum-

stances. Many factors must be considered when se-

lecting a modulation method. The most irnportant of
these are equipnent complexity, noise performance,

spectrum occupancy, propagation characteristics of

the transmission medium, and sensitivity of perforn-

ance to equipment design tolerances.

The equipment complexity of a modulation system

is an inportant factor for consideration, as it has

a significant effect upon the cost of the system.

The signal-to-noise perfotmarrce of a system d.eter-

mines the bit-error rate and, consequently, the

operational range of the communication system.

Alternatively, for a given receiver sensitivity, the

noise performance is the factor which will determine

the transmitter power required. The available spec-

trum for new communication systems is severely re-

stricted due to ever increasing numbers ofusers of

the frequency spectrum. Spectrum occupaîcy and

interchannel interference are f.ikely to be maj or

issues for consideration in all future systems. In

general, spectrum economy is achieved at the cost of

degradation in noise performance. The nodulation

method's susceptibility to external interference

and operating environrnent is difficult to quantify.
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However, most nulti-level systems are more suscept-

ible to interference than binary systerns. As a

general rule, the equipnent design tolerance must

be as wide as possible to make the system economic-

aLIy viable without sacrificing performance. The

modulation systems described. earlier are now.o*put"à

for binary baseband signals (Thompson and Clouting,

1e 7s ) .

6. 4. 4.t Noise Performance

The environmental noise encountered in some

object i-dentification applications is of impulsive

nature. The analysis of the performance of modula-

tion systems in the presence of impulsive noise re-

quires complex mathematical manipulations. The ap-

proach used in this study was to make an initial
comparison of modulation methods on the basis of the

work published by various researchers. The results,
based on the assumption that only white-Gaussian

noise is present, are plotted later in this section.

The system performance in the presence of irnpulsive

noise was studied by means of conputer sinulation of

a receiver using a particular modulation method in
conjunction with experimental noise data. Results

of these simulations are presented in Section 6.6.3.
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Suppression of intersymbol interference in a

band-limited communication system such as the one

considered in this thesis has major consequences for
the design of the transmitter and receiver filters.
It has been shown that the intersymbol interference
is minimized if the transnitted data signal is
shaped to give a raised-cosine spectrum. It has

also been shown that for a given average transmitter
power the bit error rate in the presence of white-

Gaussian noise is minini zed by the use of a cosine-

shaped recej-ver bandpass filter with the transmitted

signal shaped to give a raised-cosine spectrum at

the recei.ver input (Bennett and Davey, 196 5) . In

the presence of other types of noise, the optimum

Teceiver filter transmittance function is of the

form

v (w) =K
'LrN

2wo
UrTo

where
l.SA

=2r
cons tant

and ó^

is the signalling frequency

It has been shown that the optimum value of n-

for inpulsive noise situations is 4/3. The plots of
probability of bit error rate at various Signal-to-

Noise Ratios (SNR) for the binary modulation methods

in the presence of rvhite-Gaussian noise with optimum

K

w
L

{:^
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filteri.ng employed at the transmitter and receiver

ends are shown in Figure 6.15. The signal-to-noise
ratio for these plots is defined as the ratio of the

peak signal poh¡er to the rms noise power at the de-

tector imput when the bandwidth of the receiver in-
put filter equals the bit rate of the infornation
signal. In practice, the performance expected from

a modulation system is likely to be worse than the

theoretical result presented above. In the calcula-
tion for these plots it is assumed that appropriate
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filteri.ng is provi-ded so that intersymbol inter-
ference is negligibly small. Further, it is assumed

that the receiver is in perfect synchronisn with the

transmitter, and the decision logic operates such

that sanpling is performed at optimum times and de-

cisions are made by comparing it against the optimurn

threshold voltage.

It can be seen that, for a given signal-to-
noise ratio, coherent PSK provides the lowest error
rate and non-coherent FSK and ASK provide the hi.gh-

est error rate. Although the DPSK system does not

provide the lowest error rate under the ideal con-

ditions, it has a lot of advantages in a practical
system. The DPSK systen does not suffer from the

problen of phase anbiguity of the PSK systen. The

detection of DPSK signal does not require a phase

synchronous loca1 carrier, which is usually very

difficult to achieve.

Intersymbol interference occurs rvhen pulses are

spread j-n time so as to af fect the adj acent bits at

the sampling instants. Intersymbol interference is
usually caused by multi-path propagation, attenua-

tion characteristics of the channel, orenvelope delay

of various sections of transmission path. The fil-
ters used to restrict the bandrvicith of the trans -

mitted signal usually distort the transmitted wave-
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forrn and, therefore, can cause intersynbol inter-
ference. One nethod of deterrnining the quality of
signal transmission is by means of eye patterns,

which are formed when the received waveform is dis-
played on an oscilloscope that is triggered at the

bit rate. The smaller the €Iê, the higher the bit
error rate. The FSK systen has lower i.ntersyrnbol

interference than the PSK system when the transmit-

ted signal is band-limited to the information bit
rate. Furthermore, for this bandwidth the FSK sys-

ten with a peak-to-peak deviation of 0.7 of the bit
rate frequency has slightly lower bit error rate

(Tjhung and Wittke, 1970). A typical curve for
noise performance degradation with receiver filter
bandwidth is shown in Figure 6.16. For r".io* band-

widths, errors due to intersynbol interference are

predominant, and for wide bandwidths, error rate in-
creases due to increased noise. It may be pointed

out that no modulation method results in an error-
f ree transmiss ion, which may be possi-ble by employ-

ing a suitable encoding and decoding strategy.
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6.4.4.2 S ectral Occu anc

The spectrum occup aîcy of a modulation method

affects the adjacent channel rejection factor and

signal-to-interference ratio. The adjacent channel

rejection factor is defined as the proportion of the

transmitted power which fal1s in the passband of a

receiver operating at an adjacent channel. It is,
therefore, only concerned. with the performance of
the modulator and not that of the receiver. As il-
lustrated by the plots of Figure 6.L7, the more the

channels are spaced apart, the less is the adjacent

channel rejection and interference (Thompson and
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Clouting, 1975). It seems, from these curves, that
premodulation shaping helps to reduce spectrum

spreading and that FSK signals spread less than DPSK

signals.

6.4.4.3 Equipment Design Tolerance

The comparison of various nodulation schemes

under more or less idealized conditions has been

made in the above discussion. In practi.ce, however,

functional behaviour of most equipnent is far from

idea1. It is, therefore, expected that performance

of the nodulation nethods would degrade in a practi-

cal application.

The noise perforrnance of a nodulation system is
degraded as the receiver filter bandwidth deviates

from the optinum value. The overall group delay

distortion introduced by the transmitting and re-

ceiving equipment can seriously affect any modula-

tion nethod. The effects of group delay distortion
are more pronounced in binary DPSK and multi-leve1

systems than in binary FSK (Thompson and Clouting,

1975). The noise penalty due to demodulation timing

error i-ncreases rapidly as the output of the tining
regeneration circuit drifts from the optinum va1ue.

This degradation can, however, be kept under control

by the use of phase lock techniques available.
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6.4.4.4 Effects of Transmission Mediun

Communication systems using frequency or

phase modulation are inherently insensitive to

variations in the propagation loss. If amplitude

limiters are usedr on1/ the angle-nodulation inform-

ation reaches the detector. The ASK system, otr the

other hand, is very sensi-tive to level variations.
With the decision threshold at halfway between 1 and

0 leve1s, complete failure occurs with a decrease in
leve1 of 6dB. Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is usu-

aLIy employed to maintain accurate decisions.

The amplitude nodulation systems are very in-
sensitive to frequency offset. If the channel has

a smal1 ro11-off, the envelope shape is not materi-

aLIy affected by these sma1l changes in frequency.

In the case of synchronous detection of such signals

local carrier nust fo11ow the frequency variations.
The PSK systems with synchronous detection are sim-

i1ar1y tolerant of carrier frequency variations.
Carrier frequency variations in FSK systems result
in a slorvly varying dc displacement of the detected

signal and, consequently, all decision thresholds

are affected. The DPSK systems are also somewhat

affected by frequency offset, since the amount of

phase change between the adj acent bits varies with

the instantaneous carrier frequency.
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A.sudden phase change of carrier causes prob-

lems in all of the carrier type modulation systems.

The effect of a sudden phase change, in a band-

limited systern, is a change in amplitude.

In the case of synchronous ASK and PSK systems, the

effect can last for a considerable duration, depend-

ing upon the response speed of the carrier recovery

circuit. The FSK and DPSK systems, or the other

hand, are not affected by such transients.

A quantitative comparison of various modulation

schemes is provided by Oettíng (1979). Oettingts

study also includes an extensive guide to the liter-
ature available on the subject and translation of
the performance figures to a common reference mea-

sure. The refeïence measure used for this purpose
E

is the baseband equivalent o , which is the ratio of
ño

average signal energy per bit to noise power spec-

tra1- density at the receiver input required to
achieve a bit error rate of 10-4.

6.4.5 Modulation System for PST Applications

The choice of modulation system among the

various types available not only depends upon the

characteristics of the modulation method, but also

upon the requirements of the communication system.

Among the carrier modulation methods, the ASK is the
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simplest and provides satisfactory communication if
the amplitude characteristic of the channel is
stable, and the level of environmental noise and

interchannel interference is low. The FSK system

is very versatile because the system can be easily
configured according to requirements. The FSK

system provides stable operation over a wide variety
of channels, and asynchronous operation is possible.

Binary PSK provides the best tolerance to noise.

Itihen coherent detection is used, asynchTonous opera-

tion is possible in PSK systems. The DPSK system

is, however, restricted to synchronous operation.

In object identification applications, the

system requirements include simple modulator irnple-

mentation as the modulation circuitry is required

to be on board the transponder, inexpensive detec-

tion hardware due to the large number of receivers

required in some applications, and capability for

operating in very rveak signal conditions in harsh

environmental conditions. For most communication

applications, the FSK and DPSK systems are equally

good options. In the case of object identification,

the DPSK modulation scheme appears to be the optinum

choi ce .

The suitability of the DPSK system for object

identification applications can be illustrated by
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c

considering how carrier nodulation is provided in
passive transponder systems. Let the transponder

resonant circuit shown in Figure 6.18a be energized

with sinusoidal voltage across the capacitor in one

phase corresponding to a particular information bit.
When the information bit changes value, it is pos-

sible to change the phase of oscillation by changing

the position of the switch so that the transponder

resonant circuit is connected as shown in Figure

ó.18b. The phase reversal of the carrier signal

which is the essence of DPSK modulation schemes can

be provided in passive transponders simpLy by means

of semiconductor switches, and some control logic
to perform the switching with minimum loss in the

signal energy due to switching transients. The re-

sults of computer sinulation of such a modulation

system when operated under a realistic noise envir-
onment are provided in Section ó.6.3.

a b

Figure ó.18 Transponder Output Circuit

C LSr^ritch

Swítch
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6. 5 Signal' Synchroni zation

In a digital data communication system there

is a hierarchy of synchrontzatíon problems that must

be considered. For the object identification systen

where a cyclic data hrave phase modulates a carrier,

the synchronization problems of interest include

carrier synchronization, bit synihronization, and

word synchronization. Coherent detection of the

received signal requires a reference carrier. The

aim of carrier synchronization is to generate a

reference carrier with phase closely matching that

of the received signal. The output of the coherent

detector is a baseband signal which must be sampled

at the signalling rate. The bit synchronization

concerns the generation of the tining wave used in

the sample and decision 1ogic. The next hierarchy

of synchronization concerns the word tining. In a

serial type system, groups of binary synbols are

used to represent a word. It is therefore necessary

to find the start and end of the words so that words

may be interpretted properly. A feature that dis-

tinguishes word synchronization from carrier and

bit synchronization is that the former is a software

problem, while the latter are hardware problems.

lVord synchronization in a data communication system

is usual1-y provided through special design of the

information format such as the introduction of re-

dundancy. The optinum usage of the channel capacity
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requires, on the other hand, that carrier and bit
synchronization be provided without further multi-
plexing of special tining signals on to the data

signal. The recovery of reference carrier and bit
timing r{ave are, therefore, circuit design problems.

ó. 5 .1 Carrier Synchroni zation

Modulation systems employirrg synchronous de-

tection not only achieve a better performance but,

with the availability of a variety of communicàtion

ICs, system complexity and cost have been reduced

below that of some other systems. For these rea-

sons, synchronous detection has been studied in
this thesis. Methods of establishing and maintain-

ing a reference carrier for this purpose are con-

sidered here. When an unmodulated component is
present along with the nodulated signal, the stan-

dard approach to carrier synchronization is to use

a phase-locked loop (PLL) which locks on to the

carrier component. The loop b.andwidth of the PLL

is selected to be narrow so that the loop is not

perturbed by the sideband components. The recovery

of the reference carrier under these ciTcumstances

has been studied by various authors (Gardner, 1979;

Lindsey, 197Z; Stiffler, L97I) .
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Received
Signal

ó

The suppressed-carrier systems, where there is
no carrier component in the signal during a raniiom

sequence, are of greater interest. The output of a

narrow band filter centred at the carrier frequency,

rvhen the input signal consists of equal numbers of

1's and 0ts, is zero. One tvay to overcome this
problem is to rectify the received wave. The ful1-

wave rectification of the received wave results in

a strong second harmonic of the carrier. The fre-
quency can easily be divíded to provide the desired

reference carrier. A scheme which incorporates this
idea is illustrated in Figure 6.19. The carrier

Baseband
Signal

Figure 6.19 Synchronization by Generation of Second
Harnoni c

Multiplier LPF

Full-wave
Rectifier Limi ter

BPF
2Á

Divide
by
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generated by this scheme can be either in phase or

out of phase with the suppressed carrier and, there-

fore, the detected baseband signal has a phase am-

biguity. If, however, the information is differ-

enti aIIy encoded, then the absolute phase of the

signal is not important. It is for this reason that

the DPSK nodulation scheme is selected for the ob-

ject identification application.

Another method of recovering the reference

carrier involves nodulation of the received signal

by the detected baseband signal in a closed loop

system. The received signal in a binary PSK system

has two distinct phases corresponding to the two

information bits. If the received signal is passed

through a binary PSK nodulator where the phase of

the input signal changes depending upon the polarity

of the detected baseband signal, then the output of

this modulator is the desired carrier frequency. A

circuit configuration using this scheme is shown in

Figure 6 .20. The t ime delay i-n the loop is required

to compensate for the delay caused by post-detection

lorv pass filtering so that the reference carrier is

phase synchronous with the received signal. The

Costas loop, where a phase-locked loop is used in-

stead of the bandpass filter, and the phase reversal

feedback fron the detected output is introduced into

the filter, has a somewhat better performance than

the system described here (Costas, 195ó).
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LPF

Delay Llu¡lter

Modulator BPF
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SignalSignal

Figure 6.20 Reference Carrier Generation by
I{odulation of Received Signal

6.5 .2 Bit Synchronization

A digital receiver requires tirning information

to interpret the detected baseband signal sequence

properly. Each synbol at the detector output must

be sanpled at a tine when its value has becorne fully
established and is not in a state of transition.
The timing which accomplishes thj-s task, in the case
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of the. binary baseband signal,

t irning , and i s p rovi de d by the

circuit.

is cal1ed the bit

bit synchronization

The baseband signal transitions, in a synchro-

nous binary channel, occur at integral multiples of

unit syrnbol length. If the bit transitions occur

reasonably frequentLy, then the bit tirning can be

established from the transitions. One technique

rvhich may be employed in this case is the use of a

very narrow-band filter tuned to the bit rate fre-
quency. The output of such a filter rvould be a

sinusoidal signal at the bit rate frequency. This

si.gnal may then be suitably amplified and passed

through a liniting circuit to produce the desired

tirning r,\rave. One of the drawbacks of the scheme is

that, when the baseband signal has very few or no

transitions, the output of the bandpass filter

starts to dininish and, consequently, without any

automatic gain control arrangement, the circuit has

limited practi-cal usage. A further problem is the

synchronizatíon of the phase of the tirning wave

rvith that of the detected baseband signal. It{eans

for synchronizing these two phases must be provided

before the system can be employed in a practical

situation. Usually, the requirement is to place

either the positive or negative going transitions

of the timing wave at the centres of the received

bit intervals.
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A, better approach for deriving the timing wave,

under these circunstances, is to control the phase

of a bit rate local oscillator by means of the

transitions in the data signal. The amount of

phase correction required in the timing wave may

be obtained by comparing the tirne positions of the

data wave transitions with those of the output of

the synchronizer. The correction may be provided

in one of several ways. One possible technique is

to sample a sawtooth timing wave at the instants of

transition to derive an error signal which is pro-

portional to the amount of correction required. The

error signal can then act on the phase or frequency

of the timing oscillator to bring about the correc-

tion. It is usually desirable to have the correc-

tions take place slowly. If there are no transi-

tions in the data wave for a certain period of time,

then there is no correction made. It is for this

reason necessary to operate the timing oscillator

at very close to the bit rate frequency so that the

synchronism is naintained for a longer period. A

digital method of controlling the phase of the

timing wave is shown in Figure 6.2L (Bennett and

Davey, 1965). A bit timing wave is generated by

frequency dividing the output of an oscillator run-

ning at iV tines the bit rate frequetrcL where N is

selected to be large. If the tining wave is found

to be leading with respect to the time position of
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of the. transitions, one of the count pulses from

the oscillator is deleted, thereby retarding the

phase by t/N of a bit interval. Sinilarly, if the

bit tirning wave is found to be lagging compared with

the transitions, âû extra pulse i_s fed to the divid-

er circuit, thereby advancing the phase by I/N of

the bit interval. In the absence of transitions,

the system returns to the bit rate frequency.

Reset

Set

Figure 6.2I Digital Bit Synchronizer Schematic
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A.simpler technique is employed for the object

identification application. The channel character-

istics for a number of identifj-cation applications

are such that they introduce only a negligible

amount of phase distortion and frequency offset.
The bit rate frequency is chosen to be integrally

related to the carrier frequency. Once the refer-

ence carrier is generated, a counter is used to

derive the bit timing wave. This technique is not

useful in channels with phase j itter.

6. 5 .3 Word Synchroni zation

Efficient use of codes to transfer information

over a communication channel is dependent upon the

knowledge of the positions in a long string of re-

ceived bits at which a code word starts and finishes.
If fixed length codes are used for information ex-

change, then it is only necessary for the receiver

to knorv the starting bit position and the number of

bits in the word being transmitted. There are two

rve 11 -known approaches to the prob len of word syn-

chronization, and both utilize redundancy in the

code word. The first method relies upon the recog-

nition of synchronizing bits periodically within

the information stream by the receiver (Gi1bert,

1960; Guibas and Odlyzko, 1978; SchoLtz, 1980).

The second method eliminates the need for prefixes
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and retr-ies , ins tead,

codes to enable word

ts62) .

upon properties

s ynchroni z ati on

of certain
(Stiffler,

br or_/

A class of comma-free codes called the prefix-

synchronized codes are briefly considered here

(GiIbert, 1960). The codes of this class have the

property that every codeword starts with a fixed
prefix P - (at, . or) of length, p being smaller

than the block length, A/ of the code. The prefix P

is selected such that it does not appear as p con-

secutive bits in the sequence (az, op , br,

. Or_o , &r, . or_1, where c - (at, op,

is a codeword if the above condition

is satisfied. The procedure in finding a suitable

prefix for a given block length is first of all to

find the prefix which will maximize the valid code-

words called the dictionary si ze G,c (^/) and secondly

to find the optírnum size of the prefix required to
ahiceve this.

Gilbert showed that, in the case of the binary

alphabet, the prefix P = 11 10 of length

p = [1og2(NLog2e)l gives a prefix-synchronized code

with number of codewords, Clc (^i ) within a small con-

stant factor of the maximal size forany comma-free

code of length N. Guibas and Odlyzko (1978) have

shown that Gilbert's choice of optimal prefix is
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only true for m-ary signalling systems for values

of m being 7., 5 or 4. For passive transponder

applications, only binary codes are considered;

therefore, the optinum prefíx can easily be found.

6.6 Receiver Design Considerations

The tasks of the receiver in the Passive,

Subharmonic Transponder (PST) applications include

recovery of the transmitted signal and its inter-
pretation, and subsequent display of the message.

The receiver is required to perform a large number

of operations between reception and eventual display

of the information. The operations required to be

performed by the recej-ver are dependent upon the

available inputs and desired outputs. These opera-

tions, in the case of identification applications,

may be performed by analogue and digital signal

processing techniques .

6.6.1 Analogue Processing of the Reply Signal

The signals appearing at the PST receiver input

include a weak reply signal from a PST 1abel, a

strong interfering signal from the interrogation
equipment, and environmental noise. It is essential

to separate the reply si-gnal fron the interference.
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Although separation is provided between the trans-

mitter and reply signal in the frequency domain,

the interfering signal must be further attentuated

in order to avoid saturation of the amplifiers and

other circuitry within the receiver. The signal-to-
noise ratio at the receiver input is usually low,

due to absence of source of energy in the PST labels.
It is, therefore, tr€cessary to elininate the out-of-
band noise by appropriate filtering and enhance the

signal by means of 1ow-noise amplification. A

block schematic of the receiver front-end rvhich

perforns these functions is shown in Figure 6.22.

From
Receiver
Antenna

To Limiter

Figure 6.22 The PST Receiver Front End Signal Processing

For the PST receiver, rvhere the reply carrier is at

the first subharrnonic of the transmitter signal, the

normalized transfer function of the passive receiver

filter, i.ncluding the receiver antenna, is of the

form given by Equation 6.15.

Noí se
Band
Pass

Filter
Band Rejec

Filter
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(42 + cr,)

H (¿) (6.1s)
(,s2 + ßa+ 1) (¿2 + y,5 +cx,)

where
=4
= 1/Q,*

= 4/Qt'

The quality factor Qq is chosen to provide the

desired information bandwidth for the PST system and

the quality factor Qr' is selected to provide a deep

notch at the interfering frequency on the one hand

and yet maintain the rejection chracteristics for

smal1 variations in the transmitter signal.

Suitable values for Q+ and Q1'are 8 each for

the PST applications, and the resultant filter

transfer function is given by Equation (6.16)

,*+ 4
H(¿) (ó.16)

L4 + 0.625¿3 + 5.0625¿2 + 
^ 

+ 4

This filter for the transmitter frequency of

(r = l-0OkHz and receiver centre frequency of (tz =

50kHz takes the form shown in Figure 6.?,3. The

overall receiver front end design and the anplitude

plot of the overall transfer function is shorvn in

Figure 6.24. A separation of 99dB betlveen the reply

and the interference is achieved using commercral-1-y

available low-noise operational amplifiers. Some of

0

ß

Y
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the other signal processing circuitry is shorvn in
Figure 6.25.

Although co-mercial OPAMPS are used for the

prototype design, âr extremely lorv-noise bipolar

amplifier designed by the author for another appli-
cation was found to be suitable for this application

as well. Such an amplifier is expected to provide

a much improved s ignal - to -n'oi se perforrnance . The

najor contributor of noise in bipolar arnplifiers

is the nU,, of the transistors. Special design tech-

niques aïe employed to minimize the Lbb, cornponent.

Biasing techniques are employed to minirnize the

drift in quiescent operating conditions. The cir-
cuit diagran and the chip layout of the arnplifier
are shown in Figures 6.26 and 6.27, respectively.

6.6. 2 Digital Sisnal Proce s s ing

The princi-pa1 obj ective in the implernentation

of the receiver being described here is to provide

the functional requirements appropriate to a PST

Teceiver systen and, at the same time, to provide

additional flexj.bility, which is desirable in an

experimental programme. One such additional re-

quirement is that the system be suitable for use in
the measurement of environmental noise. In one

configuration, because of the availability of the
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Bias Section funplifier Section

Figure 6.26 A Low Noise Amplifier Design

reference carrier directly fron the transmitter, the

reply signal is synchronously detected and then

sampled and stored in the microconputer memory for
further processing. In another configuration, the

rf signal is sampled at a rate sufficient to enable

later reconstruction of the signal. Once the reply
is demodulated, detection of the nessage starting
bit and decoding of the message is performed under

software control. The block schematic of the micro-

computer based digital signal processor, ca11ed the

.RADDAT system, developed by the author and built
with the assistance of lrfr. N. R. Blockley, is shown
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Figure 6.27 Layout of Low-Noise Anplifier
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in Figure 6.28. The RADDAT has a very large virtual

memory because of its capability to transfer data to

the mainframe computer and receive it back when neces-

sary. A summary of useful RADDAT commands is given

in Table 6.2, and the system specifications are

given in Table 6.3.

The RADDAT is, therefore, capable of sampling

the reply signal before detection at a predetermined

rate set by the capabilities of the A-to-D converter.

The software is then used to detect the information

sequence, find the synchronizing prefix and find the

codeword. The codeword is usually encoded in order

to minimize the bit error rate. The BCH encoding is

enployed at the transponder to achieve this ' The

received information sequence is then decoded to

detect and correct errors r\¡hich might have occured

during transmission.

6.6.3 Receiver Performance Evaluation

The effectiveness of the receiver described

above has been evaluated in the presence of impul-

sive noise by means of simulation of the receiver

functions. The inputs used in these simulations

include an assumed signal level and the measured

values of environmental noise.
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Figure 6.28b The RADDAT SYsten
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Table 6.2 RADDAT Command Summary

COMMAND

A<address >

c

D

F

I<address >

J<prefix pattern>

L

M

N<sample length>

P

R<lo address)r<hi address>

S

T<1o address)r<hí address>

V

I^l

ACTION (EXPLANATION)

Insert Address Command

CYBER Communication l"fode Command

Display Data Command

Find Code Command

Insert Sample DaÈa Command

Insert Code Prefíx Command

Load Sample Data Com¡rand

Return to MONITOR Command

SeÈ Saurple Length Command

Process Data Command

Receive DaËa from CYBER Command

Start Sampling Connand

Transmit Data to CYBER Co¡nmand

Load Test Values Command

Display Status tr^Iord Command
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Table 6.3 RADDAT Systern Specifications

CPU

Clock Rate

Cycle Tine

Data Length

Address Length

Address Capacity

RAM Available

ROM MONITOR

ROM RADDAT

ROM Sockets

Baud Rate

Serial I/0 Ports

ParalleI I/O Ports

Inte rrup t s

DMA Transfer Rate

A/D Sampling Interval

8085-A

2.7648 lvlHz

t.44 microsecs

8 -bits
1ó -bits
65536 bytes

32768 bytes

2048 bytes

?048 bytes

8k bytes

2400

?

9

IZ vectored

330k bytes/sec

4.7 microsecs
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The effect of impulsive noise on a binary DPSK

system is evaluated by sinulating a coherent DPSK

detector. The bít error rate for various signal-to-

noise ratios is plotted in Figure 6.29. The degra-

dation in performance due to bit synchronization

error is also illustrated. The signal-to-noise

ratio is def ined by calculatì-ng s ignal power and

peak noise power across the receiver antenna dynanic

impe dance .

The effect of ernploying BCH codes on bit error

rate is also investigated by means of simulation.

In this case, it is assumed that there is no bit

synchronization error. A BCH decoder capable of

detecting up to two errors and correcting one error

in a 64-bit information sequence is used in this

study. The bit error rate after correction of all

single bit errors in a complete message and the

resultant plot for two noise situations are shown

in Figure 6.30.

6 .7 Conclus ions

These studi-es of the receiver characteristics

indicate that the proposed receiver is suitable for

PST applications. It also appears, from the simula-

tion, that a BCH code capable of detecting double
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errors.and correcting single errors achieves a bit

error rate acceptable in vehicle identification

situations. The sinulation was performed before

the receiver haràware was built, to ensure that the

proposed receiver scheme is suitable for PST appli-

cat ions .
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CHAPTER VI I

TECHNOLOGIES FOR TRANSPONDER REALIZATION

7.L Introduction

In most obj ect identification applications the

transponders are required to be snal1. Although the

need to integrate the transponder electronics is im-

portant from the point of view of overall size, the

naj or advantages of integration result fron the low

cost, high reliability, reduced power consumption,

and lower parts count. There are several technolo-

gies available for integration of these devices.

It'lost of the existing technologies, such NMOS, CMOS,

IzL etc. , offer the advantages mentioned above in

varying degree. The suitability of aîy of these

technologies for the integration of low-frequency

passive transponding devices depends upon the re-

quirements of these transponders, and on the charac-

teristícs of the available technologies.
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7.2 Choice of Technology

Some of the factors that must be considered in

choosing a technology for the passive low-frequency

object identification applications include circuit

density, availability of various circuit functions,

circuit performance versus power consumption charac-

teristics, topological properties of circuit layout,

compatibility with the remaining parts of the system,

and availability of design tools and fabrication
facilities. With the rapid advance of semiconductor

technology, it is expected that the function and

perforrnance of all currently available technologies

will continue to improve without a corresponding

increase in cost.

The cost per circuit is a function of the

yield, and the packing density. The yield is re-

lated to the complexity of the technology, and the

active chip area. The factors which determine the

complexity of an IC technology include the design

rules, number of rnasking steps, and mask alignment

accuracy. Quantitatively, performance is expressed

in terms of the fault density df per unit area. The

higher the complexity of the fabrication process,

the higher the corresponding fault dens l-ty. The

yie1d, y, can be expressed as a function of the

fault density, dF, and the active area of the chip,

Ac. The simplest model for the yield, or the frac-
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tion of the chips fabricated that do not contain

any fatal f1aws, is based on the assumption that

the defects are randomly distributed over the total
area of the slice and one or more defects within a

chip cause it to be non-functional. For this
simple model of the flaw characteristic, the proba-

bility that a chip has n defects is given by the

Poisson distribution , Pn (+ \) (ltlead and Conway, 1980)

(d, + )nPn(+\) 'exp(-+{) (7.1)'n!

The

given by

probability of a good chip, therefore, is

the Equation (7.2) below:

Po (* 4.) exp(-+fo) (7.2)

ltlhile this equation is not the most accurate

representation of the behaviour of real-1ife fabri-

cation processes, it is a widely used nodel for

initial yield estimates. In practice, the perform-

ance of nrost of the modern-day IC processes is bet-

ter than that predicted by Equation (7 .2), and the

yield drops off at a rate considerably less than

exponential function of the active chip area (Warner,

t974). Circuit designs enploying fault tolerant

schemes such as functional redundancy also hetp in

improving the yield for the larger circuits.
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The packing density, +, , is determined by thi o

factors, namely, the component density, rvhich is
inversely proportional to the area of an elementary

device, and the interconnection density. The pack-

ing density, which takes into consideration both the

component and interconnection densities, represents

the ability of the technology to produce a highly

dense chip and, hence , a cornplex circuit at a lolv

cost.

Consideration should also be given to the per-

formance of the technologies as characteri zed by

their digital and analogue capabilities. The most

inportant performance criterion for digital circuits

is the power-delay product per gate, or logic func-

tion. For the analogue circuits, on the other hand,

availabi-lity of matched active devices with high

gain and low noise, matched resistors and capacitors

are irnportant performance parameters.

The technologies which have emerged to date,

capable of providing high functional density, lorc

power consunption, excellent reliabilíty and capable

of being scaled to subnicron geometries without an

exponential increase in the power consumption per

unit chip area, are the n-channel metal oxide serni-

conductor silicon gate (Nll0S) process, complementary

metal oxide semiconductor silicon gate (CN'IOS) process,
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and the integrated injection logic or the merged

transistor logic (I'L) pïocess. Several variations
of IrfOS and I2L technologies have been proposed by

various authors (Henning et ãL, L977), (Rodgers and

ùleind1, L974). Another planar technology which

shows a great deal of potential in very high speed

logic circuits is the gallium arsenide (GaAs) pro-

cess (Eden et ãI, 1978). Although the planar GaAs

technology is in experimental stages, it provides a

serious challenge to the existing silicon technolo-

gies. Experimental GaAs devices offering nearly two

orders of magnitude advantage in power-de1ay product

have been produced. The three technologies mention-

ed above which are in wide-spread use at a commer-

cial level are considered for the object identifica-
tion application. Various experimental processes,

although capable of better performance, are not con-

sidered in this text. A review of the NIUOS, CN{OS

and ï2L technologies is presented, and the character-
istics of these technologies are considered, in the

light of their possible use in passive transponder

applications.

7 .2.L NNIOS TechnoLogy

The cross-section of a typical high performance

NNIOS structure is shown in Figure 7.L (Dennard et

ã1, 1974). The device has a scaled-down geometry.
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The characteristics of the device include high sub-

strate resistivity to mininize junction capacitance,

short channel length, thin gate oxide, self-aligned
polysilicon gate, channel and field inplants, shal-

low source and drain junctions, double polysilicon

interconnect layers, depletion or polysilicon 1oads,

low voltage operation, and on-chip substrate voltage

generation. These characteristic features of the

NMOS structures are given in Table 7.I. Small de-

vice geometries allorv a reasonably high device

density. The interconnect density is irnproved by

using thin metallization for moderate current levels.

Multilevel
InterconnecÈ n Channel

Met.allizatíon Field Oxide

D s

¿

¿

¿
I a a a Polysilicon Gate 

/
Field IrnplanÈ

Polysilicon 2

Polysilicon 1

Iìigure 7.1 Cross-section of an NMOS Structure

ì
¿

nt-
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It{etal migration, which causes the netal atoms to

move slowly in the direction of the current flow

when the current density exceeds a certain limit,

can be reduced by the addition of smal1 percentages

of copper and silicon to the aluminium. This tech-

nique also prevents diffusion of the silicon in
the aluninium and, hence, the resulting shorted

junctions. lvfetal migration poses less of a problern

in swtiching circuits. Short current pulses con-

tribute much less to metal rnigration than steady

direct current (Nfead and Conway, 1980).

Table 7.I Typical Characteristics of NMOS Digital
Circuits

CHARACTERISTIC

Channel Length

Gate 0xide Thickness

Channe I I'üidth

Voltage of Operation

Packing Density

Gate Delay

Power-De1ay Product

SYMBOL VALUE

3

s00

I,2

5

250

2

T

UNIT

um

A0

um

V

Gate s f mm2

n^

ytJ

x-c

t
OX

wc

vr{"

d
p

T

(^)
Eo
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The NMOS technology, therefore, is medium in

complexity, offering reasonably high backing density.

Fast switching at reasonably low switching energies

is possible using NMOS devices. These features make

NlvlOs the most widely used commercial process for

digital integrated circuits at the present time.

Although the analogue capability of the NI{OS

technology is not as good as its digital capability,

the application of NMOS technology to analogue cir-
cuits has, nevertheless, received much attention.

The key elements of analogue circuits in NIIIOS pro-

cess include precision ratioed capacitor arrays,

analogue switches, operational amplífier, voltage

references, comparators, and charge transfer de-

vices (Hodges et ãI, 1978). The major disadvantages

of NlvlOS technology in the reali zation of analogue

circuits are the unavailability of complementary

devices, the low transconductance of the NÍOS trans-

istors, the high offset voltage associated wi.th lvlOS

transistor pairs, and the high equivalent input

noise of the device, particularly the f / (, component.

Some of these shortcomings are circumvented by in-
proved processing techniques to reduce offset and

noise, as well as improved design techniques such

as sampled data approach for offset cancellati-on

(Hodges et â1, 1-978). Typical characteristics of

NlvfOS analogue circuits are given in Table 7 .2.
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CHARACTERISTIC

Single SÈage Voltage Gain

OPAMP Unity Gain Bandwídth

I/ [ Coraer Frequency

RMS Input Equivalent Noise Voltage

Input Offset Voltage of Matched Pair

Capacitance Range

Capcitance Ratio Accuracy

SYMBOL VALUE

100- 1000

1-5

5-10

30- 100

5- l0

0. 1-100

0.02-0.3

IJNIT

I

l"IHz

kHz

uV

mV

pF

V

Á
V

6r

dN

v
n

o (r{)

c

Rc

Table 7.2 Typical Characteristics of Nlr{OS
Analogue Devices

Although NI{OS technology has its limitations

in some analogue applications, it offers significant

advantages in some others. One of the most useful

applications of this technology results from the

self-isolating property of the N{OS transistor. The

high irnpedance of the N10S transistor in the off

state enables NIvÍOS circuits to store charge on a

node for periods ranging up to several milliseconds.

In addition, it is also possible to sense the voltage

at that node continuously and non-destructively due

to the essentia1-ly infinite input inpedance of the
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MOS transistor in the active mode of operation.

These properties of MOS devices provide a precision

sample and hold capability, and have 1ed to the de-

velopment of new A/D and D/A conversion schemes

(Gray et â1, 1978), as well as switched capacitor

filtering techniques (Bordersen et â1, 1979). An-

other advantage is that lvlOS trans is tors make ne arly

ideal analogue switches with no dc paths between

the gate and the source or the drain. In NNÍOS cir-

cuits, the threshold voltage limits the switched

voltage range in analogue applications to one

threshold below the gate switching voltage.

In digital circuit applications of NNÍOS

technology, downward scaling of device dimensions

is a useful technique, as it provides improved per-

formance othenvise unattainable with the same pro-

cess parameters. However, it is not as attracti-ve

for analogue circuit implementations, for several

reasons. The 7/ 6 noise appears to be inversely

proportional to the square root of the total gate

oxide capacitance (Ronen, L973). Therefore, smaller

devices have higher equivalent input noise character-

istics. The increased transconductance of the scaled

device provides only partial compensation for the

increased noise. Even the transconductance increase

is limited by velocity saturation effects as the

channel length is reduced. The accuracy of matching
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various components is adversely affected when the

devices are scaled down, and the misnatched compo-

nent values then appear as gain and offset errors.

Furthermore, âs the devices are scaled down, sub-

threshold conductance does not scale, and the use

of sanple and hold properties of the lvlOS transistor

are irnpaired (Dennard et a7, L97 4) .

For analogue functions, high packing density

cannot be achieved in NMOS technology. This is due

to the increased complexity of the analogue circuits

to compensate for the shortcomings of the process.

Typical performance of an NMOS operation anplifier

is shown in Table 7.3 (Hodges et ãL,1978).

Table 7.3 Typical Performance of NMOS OPAMP

CHARACTERI STI C

Are a

Open Loop Voltage Gain

Input Offset

Power Consunption

Unit -Gain Bandwidth

Slew Rate, Rise /FaIL

RMS Input Noise

Power Supply

VALUE

0.18

1500

<15

18

z.L

2.6/4

55

15

UN IT

mm2

1

nV

nW

NIHz

v/u s

uV

V
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7 .2,2 CMOS Technology

The cross-section of a high performance p-wel1

CMOS structure is shown in Figure 7 .2. The devices

have scaled-doln geometries, and are characterized

by features including high resistivity substrate to

nininize parasitic capacitances, short channel

lengths, thin gate oxide, shallow junctions, self-

aligned p-we11 and polysilicon gates, channel and

field implants, double layer polysilicon intercon-

nects, single polarity (n. ) polysilicon gates and

lorv voltage operation.

The p-we11 ClvlOS technology is slightly nore

complex than NMOS technology, and circuit yields

are, therefore, somewhat lorver. The packing density

is also lower than Nl'lOS process. Typical character-

istics of CivlOS technology are given in Table 7 .4.

Table 7.4 Typical Characteristics of CIvIOS
Technologies

CHARACTERI STI CS

Channel Length

Gate Oxide Thickness

Voltage of Operation

Packing Density

Gate Delay

Power-Delay Product

VALUES

<5

<5 00

3-5

100-150

<0.5

0.2

UN iT

um

A

V

9/mm2

NS

pJ
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One of the most important advantages of CNIOS

over NlvlOS is that standby power dissipated in CI.{OS

is negligible. This property is significant when

the heat generated by the dense circuitry on the

chip could become excessive. Another advantage of

ClvlOS results fron the use of active pul1-up trans-

istors, and it thereby offers higher resistance to
soft errors in memory applications than NMOS devices

using polysilicon pul1-up 1oads.

One of the maj or drawbacks of this technology

arises due to the tendency of CMOS devices to latch-

up when components are replaced with power applied.

This tendency of CÀ,!OS is a potential reliability
problem. A sinple solution to this problem involves

the use of an n or n* epitaxial starting material to

reduce substrate resistance, and prevent sustained

latch-up. In addition, in all critical input-output

circuits, n-channel devices may be surrounded by ff
guard rings grounded to p-rve11, and p-channel devices

may be surrounded by yt contacts tied to the sub-

strate to reduce lateral potential build up. This

technique is believed to elininate the latch-up

problem completely (Payne et ãI, 1980).

are

the

The analogue capabilities of the technology

cons iderably better than those of NlvlOS due to

availability of complementary devices, the fact
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CIvfOS analogue switches do not have the threshold

drop linitation inherent in NMOS technology, and

the availability of the nytn bipolar device inherent

in CMOS structure. Although this npn transistor

can only be used as an emitter follower with its

collector tied to the substrate, it is extreinely

useful in a variety of applications, such as an

output stage pul1-up transistor or band-gap voltage

reference (Tzanateas et â1, 1979). The reduction

of power consunption by the use of switched CIÍOS

arnplifiers is a very interesting application

(Hosticka, 1980).

The CMOS technology loses its power dissipation

advantage for analogue functions because all the

transistors conduct current all the tine. Typically,

a 1ow gain OPAMP with characteristics similar to

those of the NMOS OPAlfP mentioned previously oc-

cupies approximately 25% less area. The polrer dis-

sipation of the amplifier is also correspondingly

1ower.

Several alternatives to the p-we11 CN'IOS tech-

nology are being investigated for VLSI systems. One

of these which may be suitable for telecommunica-

tions applications, such as the passive transponder

technology, is the n-we11 CIIOS process. The cross-

section of an n-we11 CMOS structure is shown in

7.Ls



Figure 7 .3 (Ohzone et ãL, 1980) . This technology

combines the 1ow power of CII{OS with the high speed of

NMOS. The n-well ClvlOs gets its speed by putting

the faster n-channel device in a high resistivity
p-type substrate and the p-channel device into dif-
fused n-well which gives the process its name. By

using a high resistivity substrate, the parasitic

diffusion capacitances and the substrate body effect

of the n-channel device are minimized, resulting in

higher switching speed capabilities. The process

achieves its higher packing density than the p-wel1

process, thereby making itself competitive with

NNIOS, due to the fact that, in most circuits, p-

channel devices are in the minority, which results

IN

As far as analogue functions are concerned,

the use of n-channel devices, lvith their inherent

high gain and low body effect as the main gain e1e-

ments, provides improved analogue performance over

the p-wel1 technology, where, due to the high body

effect, n-channel devices are in the ninority.

Another recent development in CMOS technology

involves the diffusion of both well types in a very

lightly doped or intrinsic substrate in order to

optinize both n- and p-channel devices independently

(Parri11o et ãI , 1980).
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7.2.3 I2L Technology

The third technology which has a lot of poten-

tial in digital as well as analogue large-scale in-

tegrated circuit irnplementation is the L2L technol-

ogy and is an extension of the well-known bipolar

technology (Hart and Slob, I972; Berger and lVield-

mann, L972). The cross-section of an T2L structure

is shorvn in Figure 7 .4.

0xide
Isolation

E

Oxide
Isolation

I c

ì
¿

¿

¿

I
¿

n

ì

ì
¿

¿

ì
¿

)
p

p p

n+

n+

n+

n*

2

Figure 7.4 Cross-section of an IzL Structure

The 12L techno1ogy is capable of providing

logic function at high densLty. It is possible to

provide analogue circuit functions on the same chip

by the addition of some more processing steps which,
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of course, increases the complexity of the resulting

technology. The IzL structure shown in Figure 7.4

is characterized by features which include scaled

devices, ion-inplanted self-aligned base, laser-

trimmed resistors, and shallow junctions. The tech-

nology can be optimized for high speed digital ap-

ptications by using Schottky diodes instead of the

base-collector junction diodes to eliminate minority

carrier charge storage in the IzL gate. Polysilicon

interconnects, and base contacts can also be used to

achieve.high functional density (Tang et ãI, 1979).

I t rnay seem, ât the f irst gtance , that I2L

digital circuitry combined with bipolar linear cir-

cuitry offers the best of both rvorlds: high density

digital circuit and high voltage, high current 1in-

ear. But the bipolar process that yields high per-

formance, high density I2L does not necessarily

yield high voltage linear circuits. A certain

amount of compromise and optinization is required

to achieve a compati-b1e process r"hich is commercially

viable. Technological improvements in I2L process-

ing have resulted in an order of magnitude improve-

ment in the current gain of the I 2L tïansistors.

The analogue npn transistor exhibits current gain

in the range 100 to 200, with the collector-emitter

breakdown voltage in the range 40 to 70 volts and a

cutoff frequency greater than 1 GFII (Ozawa et ãI,

reTs).
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The technology to achieve the above overall
performance is fairly complex. The present-day

technology is capable of high packing densities

comparable with the NI\IOS process. The po\.\rer-de1ay

products achievable are usually lower than the NlvlOs

at sinilar gate delays (Henning et ãI, L977).

The analogue capabilities of the technology

are much better than the existing lvlOS technologies

due to the availability of high gain complementary

bipolar transistors, low offset voltages for device

pairs, low noise, and devices capable of handling

high voltage and high current. The functional

density for analogue implementations is seldom high

due to the isolation requirements within the cir-

cuit. However, modern developments in the isoplanar

process, such as FAST and I'L, rvhere components are

isolated by a selectively grown thick oxide, al1ow

higher functional densities than those achievable

by normaf planar processes.

7.3 Comparison of the IC Technologies

The ob j ective of integration j-n any sys tem

application is the fabrication of as much of the

system as possible on single chips of silicon.

lt/ith advances in technology, it is possible to put
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more and more system nodules on si-ngle chips without

a corresponding increase in the chip area or power

consumption. There are fundamental linitations in

each of the existing technologies which must be con-

sidered to achieve the ultimate goal of conplete in-

tegration. For this goal to be attained, any signal

that is required in the system, other than inputs,

outputs and power supplies, must not be generated

by means of the technology in the chip. In other

words, the subsystents must not require a different

technology for the generation of internal signals.

The three silicon technologies described pre-

viously have some common features which make these

technologies economically viable for analogue and/or

digital LSI/VLSI circuit implementations. one of

the important common features is the availabiLity

of two types of device in each technology. In order

to provide some kind of nonlinear threshold opera-

tion, there must be a device which is nornally off

when the lowest available systen voltage is applied

to its control input. This obj ective is achieved

in the bipolar technologies by means of nlrn trans -

istors, whereas in the lvlOs proces s n- channel en-

hancement mode devices are used. A separate type

of device is required, in addition, to a11orv the

output of a driver device to reach the highest

voltage in the circuit. In the bipolar technoLo1y ,
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this is provided by a lateral pnp transistor, in
the NMOS technology a depletion mode device is used,

and in the CMOS process a p-channel enhancement rnode

device is used. Therefore, in each of these tech-

nologies threshold operation is possible, and the

output can reach that maximum supply voltage. Other

conmon features of these techndlogies include high

packing density, and a capability to scale to sub-

micron dimensions without a corresponding increase

in power dissipation per unit area of the chip.

Although present forms of the commercial-ly avail-

able I2L process lack the additional leve1 of inter-

connect available in the MOS technologies, the studies

indicate that there is no inherent reason such a

level could not be provided (Tang et ãL, 1979).

From the above discussion, it appears that no

single technology provides the optirnal solution to

the requirements in various applications. In ap-

plications where both analogue and digital functions

are required, and the ninimizatíon of power consump-

tion is the most important ob j ective , the ClvlOs tech-

nology has a clear advantage over NMOS, but the cost

of the chip goes up as we11, due to the increased

processing complexity and chip area. The problem

is further complicated, and the resulting choice of

the appropriate technology made more difficult, by
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the availability in NMOS of dynamic techniques that

reduce the power consumption a great deal, ãt the

expense of more area. Furthermore , I'L has the ad-

vantage over the NÍOS technologies that the power

per unit area and, hence, the effective delay of

elementary logic functions, can be controlled by an

off-chip voltage. The decision concerning at what

point on the speed versus power curve to operate

may thus be postponed until the time of application

or even changed dynamically in 12L technology. The

choice of technology is further compli.cated by the

rapid advances in the technologies di.scussed above,

as well as the ones in the experimental stages. At

the present 1eve1s of complexities, the expected

applications of various technologies are shown in

Table 7.5 (Sa1ama, 1981). In the passive transponder

applications, where both analogue and digital cir-

cuitry is required to be integrated on the same

chipr operating at the minimum power leve1, both

CMOS and 12L technologies offer low power operation,

but I'L, rvith higher packing density, requires

snraller silicon area and, therefore, has a cost

advantage over CMOS.
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Table 7,5 Possible Applications of Various Technologies
I

l

l
I

I

I

CMOS

Static RAMs

Low Power
It{i crocomputers

Standard MSI q LSI

Digital Signal
Proce s s ors

Multiplexers

Codecs/Filters

Line Powered
Telephone Circuits

Cross -point Arrays

12 L/BIPOLAR

OPAMPS

PCI{ Repeaters

Programmable
Logic Arrays

SLICs

PST Labels

NMOS

Memory

Microcomputer

Standard MSI q LSI

Programmable
Logic Arrays

Digital Signal
Proce s sors
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7 .4 Inteqration of the Two-port PST Label

In order to apply the passive subharmonic

transponder to a practical obj ect identification
application, it is necessary to integrate the trans-

ponding label in a suitable technology. It appears,

from the previous discussion, that IzL technology is
the most suitable one currently available. An at-

tempt has been made to produce a design of the two-

port passive subharmonic transponder shown in Figure

2.5. Conversion of this design to IzL layout has

not been attempted due to inadequate design facili-
ties of the time. *

The basic structure available in I-2L

technology is the inverter with nultiple collectors
The basic I2L building btock is a NOR gate, as

shown in Figure 7 .5. The functional blocks of the

two-port transponder described earlier aïe imple-

mented in the I2L technology, and are shown in
Figure 7 .6. The use of large numbers of collectors
is avoided to achieve uniformity in gain, and speed

of all the collectors. It is, however, possible to

* This work was undertaken during the period when the idea of

the one-port devlce had just evolved from the discussions of

the author with Dr. P. H. Cole and Dr. K. Eshraghian. An IC

layout softr^¡are has been developed since that time.
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¿ is the clock ínput and

F

Figure 7.6b IzL PSK Modulator
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increase the fan-out capability of the I2L gates,

either by means of circuit design techniques or

special layout techniques. These ideas are not

enployed in the design of two-port transponder

building blocks.

The D-type flip-flop is used as a divide-by-two

b1ock. The output of the divider chain is used as

the select input for the nemory address decoder, the

data select input for the multiplexer, and the PSK

modulator. The two-port transponder using the build-
ing blocks described above is shown in Figure 7 ,7,

7.5 Future Considerations

The recent advances in the VLSI technologies

is expected to have a large inpact on analogue and

digital communication ICs. Atthough the passì-ve

subharnonic transponder may be classified only as

an LSI device, rather than VLSI, there are a lot of

benefits to be accrued from these developments. In

the past few years, higher levels of integration in

IC technologies have been achieved by increasing the

component densíty by scaling down the devices, in-

creasing the interconnect density by reduction in

design clearances and using a seconcl interconnect

Iayer, increasing the chip area without a corres-
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ponding increase in power dissipation, and by the

use of innovative IC design techniques to achieve

increased packing densities. This trend is likely
to continue in the near future. The benefits to be

gained from these advances, from the point of view

of passive transponder applications, are reductions

in the chip size and power consumption.

The scaling of voltages is not applicable to
the I2L technol-ogy, since the supply voltage used

in I2L circuits is already at the minimum level
possible. When the devices are scaled down by a

factor ¿ in I2L technology, ernploying the constant

voltage scaling node1, the por{er-deIay product

scales down by a factor L2 as compared with a factor
,s3 in the MOS technologies (Klaassen,.1980). The

metalLizati-on paths and the contact windorvs, in any

of the IC technologies, do not scale as advantage-

ously as the actual devices. The resistance and

the tine constant of the metallization paths in-
crease as the lines are made narrohrer. The current

density and the contact resistance also increase.

The scaling limits in the I'-L/Bì-po1ar process aïe

reached as the base width reaches the submicron re-

gion. This l j.nitation occurs mainly due to punch-

through effects experience at very sma11 base lvidths
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Another limitation on scaling which is likely
to be encountered in future VLSI logic circuits is

related to the thernal limit which governs the

trade-off between the scaling down of the device

geometries and the propagation time delay. The

scaling limit is reached lvhen the power dissipated

per unit area of the chip starts to exceed the

practica1.1-y achievable rate of heat removal per

unit area from the chip. The I2L technology has

the advantage over the MOS technology that it is
possible to dynamically control the operation of

the device such that it may be operated in any part

of the speed-power curve by changing the supply

voltage. The thernal limitation may be controlled,

to a certain extent, bY means of providing ade-

quate cooling to the circuits. Providing external

cooling other than that provided by natural air-f1ow

is generally unacceptable due to the size and cost

considerations. Another linitation which occurs

when the devices are scaled down without a corres-

ponding scaling in metallization is that the dis-

tributed capacitance of the metalLtzation paths be-

comes a major contributor to signal delays and, in

the limiting case, there is no advantage of the

scaling to be gained in terms of signal delays.

Apart from the limitation

selves, there are technological

in the devices them-

drawbacks in the
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processing facilities currently available which

must be overcome to continue the progress in VLSI

technology. One of the major limitations is in the

area of photolithography used for mask making. The

problems in the photolithographic process include

accuracy over large chip dimensions, pattern align-

ment on ruafers, photo-resist sensitivity, and the

etching process. The present ultraviolet techniques

of pattern definition and alignment on slice have

resolution of the order of 2 rnicrons. It is pos-

sible to improve this resolution by about 3dB if

pattern generators are used to produce the wafer

directly. The resulting elimination of the mask

naking step has the additional advantage of reduced

fault density. The electron beam pattern generation

and x-ray lithography techniques which are expected

to be used in future have an order of rnagnitude

better resolution than the photolithography tech-

niques currently in use. Other improvements in

photolithography are being proposed to extend the

life of the photolithography process until the elec-

tron beam pattern generation and x-ray lithography

become more economical. These include the use of

multilayer photo-resist to compensate for wafer

surface variations which make fine line lithography

otherrvise unsuitable, and the use of dry etching

methods such as plasma etching, reactive ion etch-

ing, and ion milling, instead of the wet etching,
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to improve resolution, as well as to reduce under-

cutting (Deckert and Ross, 1980).

Among other technological limitations, metal-

lization is the most serious one. There exists a

need to develop interconnection techniques resulting

in very low sheet resistance, low contact resistance,

minimum electromigration, and capable of nultilevel

interconnections. Alternatives to doped aluminiun

and doped polysilicon, which are the current tech-

niques, such as metal silicides, are being proposed.

The netal silicides offer lower sheet resistance

than any of the currently available processes

(Murarka, 19 79) .

More systematic CAD/CAM nethods are being de-

veloped to reduce design times by at least an order

of magnitude. IVithout the use of these advanced

techniques, design costs may prove to be a li-miting

factor in the development of VLSI circuits (Nfead

and Conway, 1980). Testing complex circuits in a

cost effective manner is another limitation faced

in the IC industry. The increasing complexity and

size of the circuits make the complete functional

testing of such devices an almost impossible task.

There are various testing schemes currently under

investigation by various workers (Frank and Sprou11,

1981). Designing fault tolerant systems with limit-
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ed self-testing capabilities may overcome the limit-
ations in testing techniques until better approaches

to this problem are formulated (Mead, 1982).

The present trends in miniaturization in IC

technologies is likely to continue. The irnpact of

these advances, from the point of viehr of passive

transponder applications, is that more efficient

transponders can be designed economica1-Ly. The

success of the passive subharmonic transponders as

a viable object identification technique lies in

the availability of design and manufacturing facil-

ities where the system nay be tested during the de-

velopment stages in an economic way (Clarke and

Mudge, 1982) .

A major part of the cost in a 1ow frequency

object identification system is the cost of the

receiver signal processor. The signal processing

in the receiver can be implenented very economical-J-y

by employing the techniques developed for VLSI tech-

nology. This leads to major cost reduction in the

passive subharmonic transponder system, hence'

rnaking it a commercially viable object identifica-

tion technique.
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CHAPTER VI II

CONCLUS I ONS

The principal objective of the work presented

in this thesis has been to undertake a theoretical

and experimental study of those aspects of an object

identification systen employing 1ow-frequency pas-

sive subharmonic transponders which are relevant to

producing optinum and practically realizable designs.

Attention Itlas f i rs t f ocuss ed on the two -port

Passive Subharmonic Transponder (PST) system. One

of the findings of the experinental study was that

it is feasible to design control circuits with such

low loss that it is possible, in practice, to

achieve transfer, in the transponder, of the

rnajority of the energy supplied to the transponder

at the interrogation frequency to the reply signal

frequency so that the transponder may be regarded

as a reasonabLy efficient converter of energy. A

consequence of this lact is that the overall system

performance is determined by the loss characteristics

of the electromagnetic propagation links.
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Another significant result of the work has

been the development of the coupling volume approach

used in the study of the electromagnetic propagation

path. This approach allows the separation of propa-

gation path parameters in a manner suitable for

1ocal opt irni zation.

Yet another result arising from the study of

the two-port PST systems is'that an optimum design

of the transponder coil is achieved, for an optimun

operating voltage of the transponder circuitry, by

the iterative procedure outlined in Chapter 2. In

this result, the darnping in the transponder coil

required to accommodate the information transfer

rate is provided soleLy by the transponder output

irnpedance at the operating voltage.

The thesis has also considered a comparison

between a two-port PST and the one-port design, in

which a single transponder antenna is used for both

reception of interrogation energy at one frequency

and transmission of a code modulated reply signal

at a subharmonic.

The factors which lead to the greater effi-

ciency of the one-port design, which have been con-

firmed by experinent, have been identified'
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The importance of environmental noise is recog-

nized as being critically important for the opera-

tion of a practical passive transponder system.

Although measurement and analysis of environmental

noise has received considerable attention in the

literature, there is litt1e information available

on man-made noise in the low-frequency band. The

experirnental study of theman-made inpulsive noise,

and the characterization of such noise by means of

the statistical parameters presented in Chapter 4,

provides a further understanding of the 1ow-

frequency impulsive noise.

The results of the noise study are also appli-

cable to the prediction of performance of low-

frequency PST systems. For this purpose, computer

simulation has been found to be a powerful too1.

Another maj or finding of the noise study is

that the signal-to-noise ratio in a practical pas-

sive subharrnonic transponder system is expected to

be low and, for an optinum operation of such a

system, it is necessary to incorporate an error

control strategy in the system. This investigation

has, therefore, involved a survey of error control

strategies applicable to PST systems. An exposition

of basic theory, sufficient for its application to

the design of a variety of possible error control
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schemes, is found in Chapter 5. An optimum prac-

tical approach is identified by comparing several

encoding strategies. Modifications to the BCH

codes to improve the code performance in a practical

application are discussed.

A significant part of the thesis has been the

prediction, in Chapter 6, of expected error perform-

ance of a PST system using computer simulation tech-

niques. These predictions are based on noi-se mea-

surements discussed earlier, and theoretically de-

rived and experimentally confirmed signal 1eve1s.

The final aspect of the work has been to survey

pïesent-day technologies suitable for the integra-

tion of low-frequency passive transponders.

The NI'ÍOS, CNIOS and IzL technologies have been

considered for this purpose. The advantages and

disadvantages associated with each technology have

been studied, and a transponder design to prelayout

stage, using 12L technology, has been presented.
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APPENDIX A

RF INTTRFERENCE REGUI-ATIONS

The specification of the tolerable linits to

stray radiation is attenpted only loosely in Austra-

1ia. The Federal Department of Communication is

responsible for managing and regulating all aspects

of radio communications, including frequency a1lo-

cation and emission control (D0C, 1980). Pending

the promulgation of adequate rf interference

standards, the U.S. and European emission regula-

tions rnay be used as a guideline for the design of

comrnunication equipment (Head, 19 8 2) .

In the U.S.A. the Federal Communication Commis-

sion (FCC) regulates rf interference generated by

all users of the radio frequency spectrum (FCC,

1959). The FCC has classified equipment into three

categatories. Transmitters and receivers used for

communication purposes only are placed in one class.

The focus of interest for the obj ect identification

application lies in the other two classes, which are
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governed by entirely different rf emission regula-

tions than the ones for communication equipnent.

One such class of equipnent includes the devices

that generate rf energy as an intermediate step in

perforning an end function other than communication,

e.g. switching power supplies, and the equipment

that uses rf energy directly for an output function other

than communication, e.g. rnedical diathermy, is

placed in the other c1ass. The devices in each of

these categories are further divided into two

classes. Class A includes devices and equipment

intended for use in business, conmercial or indus-

trial environments, and Class B includes equipment

intended for use in residential environments.

In Europe, the rf interference standards are

set by bodies such as Verband Deutscher Electro-

techniker (VDE). The VDE interference regulations

are based on the recommendations of the Internation-

al Electrotechnical Cornmission (IEC). VDE also has

two major interference specifications but, unlike

the FCC specifications, rvhich are based on the type

of the equipment, the VDE specì-fications are based

on the type of interference source. VDE 0875 inter-

ference regulation covers equipment not intended to

generate rf emission above 10kHz and VDE 0871 covers

the equipment that contai.ns sources above 1OkHz.
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In the PST object identification applications,

the transnitter is required to be designed and

operated at pol4rer levels well within the FCC or VDE

regulations. In the lor+-frequency band, the FCC

regulation requires that the permissible electric

field, ãt astandard distance S, of 305 metres (1-000

ft) from the source, should not exceed a value q,t

given by the equation below

î,h
v/n (A. 1)

where d is the frequency of the rf source in Hz

For the proposed object identification system

where the transmitter frequency is selected to be

10OkHz, the maximum perrnissible field strength

calculated from Equation (A..1) is

fui 24 uv/n (A.2)

The VDE 08 71 radiated interference limit is
defined as a maximum permissible electric field E*,

at a standard distance r of 100 metres. For the

sources in the 1ow-frequency band this is

EMr= 50.12 vV/n (A. 3)

42

(
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A comparison of the FCC specification at l-0OkFiz

given by Equation (A.2) can be made with the VDE

specification given by Equation (4.3) . Using the

inverse proportionality of the radiated electric
field with distance as shown in Equation (4.5), the

VDE specification can be extrapolated to a distance

of 305 metres, i.e. the standard distance for the

FCC specification. The value of the maximum allow-

able field at a distance of 305 meters using the

VDE specif icat ion is ,¡,,1,

EM, = L6 .44 uV/m (4. 4)

A comparison of Equations (4.2) and (4.4)

reveals that , ãt a transmitter frequency of 10OkHz,

the VDE 0871 specification is more stringent than

the FCC regulation.

For the calculation of the radiated field, the

transmitting antenna is modelled as a small loop of

ñr turns each of area Sr' and carrying a current \..
The radiated electric field at a distance S is then

given by

n' r' If Sro Ni

r- (A.s)
Àro S'
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14¡he re

n is the characteristic impedance of

free space

À1 is the wavelength at the transmitter

frequency

The relationships between self-inductance and

por^/er have the forms

Pt Qr 0\ L¡ I¡2 (A.6)

Lr = 1¡ l\/r2 F 51 (A. 7)

Us ing Equations

electric field rnay be

(4.6) and (A..7) , the radiated

expressed as

n'n' Pr Qr Si

n- ff û,1 l,o Fr $
(A.8)

where

\ is the power dissipated in the trans-

mitter coil

Qr is the quality factor of the trans-

nitter coil

Fr is the size parameter of the trans-

mitter antenna

The electric field expected from the proposed

identification system using the transmitter antenna

parameters given in Chapter 5 for a transmitter

por^/er of 90 watts at measurement distances of 505

metres and 100 metres are

4.5
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23.56 uV/m (A.e)

71.8 uV/n (A.10)

It therefore appears that, if the transmitter

for the proposed system is operated at 90 watts, it

satisfies the FCC regulation, but fails to satisfy

the VDE requirement. However, it is expected that,

in most applications, the object identification

system would be operated at much lower power 1evels.

The expression for radiated electric f,ie1d

given in Equation (4.8), although suitable for

assessment of the radiation characteristics of the

proposed system, does not lend itself readily to

various optinization problems. For the PST appli-

cations, it is convenient to compare directly nag-

netic field energy density po H2 at the transponder

position with the electric field energy density

qtb: at the standard distance ï at which the FCC

radiation constraint is applied. From Equation

(4.8) , and using the expression for dispersal

volume

Pr Qr
(A.11)

T4 H, (+

hre obtain for the energy density ratio

h,

h

VL=
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Ito H'
_ =Ft,Ol

q
r/r si

(A. 1 2)

(A. 13)

Using the expression given belorv for VL, which

hras deve loped in Chapter 3

\t 4
V7 = 

- 

= -FISI3
lbH' n

Sr 2 3

S1

we get for the density ratio

wH' 1T Àro

(A.14)
q w 4 (Sr' *nSi )'

where Sf is the distance bettveen the transmit-

ter and the transponder (sensing

distance)

The irnportance of the equations developed above

lies in the fact that they not only provide the

justification for the approach used for the analysis

in Chapter 3, but they also provide trvo different

points of view on the question of holv to select an

optimum size of transnitter antenna.

In the first place, if rve have no regard for

the radiated field constraint and wish to maximise

the dispersal volume \ lvithrespect to the trans-

mitter antenna characteric length St for a given

s;
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value of

(A.15) ,

distance S-. wet'
optimum value is

st opt srñ

sens 1ng

that the

circular transmitter

the optimurn diameter

n- = ?Q"Lopt "uT

find, from Equation

(A.1s)

antenna, it nay be

is given by

(A. 16 )

For a

shown that

The optimurn value of the transmitter character-

istic length derived above makes optimum use of a

given amount of transmitter power.

If, on the other hand, w€ wish to maximize the

energy density ratio given in Equation (4.L4), sub-

j ect to the condition h = EMr, but without regard

for the transmitter power 1evel required, we find

that the optimum occurs as Sr * 0. Such a vanishing-

Iy small transmitter antenna cannot be used in

practice, because the power required to provide

interrogation energy at the sensing position then

tends to infinity.
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